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Everyone talks about rock these days; the problem is they forget about the roll.
Keith Richards
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8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the digital revolution in the last few decades, data has become abundant.
The overwhelming presence of digital devices (e.g. computers, smart-phones) com-
bined with platforms that enable generating and storing data have led to quantities
of data that were difficult to imagine in the past. According to Marr (2015), more
data has been created in the two years before 2015 than in the entire previous history
of the human race. A more recent report from IBM (2017) has made this claim even
more specific and shocking, stating that 90% of the data in the world today has been
generated in the last two years1. Furthermore, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data is gener-
ated daily and this figure will likely grow, given the emergence of new technologies,
devices and sensors (IBM, 2017). This raises the question of which part of that data
is relevant or valuable. Getting value out of this abundance of data is of interest for
both industry and academia.
Data mining is defined in brief as the process of discovering patterns in data
(Witten and Frank, 2005). The patterns discovered must be meaningful in that they
lead to some advantage, e.g. an economic advantage. Grant (2003) provides a more
detailed definition of data mining as ”an interdisciplinary field bringing techniques
of machine learning, pattern recognition, statistics, databases, and data visualization
to address the issues of information extraction from large databases.” Furthermore, a
process of data mining would lead to discovery of correlations, patterns and trends,
going through large amounts of data stored in databases by applying pattern recogni-
tion techniques, statistical as well as mathematical techniques to analyze the gathered
data. In short, as explained by Grant (2003), the analogy of mining suggests sifting
through large amounts of low-grade ore (data) to find something valuable (informa-
tion).
This thesis applies data mining in commercial settings in the telecommunications
industry. The research for this thesis has been performed at T-Mobile Netherlands
B.V. and the methods described in some of the chapters have been also applied in
Deutsche Telekom subsidiaries in other countries. We had a rare opportunity to
work on real commercial data sets and have the results of our research deployed
in practice. Throughout this thesis we describe some of the challenges that data
miners (or data scientists) meet when working on business problems and our so-
lutions to these problems. The complex data sets we were analyzing contained in
certain cases millions of records. In this research we were using simple methods
combined in innovative ways to achieve results that were either an improvement on
how the business was previously solving these problems or solving important busi-
ness problems that were not addressed before in such detail. We address the stages
of CRISP-DM (CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining), shown on Figure 1.1
(Wirth and Hipp, 2000), and our main focus is on the stages least covered in literature.
1The difference between these two reports can be seen as an indicator of the data explosion between
their respective periods of publication
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Figure 1.1: CRISP-DM Process Model for Data Mining
From a business understanding perspective, we had a unique opportunity to
work on multiple business problems in mobile telecommunications. Our research
stretches between the application areas of marketing, mobile network technology
and finance. One can also see the respective departments of the operator as the
end-users of the research. From a marketing perspective we address the problem of
churn prediction. From a mobile network technology perspective, we are addressing
the problem of forecasting mobile network load in order to identify sites which
can potentially become overloaded in the future. From finance perspective we are
addressing the process of service revenue forecasting. Working on each of these
business problems required a lot of domain knowledge, which was provided by the
experts working at the operator.
Data understanding and preparation is often only marginally addressed, mostly
via dealing with outliers or missing values. However, in business settings under-
standing the data and preparing it for analysis takes a large part of the overall effort.
The data that is necessary to address the problem is not even in the same database,
let alone in a shape suitable for data mining. Given the scale of data sets in telecom-
munications, understanding and preparing the data is a task far from trivial. An
example of this would be generating useful predictors from a call graph. Even set-
ting the outcome variable is a matter of discussion, for example in the case of churn:
do we take the moment the customer requested to be disconnected or the moment
the customer was actually disconnected as the moment of churn? This can depend
on the purpose of the model (e.g. churn campaign versus revenue forecasting).
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Modeling and evaluation in literature are mostly covered by creating an algorithm
that outperforms known approaches and using a standard performance metric (Root
Mean Squared Error, Accuracy, Precision, AUC, Rank Correlation measures etc.).
This is frequently the research focus. Instead, in our research we are using mostly
standard and well known algorithms (e.g. linear or logistic regression) on large
data sets. Our results show that these perform very well on commercial data sets
where variance is a much more important problem than bias (van der Putten and van
Someren, 2004). Algorithm tuning is out of scope of this thesis. While we did use
standard performance metrics to evaluate performance, we also show how industries
evaluate the overall success of a method.
The last step of the CRISP-DM process, deployment, is also important for indus-
try. We find it essential to actually deploy the research developed, as things tend to
function differently in a lab setting with artificial data sets than in the real world,
where the data sets do not match the assumptions, parameters and distributions.
Furthermore, we discovered that deployment choices can positively affect the ac-
ceptance of a data mining solution. Specifically, we created a scenario simulation
platform for forecasting of mobile network load and service revenues, which gen-
erated use cases not originally foreseen. Additionally, we translated a churn model
into a set of guidelines for optimizing the mobile network. Neither of these are stan-
dard deployment methods. On a personal note, we find it highly motivating and
gratifying to see our research in action.
While research on algorithms definitely has its merits, focusing on the algorithm
alone also has negative sides. The diffusion of an algorithm or a method depends
on many factors other than just performance in terms of accuracy. In an article
on implementation of data science in business organizations Veeramachaneni (2016)
identifies reasons for failures of these projects in commercial settings: lack of data
quality, lack of focus on business value of the model, focus on algorithm and tuning
instead of translating the business problem into a machine learning problem etc.
According to this research, machine learning experts were used to working with data
already aggregated in useful variables. In our view, this practice has two drawbacks:
first, some useful variables could have been omitted or not foreseen as useful by the
creators of the data set; second, it is unclear to the machine learning experts how
these values were created (e.g. in case of averages, how were missing values treated).
The authors of this paper suggest, among other things, using simpler models and
focusing on automation, which is in many respects similar to our approach.
The inspiration for this thesis is our belief that it is academia’s responsibility not
only to discover new ways of solving problems, but also to educate the business and
government sectors on how to use these advances. This is a problem in the case
of machine learning, where the giants of today (e.g. Facebook, Google or NSA) are
utilizing cutting edge machine learning research on a large scale, while the rest of the
companies are lagging behind. We do not want to criticize the devotion of researchers
to new and improved machine learning algorithms, but to encourage them to go one
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Table 1.1: Mapping of the Focus of the Thesis Chapters to the Stages of the CRISP-DM process






Preparation Modeling Evaluation Deployment
Chapter 2 Key Key Strong Weak Strong Weak
Chapter 3 Strong Strong Key Key Medium Weak
Chapter 4 Strong Strong Strong Weak Key Key
Chapter 5 Strong Strong Strong Medium Medium Key
Chapter 6 Strong Strong Key Strong Key Key
step further into deployment of these methods in practical circumstances (diffusion
of their innovation), therefore realizing the full potential of their research.
For the reasons stated above, this thesis is focused on how to apply data mining
in a real world setting. Even though we have focused on a single industry, i.e.
telecommunications, other industries can also benefit, as the methods applied are
easily transferable. Furthermore, most industries are concerned with how to keep
their customers (reduce churn), how to improve the service they are offering (manage
the network in telecom) and how to forecast their revenues. The latter two problems
are transferable to governments or non-governmental organizations as well. We will
also discuss the tools we used, as well as the deployment methods that helped our
research to gain acceptance by the business.
1.1 Thesis Structure
This thesis is largely based on published papers. In this section we present the
research questions, a brief overview of each chapter, as well as the focus of each
chapter and the contribution with relation to the CRISP-DM process (see Table 1.1).
In general, in almost every chapter our efforts in business understanding, data under-
standing and data preparation are a substantial part of the overall effort. However,
for each chapter a different CRISP-DM stage is the key focus area. The values in Table
1.1 are given as guidelines of where we find our key contributions or what we see as
a (interesting or unusual) solution for these stages of the process.
At the time when we began this research, data mining within T-Mobile Nether-
lands B.V. was not widely applied. Therefore, the overall research question of this
thesis is:
How does one successfully apply data mining in telecommunications?
The chapters of this thesis are cases of applying data mining onto telecom prob-
lems. Each of these chapters will have a research (sub)question of its own. These
will be listed in the next few paragraphs adjacent to the chapter overview.
Customer churn, i.e. losing a customer to the competition, is a major problem
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in mobile telecommunications and many other industries. This is why we dedicate
three chapters to this problem.
In Chapter 2 we discuss the impact of the experimental setup on prediction of pre-
paid churn in telecommunications. This chapter is based on our paper ”The Impact
of Experimental Setup in Prepaid Churn Prediction for Mobile Telecommunications:
What to Predict, for Whom and Does the Customer Experience Matter?” (Radosavl-
jevik, van der Putten and Kyllesbech Larsen, 2010a). Prepaid customers in mobile
telecommunications are not bound by a contract and can therefore change operators
(”churn”) at their convenience and without notification. This makes the task of pre-
dicting churn both challenging and financially rewarding. The chapter presents an
exploratory study of prepaid churn modeling by varying the experimental setup on
three dimensions: data, outcome definition and population sample. The research
question for this chapter is:
Which one of the following variations in the experimental setup has the highest influence
on the performance of prepaid churn prediction models: adding Customer Experience Man-
agement data, altering the characteristics of the sample or changing the outcome definition?
While adding more input variables and varying the sample did not influence the
predictability of churn, a particular change in the outcome definition had a substantial
influence. Here we emphasize that the problem formulation often is more important
than the data or the method used to solve it. From the perspective of the CRISP-DM
process, our main focus is on the importance of the business understanding and
data understanding stages. This chapter also provides a method of automated data
preparation. The algorithms that we are using here are quite simple and standard,
hence the value ”weak” for focus on modeling in Table 1.1. In this chapter we are
also explaining the evaluation method and our choice of a performance metric that
we are using in chapters 3 and 4.
In chapter 3, based on the publication ”Combining Customer Attribute and Social
Network Mining for Prepaid Mobile Churn Prediction” (Kusuma, Radosavljevik,
Takes and van der Putten, 2013), we investigate the added value of combining regular
tabular data mining with social network mining, leveraging the graph formed by
communications between customers. Here we compared the performance of classical
(tabular) prepaid churn models with models generated by mining the social network
graph and two hybrid approaches: first, we enriched the data set used for the tabular
models with features extracted from the communications graph and second, we
created a propagation model using the scores of the tabular churn models as initial
energy of each non-churner node (similar to boosting). The research question for this
chapter is:
Do social network mining or attributes stemming from a social network graph add value in
terms of model performance to traditional prepaid churn modeling in T-Mobile Netherlands?
From a CRISP-DM perspective, this is the only chapter where our main focus
is on the modeling stage: we present two novel hybrid models. Transforming the
call graph into features that can be used for data mining (data preparation) was also
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substantial part of the work. However, our experiments showed that despite the
high computational effort, the traditional tabular churn models scored best. This
can be seen as an example application of the No Free Lunch Theorem (Wolpert and
Macready, 1997), showing that Social Networks do not necessarily add value to
every telecom churn prediction problem, opposite from many results shown from
this period (see Dasgupta et al., 2008).
In the highly competitive and advanced telecommunications market in The
Netherlands, network experience is crucial for the operators. T-Mobile Netherlands
wanted to optimize the network experience for its customers in order to increase
the satisfaction with the current customer base and attract new customers based on
mobile network quality. This is why chapters 4 and 5 have two different ways of
improving the network in their focus.
Chapter 4, based on the paper ”Preventing Churn in Telecommunications: The
Forgotten Network” (Radosavljevik and van der Putten, 2013), shows a different
application of a churn model. While the problem of churn prediction is frequently
addressed in literature, preventing customers from wanting to churn is not. Hence,
the research question for this chapter is:
As a different method for model deployment, can a churn model be used to prevent churn
by explaining its causes as opposed to using the predictions for targeting customers?
This chapter outlines an approach developed as a part of a company-wide churn
management initiative. Our approach to churn prevention can also be seen as a bridge
between the disciplines of marketing and mobile network technology, because we
identify the technical drivers of churn. We are focusing on an explanatory churn
model for the postpaid segment, assuming that the mobile telecom network, the key
resource of operators, is also a churn driver in case it under-delivers to customers’
expectations. The main focus of this chapter with regards to the CRISP-DM process
is in the deployment and evaluation stages. The typical deployment method for a
churn model is a retention campaign where customers are approached with an offer
to continue their contract. In this case, there was no campaign. The model was used
to generate a set of rules for network optimization in order to remove the key network
related churn drivers and therefore prevent churn, rather than cure it. The insights
generated by this model have caused a paradigm shift in managing the network of T-
Mobile Netherlands. From an evaluation perspective, the evaluation of the model did
not stop with just measuring performance on the test set. The real evaluation came
months later, by measuring customer satisfaction after implementing the network
optimization rules that were the generated from the model. This approach was later
also used by a Deutsche Telekom operator in another country.
In chapter 5, based on ”Large Scale Predictive Modeling for Micro-Simulation of
3G Air Interface Load” (Radosavljevik and van der Putten, 2014), we are trying to
answer the following research question:
How can data mining be used to predict 3G mobile network interface load and simulate it
under different scenarios?
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In this chapter we describe how we built a large scale network load simulation
tool. Forecasting mobile network load is typically used for planning network up-
grades and budgeting purposes. However, focusing on the end user by using tools
familiar to them resulted into applications of the model far beyond the original de-
sign. Looking at the CRISP-DM process, the key stage in this chapter is deployment.
Our method of deployment enabled the end users that are not data miners to engage
in scenario simulation activities of the complex network system. We created a micro-
simulation system, which allowed testing the effect of changing the values of the
input parameters according to scenarios envisioned by the users on the load of each
cell in the mobile network. Even though the algorithm we used, linear regression,
is not novel, our automated modeling process using wrappers for variable selection
enabled us to generate models at a high pace, resulting in 30,000 models per day.
After the initial success in T-Mobile Netherlands where the method was developed,
the approach was also used by Deutsche Telekom operators in three other countries.
In chapter 6 we extend the method developed in chapter 5 onto the field of
finance and service revenue forecasting. This chapter is based on ”Service Revenue
Forecasting in Telecommunications: A Data Science Approach” (Radosavljevik and
van der Putten, 2017). The research question in this chapter is:
How can data mining be used to predict and simulate service revenues in telecommuni-
cations? In other words, does the approach developed in chapter 5 generalize to a different
domain such as finance?
Revenue forecasting in general is one of the most important financial processes
in any industry. For service based business such as telecommunications, timely
and precise service revenue forecasts are essential, because they can drive important
business decisions, such as when and where to intervene in order to accomplish the
business targets. Here, we replicated the deployment method we discuss in chapter
5 using different tooling, as this was the end users’ choice. By creating a simulation
platform for service revenue forecasting the business can have a better idea of how
different scenarios for changes in the input variables or the measures the business is
planning could play out in practice. The key stages of CRISP-DM for this chapter
are deployment, evaluation and data preparation. The data preparation stage is of
interest, because we created our own data store using tools that are not originally
designed for this purpose. The important aspects of deployment are similar to chapter
5: using tools familiar to end users and creation of a scenario simulation platform.
From a modeling perspective this chapter is interesting because of the comparison
between relatively simple and more complex models we provide, as well as the
change in the way we modeled the outcome. From an evaluation perspective, we
used mean absolute error as a performance metric to build the models. However, a
different, problem specific performance metric was the only measure of success that
was relevant to the business.
Finally, in chapter 7 we present the conclusions, lessons learned and the summary
of this thesis.
Chapter 2
The Impact of Experimental
Setup in Prepaid Churn
Prediction for Mobile
Telecommunications: What to
Predict, for Whom and Does the
Customer Experience Matter?
Radosavljevik, D., van der Putten, P., & Larsen, K.K.
Based on a publication in Transactions on Machine Learning and Data Mining 3 (2),
pp. 80-99 (2010)
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16 CHAPTER 2. THE IMPACT OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Prepaid customers in mobile telecommunications are not bound by a contract
and can therefore change operators (”churn”) at their convenience and without no-
tification. This makes the task of predicting churn both challenging and financially
rewarding. This chapter presents an exploratory, real world study of prepaid churn
modeling by varying the experimental setup on three dimensions: data, outcome
definition and population sample. First, we add Customer Experience Management
(CEM) data to data traditionally used for prepaid churn prediction. Second, we
vary the outcome definition of prepaid churn. Third, we alter the sample of the
customers included, based on their inactivity period at the time of recording. While
adding CEM parameters and varying the sample did not influence the predictability
of churn, a particular change in the outcome definition had a substantial influence.
2.1 Introduction
The problem of churn, or loss of a client to a competitor, is a problem facing almost
every company in any given industry. This phenomenon is a major source of financial
loss, because it is generally much more expensive to attract new customers than it
is to retain and sell to existing ones. Therefore, churn is important to manage,
especially in industries characterized by strong competition and saturated markets,
such as the mobile telecom industry. Prepaid mobile phone subscribers are not
bound by a contract; therefore, they can churn at their convenience and without
notification, which makes the task of predicting the likelihood and moment of churn
very important.
The first step in managing churn is identifying the customers with high propen-
sity to churn. Published papers on churn modeling on private data sets in mobile
telecommunications are relatively scarce, due to the commercially sensitive nature of
the problem. This is even more evident for papers based on European mobile telecom
operators’ data. Most of the available research relates to postpaid churn (Au, Chan
and Yao, 2003; Datta, Masand, Mani and Li, 2000; Ferreira, Vellasco, Pachecco and
Barbosa, 2004; Hung, Yen and Wang, 2006; Hwang, Jung and Suh, 2004; Kim and
Yoon, 2004; Lemmens and Croux, 2006; Lima, Mues and Baesens, 2009; Mozer, Wol-
niewicz, Johnson and Kaushansky, 1999; Neslin, Gupta, Kamakura, Lu and Mason,
2006; Wei and Chiu, 2002). Even fewer studies are available for prepaid churn in
this industry (Alberts, 2006; Archaux, Martin and Khenchaf, 2004; Dasgupta et al.,
2008). The majority of these assumed a fixed, single experimental setup in terms of
outcome definition, population and data parameters. Their focus was mostly on the
data mining algorithm used or algorithmic tuning. In order to understand prepaid
churn modeling better, we decided to take an end-to-end view and test different
experimental setups by varying on three dimensions: data, population sample and
outcome definition (Radosavljevik, van der Putten and Kyllesbech Larsen, 2010b).
We used standard data mining algorithms, decision trees (in their standard form)
and logistic regression (Pegasystems, 2008; Witten and Frank, 2005), because it was
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not our objective to determine the impact of the algorithm; research on data mining
algorithms is abundant. Furthermore, from a business perspective, the output of
either of these algorithms (the model) is very easy to interpret and communicate to
parties that do not have extensive experience with data mining (e.g. business man-
agers). This quality is even more evident in the case of decision trees, which have a
very intuitive graphical representation. Finally, as our experiments have shown, the
choice of algorithm is a minor factor of influence compared to the other dimensions
mentioned.
Making new types of data available for modeling may improve model perfor-
mance. We provide an overall framework for measuring customer experience, and
in the experiments we investigate the added value of customer level service quality
metrics (dropped calls, call setup duration, SMS delivery failure rate etc.).
The definition of population sample and outcome is primarily driven by the busi-
ness objectives, i.e. how the model will be used. In general, operators discontinue the
service and consider prepaid customers churned from an administrative perspective
if they have not had an activity (e.g. made a call, sent an SMS, etc.) for a period of six
months. However, from a churn prediction and marketing perspective such a long
period is not very useful. Usually, the customer has churned long before that time.
Therefore, it is much better to use a shorter period of inactivity as an outcome defi-
nition of churn. Our variations in population sample were based on the customers’
inactivity period at the moment of recording. The dilemma here is, if customers have
been inactive already for one month at the time of recording, are they retainable, or
have they simply thrown away the SIM card? What should be the maximum period
of inactivity allowed at the time of recording?
Our choice for the research question for this chapter was driven by the multiple
possibilities and choices that exist when creating an experimental setup for prepaid
churn modeling:
Which one of the following variations in the experimental setup has the highest influence
on the performance of prepaid churn prediction models: adding Customer Experience Man-
agement data, altering the characteristics of the sample or changing the outcome definition?
The main contributions of this chapter are as follows. First, we provide a novel the-
oretical business framework for measuring customer experience in mobile telecom-
munications. Second, to our knowledge we are the first to investigate the added value
of service quality oriented customer experience data for predicting prepaid churn.
Third, we explore the impact of changing the criterion for the population sample.
Fourth, we propose different outcome definitions of prepaid churn and measure the
impact of changing the outcome definition on model performance. Finally, this re-
search was conducted by one of the leading mobile telecom operators in Europe,
driven by high priority business needs and using large amounts of customer data,
which gives it a real world dimension. Given the highly competitive, confidential
and strategic nature of mobile telecommunications churn management, real world
results (based on the European telecom market) are not often available in literature.
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The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 2.2 we present
how (prepaid) churn modeling has been performed in the past. Section 2.3 provides
an overview of Customer Experience Management. In Section 2.4, the research setup
and the experimental design are discussed, followed by results in Section 2.5. We
end the chapter with a discussion (Section 2.6) and a conclusion (Section 2.7).
2.2 (Prepaid) Churn Modeling
In this section, we will present how modeling churn in mobile telecommunications
has been addressed in previous research.
As mentioned in the introduction, the majority of papers on wireless churn assume
a single experimental setup and deal with postpaid churn (Au et al., 2003; Datta et al.,
2000; Ferreira et al., 2004; Hung et al., 2006; Hwang et al., 2004; Kim and Yoon, 2004;
Lemmens and Croux, 2006; Lima et al., 2009; Mozer et al., 1999; Neslin et al., 2006;
Wei and Chiu, 2002). Some of these papers did not explicitly state that they are
related to postpaid churn; nonetheless, this conclusion can be made from the data
sets they used, which contained demographic information and contract data. These
parameters are unavailable for prepaid subscribers, as there is no contract in the real
sense of the word. This is the key difference between prepaid and postpaid churn
prediction, even though quite a few similarities exist.
Prepaid churn modeling is typically done by performing analysis on aggregated
Call Detail Records (CDRs), but additional factors, such as subscription details (e.g.
duration, subscription or discontinuation of services) and handset data, are often
included. Parameters used in previous papers are as follows.
Archaux et al. (2004) took into account the following data: invoicing data, such
as the amounts refilled by clients or amounts withdrawn by companies for the sub-
scribed services and options; data relating to usage, such as the total number of calls,
the share of local, national or international calls, consumption peaks and averages;
data relating to the subscription, such as date of beginning (age of the subscription),
the current tariff plan and the number of different plans the client used; data relating
to application and cancellation of services; data related to the current and the pre-
vious profitability of the clients. Alberts (2006) selected data related to usage and
billing information only: average duration of a single incoming and outgoing call,
ratio between outgoing and incoming call durations, sum of incoming and outgoing
revenues, the current and the maximum number of successive non-usage months,
cumulative number of recharges, average duration of incoming and outgoing calls
over all past months, the number of months since the last voicemail call, the number
of months since the last recharge, the last recharge amount, the average recharge
amount of all past months, etc.
The algorithm is the focus of many of the data mining efforts related to churn.
Papers related to postpaid churn have investigated the performance of standard data
mining algorithms, such as decision trees (Au et al., 2003; Ferreira et al., 2004; Hung
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et al., 2006; Hwang et al., 2004; Lemmens and Croux, 2006; Lima et al., 2009; Mozer
et al., 1999; Neslin et al., 2006; Verbeke, Martens, Mues and Baesens, 2011; Wei and
Chiu, 2002), logistic regression (Hwang et al., 2004; Lemmens and Croux, 2006; Lima
et al., 2009; Mozer et al., 1999; Neslin et al., 2006; Verbeke et al., 2011), neural networks
(Au et al., 2003; Datta et al., 2000; Ferreira et al., 2004; Hung et al., 2006; Hwang et al.,
2004; Mozer et al., 1999; Neslin et al., 2006), Bayesian classifiers (Neslin et al., 2006)
and support vector machines (Verbeke et al., 2011), and compared them to novel
approaches.
In prepaid churn modeling, Archaux et al. (2004) compared the performance of
models built using neural networks and support vector machines, while Alberts
(2006) compared models built using survival analysis with models built using deci-
sion trees. To summarize, in research literature there is a lot of emphasis on algorithm
testing and tuning, whereas in real world practice this is a smaller piece of the puzzle
with relatively modest impact. Hence, we decided to focus more on experimental
setup.
The influence of Social Networks on (prepaid) churn has entered the focus of in-
terest of both business and academic communities in the period after 2008 (Dasgupta
et al., 2008; Richter, Yom-Tov and Slonim, 2010; Wang, Cong, Song and Xie, 2010).
These papers strive to answer the question whether the decision of a subscriber to
churn is dependent on the existing members of the community with whom the sub-
scriber has a relationship. Dasgupta et al. (2008) showed that diffusion models built
on call graphs (used for identification of Social Networks) have superior performance
to their baseline model. At the time of publication, this approach was considered
a very progressive novelty, with relation to both algorithm and data. However, it
is our opinion that these results are biased by the fact that their baseline model is
constructed on CDR data alone, without including other important factors, such as
the handset, prepaid account balance or inactivity period. In our opinion, if these
variables would have been added in their baseline model, the improvements of their
approach would not have been as high.
As we will show in our experiments, combining past behavior (extent of usage)
with current factors (e.g. prepaid account balance, phone type, price plan etc.) is
crucial for predicting future behavior (churn). In general, there is a gap between
traditional methods that do not take the social networks into account and social net-
works techniques that only mine the network. Therefore, in chapter 3 we investigate
the value of hybrid approaches, combining these two methods.
In addition, we consider the origin of the data used in previous research. As
telecom markets differ in various parts of the world, it is expected that the churners’
patterns would differ as well. The US telecom market has been addressed by several
papers (Datta et al., 2000; Lemmens and Croux, 2006; Lima et al., 2009). There is also
research based on Asian markets (Au et al., 2003; Hwang et al., 2004; Kim and Yoon,
2004; Wang et al., 2010). Ferreira et al. (2004) analyzed the Brazilian market. Other
researchers did not reveal the location of the operator (Dasgupta et al., 2008; Richter
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et al., 2010) or used publicly available data sets (Lima et al., 2009; Verbeke et al., 2011).
There is a visible lack of papers focusing on the European market (except Alberts,
2006).
Last, but not least, we would like to mention the issue of defining prepaid churn, or
the lack of a clear definition of a churned prepaid customer. To the best knowledge
of the authors only Alberts (2006) defined in detail which prepaid customers are
marked as churned. We find the outcome definition to be of high importance and we
address this issue in depth in Subsections 2.4.2 and 2.4.5, where we also propose our
own definition(s).
2.3 Customer Experience Management
To put our churn management activities in perspective, we see them as part of a wider
ranging company effort to manage and optimize the customer experience. Products
and services (e.g. telecommunication services) tend to become commodities over
time; therefore, managing the customers’ experience can be a source of sustainable
competitive advantage (Pine and Gilmore, 1999). Pine and Gilmore (1999) stated that
experiences are as distinct from services as services are from goods, thus arguing
that authentic experiences are the next evolutionary step in creating customer value.
Smith and Wheeler (2002) claimed that branded customer experience drives customer
loyalty and profitability. Customer Experience Management (CEM) is the process of
strategically managing and optimizing these experiences across all customer touch-
points and channels, in interactions that are either customer initiated or company
driven, direct or intermediated (Meyer and Schwager, 2007; Schmitt, 2003).
CEM is closely related to its predecessor Customer Relationship Management
(CRM). The distinction is somewhat artificial, but one could argue that CRM focuses
more on providing a 360 degrees view of the current relationship and managing
customer processes efficiently, whereas CEM provides tools and methodologies to
understand, improve and extend the relationship by optimizing the overall customer
experience. For mobile telecommunication providers (and many other businesses)
the key areas within an overall CEM strategy are customer acquisition, revenue
stimulation for existing customers and customer retention management (churn man-
agement). Churn models, in particular, can be important components of overall
strategies that make these predictions actionable to drive intelligent interactions and
experiences.
2.3.1 Measuring the Customer Experience
The focus of this chapter is on building better prepaid churn models, both from a
predictive power perspective, as well as from the point of view of predicting behav-
ior that is actionable and makes business sense. For instance, predicting short term
inactivity for a base that includes many already dormant accounts will result in a
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powerful, yet not very useful model. Embedding the churn models in larger strate-
gies to optimize experience in real time is more the scope of future research. From
a CEM perspective, our topic of interest is measuring past customer experience as a
potential input to churn models. We have created a theoretical business framework
for measuring customer experience in mobile telecommunications in ideal circum-
stances (Figure 2.1).
To the best knowledge of the authors, this is a first attempt to create a framework
of this kind and purpose. This framework provides a conceptual roadmap and
direction for the coming years for the mobile telecom operator where this research
was performed. In the short term, it is very challenging to measure most of these
dimensions reliably. The framework contains three levels: Aspects, KPIs and Data
Sources. The Aspects level represents the various aspects of customer experience
in mobile telecommunications. The KPIs level defines possible measurements for
the different aspects of customer experience. The Data Source level describes the
potential location of various KPIs.
This framework has been designed for mobile telecommunications, but it can
easily be customized for other business to consumer industries by replacing the
industry specific aspects (Handset, Network Usage and Network Usability).
We are interested in the relative value of the CEM KPIs for general marketing
use, as well as the business value of the software tools used to collect and analyze
them. Specifically for prepaid churn prediction, the following six aspects of the
CEM framework presented above can represent this added value, as they have not
been used before for prepaid churn prediction: Brand, Network Usability, Customer
Support, Direct Communication and Content. Network usage, Billing and Handset
have been addressed by Alberts (2006), as well as Archaux et al. (2004). Peers (Social
Networks) is the topic of many papers (Dasgupta et al., 2008; Richter et al., 2010;
Wang et al., 2010). The Demographics aspect is not applicable to prepaid subscribers,
because for most of them this data is not available.
For this research we want to particularly focus on the added value of the CEM tool
data source. This tool measures service quality (dropped calls etc.) for operational
purposes, but claims are made that this data is also of key importance for prepaid
churn management. We want to validate whether these claims are warranted from a
business case perspective, assuming that traditional usage and customer relationship
data is already available.
2.4 Research Setup
In order to examine the influence of the CEM metrics, variations in population
sample and outcome definitions, we constructed three separate experiments which
are described in the subsections below.
A set of general rules applies to all three. The predictors were recorded at the
end of March 2009 with one, three and six months of history. The random sample of
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Figure 2.1: Customer Experience Framework for Mobile Telecommunications
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around 10% of the prepaid customer base was divided into training, validation and
test sets, using the 50:25:25 ratio. It was not necessary to oversample on churn, due
to the choice of the software tool, which is able to handle unbalanced distributions
of the outcome. The validation set was not used for developing the models in any
automated way (e.g. model parameter setting or pruning using automated cross
validation). It was used as an additional test set and for manual verification of the
univariate performance of variables on an independent data set to avoid over-fitting.
In other words, from an algorithm perspective it could have been called a test set,
but from a methodological perspective we want to take a cautious approach and call
it a validation set, because in theory the analyst himself could over-fit the data. The
analyst does not have access to test set results in data preparation.
In our situation hold out validation rather than n-fold cross validation was both
sufficient and more practical. If test data sets available are large enough, a simple
holdout provides a true indication of future performance (see also Witten and Frank,
2005). Please note that we had ten times more instances available in the source data
set. Hold out validation is also more practical given that it results in a model along
with validation and test performance estimates. Cross validation at best results in a
choice of an optimal modeling approach rather than a model. Hence, one would still
need to build a single model, and likely require hold out validation to estimate the
test set performance for the resulting model, because it might differ from the cross
validation performance.
The next subsection will provide more technical details on the end to end data
mining process followed.
2.4.1 End to End Data Mining Process
The commercial data mining tool Predictive Analytics Director (Pegasystems, 2008)
was used for automated data preparation (attribute discretization, grouping and se-
lection), modeling (logistic regression, decision trees) and model evaluation. All the
steps in the data mining process, including the data preparation step, are actually
decoupled from each other, with the goal of making the process more manageable
and providing a factory approach to model building. On average, we do not expect
this to have a negative impact on model performance or robustness. For instance,
supervised discretization of continuous variables prior to modeling can sometimes
improve the accuracy of the model (Dougherty, Kohavi and Sahami, 1995). As
another example, wrapper based approaches for predictor selection (integrated pre-
dictor selection and modeling) are not inherently better than filter based approaches
(predictor selection separated from modeling) (Tsamardinos and Aliferis, 2003).
The objective of data analysis is to transform the various attributes (a.k.a. vari-
ables, columns in the flat table), and identify the most informative ones among them
at this stage, from a univariate perspective. A variable is considered informative if it
has a certain level of influence over the outcome variable (which in this case is churn).
Both statistical and graphical tools are used to establish this degree of influence. In
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Figure 2.2: Coefficient of Concordance
this research, the chosen statistical criterion for evaluating the predictive performance
of both variables and models with relation to churn is the Coefficient of Concordance
(henceforth CoC), which is a rank order correlation measure, equivalent to Area un-
der the ROC (AUC) and related to Kendall’s tau (Kendall, 1938; Pegasystems, 2008).
The major benefit of rank order correlation measures compared to basic measures
such as accuracy is that these measures are not sensitive to skewed distributions of
the outcome. For instance, assume a binary target for which one of the outcomes
is very rare, e.g. churn. A majority vote model, which in practice is useless for
selecting prospective churners, would have accuracy equal to the percentage of the
majority class, i.e. 1 - churn rate (e.g. if churn rate=1%, accuracy=99%). However, in
such a case, the values of CoC or AUC would only be 50 or 50%, respectively (equal
to the values of random choice), which is the lowest value possible for real world
models, as the prediction does not provide useful information to rank instances. One
interpretation of the CoC measure is that in a scoring model it gives the probability
that a randomly chosen positive case will get a higher score than a randomly chosen
negative case. The CoC measures the gray area in the graph depicted on Figure 2.2
and can thus be translated to the Gini coefficient.
The data analysis process begins by discretizing continuous variables into a large
number of bins. Numeric bins and symbolic values without statistically significant
difference in churn rate are then grouped together. This balances the training set
performance (many groups with varying churn levels) with out-of-sample (validation
and test set) and out-of-time robustness (as many instances per group to provide
robust estimates of churn for a group). Basically, this is a supervised, bottom-up
approach to discretization of continuous variables and merging of numeric bins and
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symbolic values into groups that display a significant difference in the outcome. The
analyst can inspect the resulting histograms, and optionally change the parameters
of the process, for instance the significance thresholds for merging bins and symbols.
After the initial data analysis, for the purpose of predictor selection, an automated
procedure is used to group the variables that are correlated, independent of the target.
A given predictor may have a high univariate performance, but also be correlated
with other candidate predictors that are even stronger, hence not adding value to a
model (subset predictor selection rather than univariate predictor selection). The user
has three options when selecting predictors to be used for modeling: all predictors,
only the best of each group, or manual selection. In our case we used the best
predictors of each group as a starting point, and then experimented with minimal
further manual selection, for instance by removing predictors from the bottom scoring
groups altogether, or changing the parameters of the automated grouping process to
force more or less groups. The main rationale for this was to force the use of CEM
variables in order to enable a comparison.
The full data set consisted of more than 700 attributes, and the optimal number
of predictors for final models typically ranges between 5 and 10 predictors. These
volumes of attributes in the raw data versus the final model are quite typical for real
world data mining, at least for marketing purposes; the full modeling table is reused
as a basis for multiple modeling purposes, as it aims to capture all aspects relevant
to customer experience (see also Figure 2.1). See the results section (Section 2.5) for
more information of the types of predictors selected.
For logistic regression models, the raw predictor values are replaced with a nor-
malized rank score concordant with the churn rate for the group (e.g. the predictor
”age” is divided in various age ranges; if the group of 22-26 years shows higher
churn rate on the training set, a higher score will be assigned to it). Logistic re-
gression models are then built on the recoded data, to allow capturing of complex
non-linear behavior, whilst using a stable low-variance modeler.
In our implementation, decision trees were forced to split between groups only,
i.e. the grouped bins of discretized variables, thus not on the raw data (supervised
discretization prior to induction (Dougherty et al., 1995)). Our motivation for this
was to provide a level playing field for both algorithms (logistic regression and
decision trees) and to ensure that only the ”analyst approved” discretization was
used. We used the CHAID splitting criterion, which selects the split points based
on statistical significance as measured by the Chi Squared statistic (Kass, 1980). This
criterion allows merging of both adjacent and non-adjacent bins of a discretized
variable when making the splits.
For example, if a split on variable ”age” is performed, and the bins 22-26 and
30-34 display similar level of significance, only one split for ”age” will be created,
containing both these intervals (i.e. age in 22-26, 30-34 and age not in 22-26, 30-34).
The end result of our procedure is a binary tree. We are aware that CHAID and other
decision tree induction methods are capable of producing n-ary trees (Perner, 2002),
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which could have a somewhat better performance. However, it was not our goal to
test algorithm performance, thus we used a standard binary decision tree.
The modeling process results in scoring models: a rank score concordant with the
probability of being a churner is allocated to each of the instances. The CoC (AUC)
measure is used to measure model quality (Kendall, 1938). In addition, we use gain
charts as visual representation of model performance. On the y-axis, these charts
show the captured proportion of the desired class (i.e. churners in selection divided
by total number of churners) with increasing selection sizes (x-axis, from highest
scoring to lowest scoring) (see Figure 2.4).
2.4.2 Definition of Prepaid Churn and Initial Sample
Defining prepaid churn is more complex than defining postpaid churn, as there is no
concept of contract termination. Prepaid customers are deemed as churned if they
are no longer ”active” for a certain period of time.
The working definition of ”activity” within the company where this research was
conducted was used as operational definition. This definition is based on various
aspects of usage of telecom services. On one hand, it is very detailed and captures
the various aspects of activity within mobile telecom industry. On the other hand, it
simplified the data acquisition.
Definition 1. Operational definition of activity: Outgoing (initiated) calls, top-up
(recharge) of the account, sent SMS/MMS messages and received (incoming) and
answered calls are considered as an activity. Received calls without picking up,
received SMS/MMS messages and bonus credit top ups awarded by the company are
NOT considered as an activity.
Involuntary prepaid churn in this company occurs after six consecutive months
of no activity. After this, the customer can no longer use the services of the company
via that particular SIM card, and the phone number may be reissued to another client
after a certain period. However, six months of no activity is too long of a period
to investigate voluntary prepaid churn. Most of the internal projects investigating
prepaid churn within this company consider customers to have churned if they had
not been active between two and three consecutive months. Therefore, we propose
the following
Definition 2. Operational Prepaid Churn Definition: Customers are marked to
have churned if they are registered to have two consecutive months of no activity, or
more.
It was also necessary to set certain boundaries for the population taken into
account for the modeling process. The population boundaries are set in Definition 3.
Definition 3. Population definition: The population consists of prepaid subscribers
that meet the following two conditions:
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1. They have at least one registered activity in the last 15 days.
2. Their first activity date is at least four months before.
The first condition enables avoiding subscribers who can already be classified
as churners using the definition above. Arguably, to avoid this group, it would be
sufficient to set the limit in condition 1 to 59 days, but this would make the prediction
task trivial. The boundary was set to 15 days as a balance between excessive reduction
of the sample and limitation of the information spillover (the subscribers inactive
for 30 days have already begun to display churn behavior). The second condition is
useful for avoiding frequent churners (it implies loyalty) or tourists, and for avoiding
bias when measuring communication with previous churners.
In summary, for the particular data set constructed, all predictors were measured
in the first trimester of 2009; churn was measured two months later; inactivity at
recording was limited to maximum 15 days and first activity date had to be minimum
four months prior to recording. This served as baseline data set.
2.4.3 Experiment A: Addition of CEM Parameters
Capturing the service quality oriented CEM metrics was performed by using a CEM
tool deployed in the company. This tool suffered from two limitations. First, it
contained only 40 days of user history. In order to give the CEM parameters a fair
competing chance, we only used traditional parameters with one month history.
Second, this tool did not cover the entire customer experience as depicted on the
CEM Framework on Figure 2.1. It is more of a network experience measurement tool
due to the fact that it is focused on the more hygienic aspects of customer experience
(aspects noticed by customers only if they are absent or have low quality). This
database contains only the Network Usability aspect (e.g. Call Success Rate, SMS
Success Rate, Call Setup Duration, etc.) and the Content aspect (e.g. count of
accessing company’s website for downloading ring-tones, backgrounds, etc.) of our
CEM framework.
However, this tool did not capture any data related to Customer Support; there-
fore, Customer Support data was added from the CDRs. Other aspects of the CEM
framework, such as Network Usage, Handset and Peers, which were recorded from
the company’s CDRs and customer subscription data, were used for benchmarking
purposes (to test the added value of parameters that are viewed exclusively as CEM
KPIs). Therefore, they cannot be treated as potential contributions of CEM to the
model’s performance, but rather as traditional parameters as described in Section
2.2. Demographic information was not available for prepaid subscribers.
The two remaining aspects, Brand and Direct Communication, could not have
been analyzed because the company did not have data appropriate for data mining
(Brand), or did not communicate proactively to its prepaid customers. Therefore,
only three aspects were left for analysis: Network Usability, Content and Customer
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Support. Hence, the only added value stemming from using CEM KPIs on prepaid
churn modeling in this research can exclusively originate from one of these three
aspects of the CEM framework. In order to determine the added value of CEM, we
compare models consisting only of ”traditional” parameters, to models consisting of
both ”traditional” and CEM parameters.
2.4.4 Experiment B: Variations in Population Sample
In order to test impact of the variations in the population sample we changed the
activity restriction into maximum 30 and 0 days of inactivity; therefore, we change
condition 1 from definition 3 into condition 1a and condition 1b, respectively.
Condition 1a: Subscribers must have at least one activity in the last 30 days.
Condition 1b: Subscribers must have at least one activity in the last day before
recording.
The reasons for varying the sample on maximum period of allowed inactivity are
threefold. First, our intention was to inspect the impact of these changes on model
performance. Second, we wanted to test the contribution of the CEM parameters
under different circumstances. Third, the typical period of user inactivity, before they
become unavailable for contact and retention, is disputable. Additional motivation
for experiment B can also be found in the results of experiment A.
Furthermore, using zero days of inactivity can be seen as a way to avoid infor-
mation spillover. We defined churn as uninterrupted inactivity for two months. It is
clear that the best predictor of this is if a user has already been inactive for a certain
period. In other words, users have already started to display churn behavior. This
spillover cannot happen when the inactivity period at recording is limited to zero.
Additionally, these subscribers are likely to still be available for contacting. We can
expect that churn is harder to predict for this subgroup of subscribers.
2.4.5 Experiment C: Change in Outcome Definition
Since there is no general consensus on a practical definition of prepaid churn in mo-
bile telecommunications, it is reasonable to experiment with different definitions. In
practical terms, this is the first question that arises during a prepaid churn modeling
project. A change in the churn definition not only affects the churn rate, but also the
future retainability of prepaid consumers deemed as churners using that definition.
Our motivation for changing the outcome definition was also to investigate the im-
pact of this change on the performance of the models, while keeping the same sample
and data set, and test the added value of the CEM parameters in this situation. For
these reasons, we introduce a so-called ”grace” period of 15 days, thus changing
Definition 2 into
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A 15 days 62565 3.88 87.9 85.6 87.5
B1a 30 days 67986 6.09 89.2 89.0 88.7
B1b 0 days 32104 0.7 85.3 77.1 79.5
C (Definition change) 15 days 62565 2.4 72.7 68.6 68.5
Definition 2b: Customers are marked to have churned if they are registered to have
at least one activity in the first 15 days after recording, followed by 2 consecutive
months of no activity, or more.
This outcome definition also resolves the information spillover issue discussed
in Subsection 2.4.2. Namely, subscribers must have an activity in the first 15 days
(”grace period”) after recording, thus breaking out of their already displayed churn
behavior. Subscribers inactive in this grace period, who continue to be inactive in
the future, are labeled as non-churners, because they have already churned at the
time of recording, and are of no interest. In addition, subscribers recognized as
future churners using this definition are more likely to be available for contacting
and retention, because we are aiming at subscribers who are first active for 15 days,
and then inactive for two months or more.
2.5 Results
In this section we report the results of the experiments of adding CEM data, changing
the population based on inactivity duration and changing the outcome definition, or
experiments A, B and C, respectively (see Table 2.1 for highlights). As explained in
Section 2.4, we are using CoC as the main quantitative measure to compare models.
In addition, we present gain charts to provide a visual reference for the performance
of the models on the training set. These charts are used for illustrative purposes only,
namely to visualize CoC performance through percentage of detected churners in a
given percentage of the population scores (e.g. 78% of churners within top 20% of
population scores).
It is worth mentioning that performance-wise, two models can be compared
only if they have been created under the same experimental setup (e.g. Models
A Excl CEM and A Incl CEM can be compared, while Models A Excl CEM and
C Excl CEM cannot).
During experiment A, it became immediately clear that certain aspects of the CEM
framework will not be able to add value in the case of prepaid churn prediction.
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Figure 2.3: Coefficient of Concordance of predictors grouped in group 1 for experiment A
Namely, a very small percentage of the prepaid users had contact with Customer
Service, or had downloaded any content from the provider’s website. Therefore,
none of the variables from these two aspects of the CEM Framework presented on
Figure 2.1 could have been a good predictor. Furthermore, a very small percentage
of these users used data services. Hence, Network Usability parameters related to
mobile internet usage were also not good predictors. The only CEM predictors left
to add value were the voice call and SMS related KPIs from the Network Usability of
the CEM Framework. Model A Excl CEM contained only traditional parameters and
was built on six predictors, containing only one month history. Adding parameters
with longer history did not change the performance of the model substantially. The
strongest predictor for churn was the inactivity period, followed by the remaining
credit on the user’s prepaid account. Other variables included were the handset and
count and duration of calls. Model A Excl CEM had the following CoCs: 87.8
on the training set, 85.6 on the validation set, and 87.5 on the test set. Model
A Incl CEM contains the same six variables, plus two CEM parameters (from the
Network Usability Aspect of the CEM Framework), which were selected using a trial
and error process based on their respective CoCs and the predictor group to which
they belonged. Model A Incl CEM had the following CoCs: 87.9 on the training set,
85.6 on the validation set, and 87.5 on the test set. Thus, the results were reasonably
consistent throughout the training, validation and testing sets. The only difference
in the performances of these models was on the training set, which is not the best
measure of model performance. Both these models were built using decision trees,
but models built on the same variables using logistic regression performed just as
well.
For visual reference only, we present the gain chart of the two models created
for experiment A (on the training set) in Figure 2.4c. The difference in CoC of 0.1
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Table 2.2: Grouping of variables of Model A Incl CEM
Predictors CEM Framework Aspect Group Performance(CoC)
Inactivity Period Network Usage Group 1 81.1
Trad var x Network Usage Group 2 70.8
Trad var y Network Usage Group 2 70.6
Trad var z Network Usage Group 2 69.8
CEM var x Network Usability Group 2 68.9
Remaining credit Billing Group 3 67.4
CEM var y Network Usability Group 4 63.2
Handset type Handset Group 5 57.2
(A Excl CEM-87.8 vs. A Incl CEM-87.9) is not even visible on the gain chart. Their
gain charts are identical up to 50% of the population. Both models were able to
identify 78% of the churners within the top 20% of the population scores (a lift of 3.9
in the top 20% of population scores). This is representative of the test set performance
as well, because the CoC on the test set of both models (87.5) is very similar.
The inability of CEM variables to substantially improve the base model is due
to two reasons. First, a large number of these variables have low CoC (univariate
performance). Second, even when the CoC is relatively high, in most groups there
are traditional non-CEM predictors with CoC values higher than the CEM variables
in the same group. Such is the case in the highest ranked group 1, depicted on Figure
2.3.
In order to illustrate the reasons for the weak effect of the CEM variables on
model performance improvement, we isolated only the eight variables from model
A Incl CEM, and ran the automatic grouping operation, with more strict grouping
parameter settings than used previously, to force further grouping. The results of
this exercise are presented on Table 2.2. One of the CEM parameters, CEM var x, has
a reasonably high performance, but is in the same group as three other traditional
variables, which means it has a degree of correlation with them, and has the lowest
CoC in that group. This explains why CEM var x does not improve the model
performance substantially. The second CEM variable in this model, CEM var y is
in a class of its own, but it does not have a very high CoC; therefore, it cannot add
substantial value to model performance. Please note that Table 2.2 and Figure 2.3 do
not present the same groups of predictors.
Due to the strong influence of the inactivity period in experiment A, we decided
to vary the population sample by changing the inactivity limit at recording to 30 and
zero days (experiments B1a and B1b, respectively). Model B1a Excl CEM was built
on seven non-CEM variables, very similar to the ones used in model A Excl CEM,
using decision trees. B1a Incl CEM was built on the same seven variables plus two
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Figure 2.4: Gain chart of models for experiment A, B and C (training set)
CEM parameters (again from the Network Usability Aspect of the CEM Framework),
selected based on the improvement they caused. Both models had the following CoCs
of 89.2 on the training set, 89.0 on the validation set and 88.7 on the test set, which is
a very stable performance. Once again, there was no visible performance difference
(see Figure 2.4a). The influence of the inactivity period was even stronger, once again
followed by the remaining credit. The gain chart on Figure 2.4a shows that both
models identified about 78% of churners in the top 20% of the population scores.
In experiment B1b, the model B1b Excl CEM is built on only two non-CEM pa-
rameters (prepaid account balance and count of calls), because adding more variables
caused overfitting (i.e. higher differences in CoC on the training, validation and test
set). Model B1b Incl CEM was built on the same two variables, plus one more CEM
parameter (call setup duration). This time, both models were built using logistic
regression. In this situation, models built on decision trees were less stable across
the three data sets, and their performance on the test set was lower, even though
the performance on the training set was similar (overfitting). Nevertheless, even
when using logistic regression, the models were not as stable as they had been in the
previous cases.
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Model B1b Excl CEM had the following CoCs: 84.9 on the training set, 77.1 on
the validation set and 79.5 on the test set. Model B1b Incl CEM had the following
CoCs: 85.3 on the training set, 74.0 on the validation set and 79.5 on the test set.
Conclusively, adding CEM variables did not improve performance. On the contrary
there is a performance drop on the validation set. Please note that the gain chart
on Figure 2.4b is somewhat optimistic, because it was built on the training set. The
performance on the test set is lower. Nevertheless, both models are able to identify
71% of the churners on the top 20% of the population scores in the training set, which
is lower than the models in the previous experiments.
Finally, we present results for experiment C. The altered churn definition included
the requirement of activity in the first two weeks of the outcome period, followed by
a period of no activity of two months or more. Model C Excl CEM5 contained only
traditional parameters and was built on five predictors. This model had the following
CoCs: 72.2 on the training set, 68.5 on the validation set and 67.9 on the test set. Model
C Incl CEM contained the same five variables, plus two CEM parameters. The CoCs
of that model were 72.7 on the training set, 68.6 on the validation set and 67.9 on
the test set. Both models were built using logistic regression, because these had a
better performance on the test set when compared to models built on decision trees.
There is an insubstantial 0.1 CoC improvement on the validation set, which is also
achievable by adding two non-CEM parameters (model C Excl CEM7).
The gain charts of these models’ performances on the training set are presented
on Figure 2.4d. The maximum churners percentage achieved within the top 20% of
population sample here is 50%. Note that this number would be even lower on the
test set. Nevertheless, this is almost 30% identified churners less (in the top 20% of
population scores) than what was achieved in experiments A and B1a.
The results of experiment C were less consistent throughout the three data sets
when compared to experiments A and B1a, but somewhat more consistent when
compared to B1b. It is interesting that the inactivity period was not a factor in
these models, even though 15 days of inactivity were allowed at recording. The
most powerful predictors were the remaining credit, the handset and the call count.
Similarly to experiment A, the inability of CEM variables to improve the model
performance in both experiments B and C is due to either low CoC or correlation
with stronger traditional predictors.
2.6 Discussion and Future Research
We conducted three experiments in order to compare the influence of new CEM
parameters, as well as changes in sample population and outcome definition, on
prepaid churn model’s performance.
CEM is advertised in literature to have an added value in predicting churn,
but this was not the case in our experiments. Models without CEM parameters
performed almost the same as models which included CEM parameters in all three
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experiments. However, we only tested the CEM parameters with ”hygienic” nature,
which are only noticed when absent or unsatisfactory. The softer aspects of CEM
remain untested. However, at this point we expect that it will be hard to find new non
behavioral predictors with sufficient predictive power compared to the behavioral
data. Even though the CEM data we had available contained only 40 days of history,
it is unlikely that longer history would change the outcome, because the non-CEM
parameters used by the models in most cases also had only one month history.
The rationale behind the low added value of CEM parameters for prepaid churn
modeling may be found in several factors.
The prepaid customers themselves are the first factor. Prepaid customers that
were subject to this research had average call duration of around one minute. A
very low percentage of prepaid users used data services or have called the Customer
Service in the research period. In other words, these events are rare, which limits the
potential to become an interesting predictor. Next, prepaid users are mostly inter-
ested in controlling (reducing) their mobile phone expenses; otherwise, they could
switch to using post-paid services that offer less expensive calling tariffs. The interest
of prepaid users to control their mobile phone expenses may have been enhanced
by the Global Financial Crisis of 2007/2008. To summarize, prepaid customers are
more concerned with the quantity of experiences, which is measured by traditional
predictors (Section 2.2) rather than the quality of their experiences, measured by the
CEM parameters. The only exception is the handset which is a parameter that deeply
influences the quality of the experiences, and is also regarded as a lifestyle product.
The second factor that could explain the low added value of CEM parameters
was the high network quality. The percentage of customers experiencing network
problems (negative experiences) is very small. However, the network quality cannot
be seriously tested on average call duration of one minute.
The third explanation for the low added value of CEM parameters is that the
quality parameters are correlated (to a degree) to their quantitative counterparts (e.g.
number of dropped calls is correlated to a degree with number of calls).
Changing the population sample by varying the inactivity limit at the time of
recording between 15 and 30 days also did not contribute to a substantial change in
model performance. Models in experiments A and B1a had CoCs of about 88 and
89, respectfully (they identified between 78% and 79% of churners in the top 20% of
the population). However, the churn rate did change drastically (there are almost
twice more churners in B1a), while the sample size change was less than 10%, as
presented in Table 2.1. These changes are even more evident at experiment B1b,
where no inactivity was allowed at recording. Here, the sample size is twice smaller
when compared to experiment A, while the churn rate is five times smaller when
compared to experiment A, and even 9 times smaller when compared to experiment
B1a. Due to the very low churn rate and the higher complexity of the task, the
performance in this experiment was lower. The maximum CoC achieved on the
test set was 79.5, which is nine CoC points less when compared to the other two
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experiments; this results in a lower percentage of churners in the top 20% of the
population (8% less when comparing training sets, but the difference is higher on the
test set). The change of allowed inactivity period to zero also influenced the model
stability. Note that we used a very small number of variables (two and three) in
this experiment’s models, in order to avoid overfitting. Once again it is important
to emphasize that customers with zero days of inactivity at the time of deployment
are more likely to be available for retention than customers with 15 or 30 days of
inactivity.
The most dramatic change in model performance was shown when the outcome
definition was changed and a so-called grace period of 15 days was included to
mirror the inactivity period allowed at the time of recording. The model performance
dropped by 20 CoC points on the test set, compared to experiments A and B1a (results
in an almost 30% drop in identified churners in the top 20% percent of the sample on
the training set, and even more on the test set). This does not mean that models built
under experimental setup C are worse than the others. It merely implies the expected
performance under such conditions. This steep decline is due to the complicated
churn definition we deployed (we targeted an inactivity-activity-inactivity pattern).
In this case, the inactivity period, that was a dominating variable in experiments A
and B1a, was not a factor at all. The benefit of using such a definition is that upon
deployment, the identified churners are likely to have an activity in the next 15 days,
which makes them available for retention.
The focus of the research was on the impact of the experimental setup, rather than
the algorithm used to create the model. Therefore, we used standard data mining
algorithms, such as decision trees and logistic regression. Having said that, we would
like to emphasize that in experiments A and B1a, there was barely any difference on
model performance that could be attributed to the usage of the particular algorithms.
In experiments B1b and C, there was a small difference in performance of algorithms,
but it was not as substantial as changing the outcome definition or changing the
allowed period of inactivity at recording to zero. In these two experiments, logistic
regression had a more stable performance on the training, validation and test sets,
compared to decision trees.
In terms of directions for future research, we would like to investigate a richer
set of customer experience data, particularly around proactive communications and
brand. Additionally, it would be worthwhile to investigate the relations between
duration of inactivity and availability of subscribers for retention, by inspecting their
presence on the network (regardless of making calls). Last but not least, we would
like to take into account the feedback from retention campaigns, in order to focus on
”retainable churners.” After all, the end target of churn prediction is retention.
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2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented how performance of prepaid churn models changes
when varying the conditions in three different dimensions: data- by adding CEM
parameters; population sample- by limiting the inactivity period at the time of record-
ing to 15, 30 and zero days, respectively; and outcome definition- by introducing a
so-called grace period of 15 days after the time of recording, in which customers must
make an activity in order to be classified as churners.
Looking at the research question posed in section 2.1, the answer is clearly that
changing the outcome definition has a much higher influence of the performance of
the prepaid churn models than adding the CEM parameters or changing the charac-
teristics of the sample based on inactivity at the time of recording. Adding the CEM
parameters into the models did not add substantial value in terms of model perfor-
mance under any of these conditions. Similarly, switching the population sample on
the period of inactivity at the time of recording between 15 and 30 days did not in-
fluence model performance, only the sample size and churn rate. When we changed
the population sample by disallowing inactivity at the time of recording, apart from
the change in sample size and churn rate there was also a drop in performance and
stability of the models. However, this drop in performance was not nearly as high
as the one that occurred when changing the outcome definition by setting a grace
period, thus making the behavior to be predicted more complex. This change ob-
viously influenced the churn rate as well. Nevertheless, the latter two approaches
should provide more time for retention.
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Customer churn, i.e. losing a customer to the competition, is a major problem in
mobile telecommunications. This chapter investigates the added value of combin-
ing regular tabular data mining with social network mining, leveraging the graph
formed by communications between customers. We extend classical tabular churn
data sets with predictors derived from social network neighborhoods. We also ex-
tend traditional social network spreading activation models with information from
classical tabular churn models, which did improve their performance. Nevertheless,
the traditional tabular churn models scored best.
3.1 Introduction
Churn, which is defined as the loss of customers to another company, is a crucial
problem in the telecommunication industry. As the telecom market has matured
and opportunities for growth are limited, retaining existing customers has become
a higher priority. In order to minimize the churn rate, mobile telecom players have
to form defensive strategies to identify and present the appropriate incentive to sub-
scribers with high churn propensity. The conventional churn models that exploit
traditional predictors, such as demographic information (e.g., age, gender or loca-
tion), contractual details (e.g., package plan type, contract duration or price), usage
facts (e.g., voice call duration, the frequency of sending text messages) and/or other
service related information (e.g., number of interactions with customer service or
number of dropped calls), are typically simple and have a good predictive accuracy
(Ferreira et al., 2004; Hadden, Tiwari, Roy and Ruta, 2006). However, the predic-
tive accuracy of these models cannot be guaranteed if there is less customer data
available, namely in the prepaid segment of the telecommunication industry.
This chapter investigates the extent to which social network features derived from
the graph formed by communications between customers can be exploited to improve
churn prediction accuracy in the prepaid segment. Examples of such features include
the number of neighbors of a customer and the number of interactions that a customer
has with churned neighbors. The research question for this chapter is:
Do social network mining or attributes stemming from a social network graph add value in
terms of model performance to traditional prepaid churn modeling in T-Mobile Netherlands?
This research study was conducted at one of the largest telecom providers in the
Netherlands, and a data set containing 700 million call records was used to assess
the quality of the various techniques discussed throughout the chapter.
We propose two novel models for churn prediction. The first is a hybrid tabular
model, which combines both traditional predictors and social network features to
predict churn, aiming to gain significant lift. Logistic Regression and the CHAID
algorithm are utilized to derive the tabular models. These churn models, however,
do not take into account the influential effect of an individual’s decision to his/her
social network. Dasgupta et al. (2008) have been able to address this problem by
constructing a churn model based on a traditional social network mining technique,
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i.e. spreading activation models. Their model propagated the negative churn influ-
ence from one subscriber to another in a cascade manner. Besides building hybrid
tabular churn models using a combination of the traditional predictors and the social
network features, we also propose a second approach, which extends the traditional
propagation model to include the output by traditional churn models.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents some related
work within the field of churn prediction. Section 3.3 discusses the call graph and
proposed algorithms. The research setup and the empirical models are introduced
in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, the experimental results and implications of all sce-
narios are presented. Finally, Section 3.6 summarizes the chapter and presents some
suggestions for future work.
3.2 Related Work
Churn has been widely analyzed not only in the telecommunication industry (Ferreira
et al., 2004; Hadden et al., 2006; Radosavljevik et al., 2010a), but also, among others, in
the online gaming industry (Kawale, Pal and Srivastava, 2009) and banking (Prasad
and Madhavi, 2012). Many machine learning techniques, such as decision trees,
naive Bayes, logistic regression, neural networks and genetic algorithms, are often
used to build the tabular churn prediction models.
Ferreira et al. (2004) utilized contractual and demographic information of a Brazil-
ian mobile telecommunication provider to build several postpaid churn models using
neural networks, decision trees, genetic algorithms and hierarchical neuro-fuzzy sys-
tems. Besides evaluating the predictive power, they also assessed the profitability
value of those models, claiming that even the churn models with the worst perfor-
mance are still able to save significant cost in the postpaid segment. Hadden et al.
(2006) exploited provisions, complaints and repair interaction data to build churn
models. They claimed that the regression tree model performed better than mod-
els built using neural networks or logistic regression. However, there is no further
information regarding the performance comparison between the complaints-based
model and the benchmark model based on demographic and contractual variables.
In chapter 2, we investigated the extent to which Customer Experience Manage-
ment (CEM) data could improve prepaid churn prediction. Several Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) of service quality combined with other subscriber data were used
to train the decision tree models. Since the CEM data was always available, the
constraint on lacking demographic information on the prepaid subscribers could
be eliminated. Although some of the CEM variables were predictive, the empirical
study showed that there was insufficient gain on this model’s performance compared
to the benchmark.
Several social network studies have been conducted by utilizing mobile call graph
data to examine the structure and evolution of social networks (Backstrom, Hutten-
locher, Kleinberg and Lan, 2006; Seshadri et al., 2008), the human mobility patterns
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(Gyan, Hui, Zhi-Li and Jean, 2012) and their social interactions (Dasgupta et al., 2008).
Dasgupta et al. (2008) analyzed the influential impact of the churned neighbors to
their social circle by applying a spreading activation-based technique similar to trust
metric computations (Ziegler and Lausen, 2004). Using call graph data, they were
able to show that churn can be propagated through a social network. Although the
study was limited to using social ties information only, reasonable predictive accu-
racy could still be achieved. Their analysis identified that the churn propensity of a
subscriber correlates positively with the number of churned neighbors.
Kawale et al. (2009) conducted a similar study using social network data from
a popular online gaming community. They proposed a new twist to the existing
churn propagation model proposed by Dasgupta et al. (2008) by combining the
social influence and user engagement in the game. The user engagement property,
which refers to the length of the playing session during the observation period,
can be classified as an intrinsic variable. This research showed that the models
trained using a combination of social factors and this user engagement property
performed better than traditional propagation models. Using collective classification
techniques, Oentaryo, Lim, Lo, Zhu and Prasetyo (2012) were also able to demonstrate
that the churn prediction accuracy could substantially be improved by utilizing the
combination of traditional user profile and social features.
We applied ideas similar to the above mentioned works. A customer’s decision to
churn might not only depend on the social influences but also on how they perceive
the products and services. Initially we found that the ratio of the immediate churned
neighbors to the number of adjacent neighbors (degree) positively correlates to the
churn behavior. When half of the neighbors have churned, the probability of a
subscriber to churn is two times higher than the baseline churn rate. It implies
to some extent that social behavior might have an impact on subscribers’ churning
decision. It could be that the hybrid models, which exploit both traditional predictors
and social relationships, could outperform the simple social network and the tabular
churn model built exclusively using traditional predictors. However, a question
should be raised whether this adds actionable value over existing data. We suspected
there may have been some element of publication bias: positive results get published
more often, thus easier to find than non-significant or negative results, at least for
trending topics. Hence, we decided to evaluate the business value experimentally. A
call graph can be derived from raw data of communications between customers. This
graph, further discussed in Subsection 3.2.1, is essentially a social network which can
be leveraged in two ways. Classical ”tabular” models are built on rectangular data
sets, one row per customer with subscriber level information. This can be simply
extended with attributes (columns) that contain information derived from the social
network, as we will outline in Subsection 3.2.2. Likewise, a traditional approach
to modeling social network dynamics is the spreading activation model, which can
be used to model how customer behavior such as churn spreads over the network.
Insights from traditional tabular models, more specifically churn scores, can be used
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Figure 3.1: Telecom call graph.
to improve these classical social network models, a technique on which we will
elaborate in Subsection 3.2.3.
3.2.1 The Call Graph
The call graph can be constructed from the Call Detail Records (CDRs) provided by
the telecom provider. These CDRs contained detailed facts about mobile interactions,
such as source phone number, destination phone number, the type of mobile com-
munication, duration and a timestamp. This information is mapped to a directed
social graph (Borgatti, 1994) G = (V,E) as illustrated in the Figure 3.1.
In this call graph, nodes denote subscribers and an edge represents a mobile inter-
action between two subscribers. The edge weight can be calculated from one variable
or a combination of interaction variables, e.g., voice call duration or SMS frequency.
It could indicate the interaction intensity or the relationship strength between two
nodes.
As several interactions could exist between the same pair of nodes, we treated
duplicate edges between two nodes as a single edge, by aggregating the weight
values. The aggregation method applied in this research is explained in Subsection
3.2.3.
We used Neo4j technology to store the graph structure and the content of graph el-
ements. Neo4j differs from relational database management systems, as it is oriented
to store semi-structured and network data, which makes it appropriate to store social
graphs (Neo4j, 2012; Kusuma, 2013). It also provides an intuitive representation of
the graph and it is easy to traverse through the graph’s nodes and relationships. The
scalability of this system presents a great advantage because its functionality can be
easily extended to perform a large scale social network analysis.
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Table 3.1: Social network features used in the extended tabular churn models.
category variable
connectivity Count of in/out-degree
Sum & average of in-/out-weight
Count & average of voice, SMS & voice+SMS to/from neighbors
Total and average of edge weight*
Total interaction frequency with neighbors*
Total and average frequency with neighbors for voice & SMS separately*
Degree, 2nd degree & 3rd degree count*
churner Count of in/out-degree churners
connectivity Sum & average of in/out-weight with churners
Count & average of voice, SMS & voice+SMS to/from churners
Total & average edge weight with churners*
Total interaction frequency with churners*
Ratio of in/out-degree churners to the total in/out-degree
Ratio of in/out-weight churners to the total in/out-weight
Ratio of in/out voice, SMS & voice+SMS frequency with churners to the total in/out-weight
Ratio of churner weight to the total weight*
Ratio of interaction frequency with churners to the total interaction frequency*
Churner degree, 2nd & 3rd degree count*
Ratio of churner degree to the total degree*
Ratio of 2nd churner degree to the total 2nd degree*
Ratio of 3rd churner degree to the total 3rd degree*
*direction is not taken into account
3.2.2 Extended Tabular Churn Models
Many tabular churn models generally exploit either subscriber profile information
or social network statistics separately. The predictive power of churn models based
merely on the traditional predictors might be reduced in case of many missing values.
In our prepaid churn study, we only had access to limited demographic data because
prepaid subscribers are not required to fill in their (accurate) personal information.
On the other hand, the social network features might not be predictive enough to
influence the churn decision. Neither the traditional models nor the models based
exclusively on social networks can cover all aspects of churn on their own.
Therefore, we propose to combine both elements to predict churn, adding the
features listed in Table 3.1.
When creating the extended tabular churn models we started with a model based
on traditional predictors and added connectivity features from the social network
call graph: the in-degree and out-degree, the number of second degree neighbors,
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Figure 3.2: Initial energy of the simple and extended propagation technique.
sum and average of in-weight and out-weight calculated from duration of voice
conversations, SMS and a combination thereof. We also added churn connectivity
variables (in-degree and out-degree with churners, etc.), as well as the ratios of the
total connectivity measures vs. the churners connectivity measures. A detailed
overview of the added social network graph features is presented in Table 3.1. For a
more detailed feature analysis, we refer the reader to Kusuma (2013).
3.2.3 Extended Social Propagation Models
In this subsection, we discuss an extension of the spreading activation model to
measure how churn is diffused around telecom social network (Dasgupta et al.,
2008). The churn propagation process begins by initialization of all nodes. In this
study, we set the energy of non-churners using two different values (see Figure 3.2).
For the simple propagation approach, the initial energy of non-churners was set to 0; for
the hybrid extended approach, it was set to the churn score returned from the regular
tabular models.
In the propagation process, for a node x ∈ V, the value of En(x) represents the
current amount of energy of a node, and the En(x, i) represents the amount of energy
or social influence transmitted to the node x via one or more of its neighbors at
stage i (Dasgupta et al., 2008). After energy initialization, a set of previous churners
(seeds) is activated. In stage 0, the current energy of the seeds En(x) is used as initial
spreading value. Therefore, the current energy value En(x) becomes 0 and amount
of energy in a node x at step 0 or En(x, 0) becomes equal to 1.
In each consecutive stage i, the activated nodes transfer a portion of their energy
to their neighbors and retain certain portion for themselves. The spreading factor
δ ∈ [0, 1] controls the proportion of the transmitted energy, denoted by δ ∗ En(x, i)
and the amount of retained energy (1 − δ) ∗ En(x, i). A spreading factor value of
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Figure 3.3: Spreading activation in a weighted graph.
δ = 0.8 means that 80% of the energy is transferred to the neighboring nodes and
20% of the activated energy is retained by the node. This factor value could also be
seen as a decay measure because the transferred energy will decline as it gets further
away from the source. It implies that the direct neighbors will receive more influence
than second degree neighbor and so on. The trust propagation study of Ziegler and
Lausen (2004) has shown that people tend to trust individuals trusted by own friends
more than individuals trusted only by friends of friends.
Since nodes can have multiple neighbors, the amount of the distributed energy
from an active node to each neighbor depends on the tie strengths between the node
pair. In Figure 3.3, for example, the amount of energy transferred from node 1 to
node 2 might not be the same as the amount transferred from node 1 to node 3,
because the edge weights are not equal.
Let y be a neighboring node of an active node x (with x, y ∈ V). We denote
the amount of energy transferred from node x to node y in the i-th stage with
En(x, y, i). This amount depends on the relative edge weight of the paired nodes.
This is determined by a transfer function f (x, y), described in equation 3.3 below.
The amount of energy transferred is then:
En(x, y, i) = δ ∗ En(x, i) ∗ f (x, y) (3.1)
The amount of energy of node x after the spreading computation is as follows:
En(x) = En(x) + (1 − δ) ∗ En(x, i) (3.2)
There are multiple functions to determine the relative weight between two nodes.
The simplest method is using linear edge weight normalization function (Ziegler and
Lausen, 2004).




Here, f (x, y) denotes the relative weight of the edge between x and y, w(x, y) represents
the weight of that corresponding edge, and
∑
(x,z) w(x, z) represents the total weight
of all edges connecting node x to its adjacent nodes.
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We propagated the churn energy through both a directed and an undirected
version of the graph. In the directed graph, energy is propagated only to outgoing
edges, and in the undirected graph, both outgoing and incoming edges are used. For
churn propagation, the remaining energy after termination ultimately determines the
probability of a network member to churn. These churn probability scores are then
distributed into score intervals. The upper interval groups contain more subscribers
with high churn propensity behavior compared to the lower interval groups. Using
the threshold score-based technique, the subscribers/groups with churn scores above
a predefined threshold score can each be labeled as a ”churner”, and otherwise
as a ”non-churners”. As an alternative, a cut-off point can also be determined by
specifying the target group size.
3.3 Experimental Setup
This section describes our operational definition of churn in Subsection 3.3.1, after
which the data set and weighting technique is discussed in Subsection 3.3.2. We then
give an overview of the seven different scenarios that were used to construct the
churn models, outlining our experimental setup in Subsection 3.3.3.
For our experiments, we used the software Predictive Analytics Director (Pegasys-
tems, 2008) to automate variable discretization, variable selection and grouping, to
train the scoring models and also to compare the models performance. The default
evaluation statistic that is used to measure the performance of the predictors and
models is Coefficient of Concordance (CoC) (Kendall, 1938). As explained in chapter
2, CoC measures the area under the ROC curve formed by the percentage of cases
with positive behavior against the percentage of cases with negative behavior for
each unique score (Harell, 2001).
3.3.1 Operational Definition of Churn
We constructed models for both prepaid and postpaid telecom segments. Although
the definition of churn is different for each segment, we will only discuss the prepaid
results because both studies have come to similar conclusions. Unlike postpaid
subscribers, prepaid subscribers are not bound by a contract, which makes it easier
for them to churn. Prepaid subscribers need to purchase a credit voucher before
using any telecom service. If they do not have sufficient credit, they cannot initiate
any calls, send SMS/MMS or connect to internet. They could re-enable the service by
recharging or topping-up their credit.
A prepaid subscriber is disconnected from the network and he/she is marked as
a churner after six consecutive months of inactivity. A prepaid activity could be
translated to an outbound voice call, an inbound voice call, an outbound SMS, a data
usage or a commercial voucher recharge, also known as top-up. As churn should
be detected as early as possible, the disconnection date might not be an appropriate
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Figure 3.4: Call Graph Details.
churn date measure (Kraljevic and Gotovac, 2010). The prepaid subscribers might
be long gone before they are actually disconnected from the network. Therefore,
we define churn as two consecutive months of inactivity, or more. This is the same
definition of churn we used in Chapter 2 (Definition 2). It was aligned with many
internal studies that are conducted within the company.
3.3.2 Data Set
We used the CDRs from the whole month of February 2012, which is roughly about
700 million records, to construct the social graph. We included subscribers who have
at least one call in February and we based our social network graph on the interactions
that occurred in that month. The traditional predictors were also collected in this
period.
We assumed that churn is also a social networking phenomenon, thus subscribers
that communicated with people that have churned are more likely to churn them-
selves. Therefore, we labeled the nodes/subscribers that churned in the period before
May 1, 2012 (’observation 1’ in Figure 3.4) as seeds/churners of the propagation graph
explained in Subsection 3.2.3. These are not the churners we are trying to predict.
The end goal was to use the traditional predictors as well as the social network
information obtained in February 2012 to predict churn at the end of June 2012
(’observation 2’ in Figure 3.4). This is a different experimental setup than the one
described in chapter 2. In this research, we were trying to predict churn four months
after the initial data recording. In Chapter 2, this period was shorter: it was set to
two months.
In this research study, we only used the duration of voice calls in minutes and the
count of text messages to construct the social graph. We could not explore mobile
interactions utilizing the data connection, i.e. using over the top (OTT) services1, due
1An over the top service is utilizing the telecom network to perform. However, it does not require any
explicit affiliation with the network provider. Examples of over the top applications are WhatsApp, Skype
or Viber.
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to legal issues. Within the company, the postpaid cost of making one minute of a
voice call was the same as one SMS. In the prepaid segment, one SMS was typically
charged roughly the same as half of a minute of voice call. Therefore, we made the
assumption that a text message is equivalent to a voice call of 30 seconds. Hence,
we could generalize the edge weight w(x, y, t) between a pair of nodes x and y at
time t to include both types of mobile communication, voice calls and SMS and all
interactions could all be measured uniformly in seconds. The identifier t represents
the hourly timestamp at which the interaction starts, and is ranged from 1 until 29
February 2012.
w(x, y, t)′ = w(x, y, t) ∗
1, if voice call30, if SMS (3.4)
Interactions that occurred outside working hours are assigned twice the weight to
emphasize their importance. The underlying assumption here was that interac-
tions within working hours mostly indicate communication of professional nature,
whereas interactions outside working hours may involve communication of more
personal nature (e.g., friends, family), which could have higher influence on the de-
cision to churn. Motahari et al. (2012) showed that members of a family/friends social
network are more likely to call each other on the weekend and the engagement ratio
value within the family/friends network is at least twice as much compared to the
rest of the population. Therefore, we introduce a weight scale ρ(t), which is defined
as follows:
ρ(t) =
1, if t=weekdays (8-17)2, otherwise (3.5)
w(x, y, t)′′ = ρ(t) ∗ w(x, y, t)′ (3.6)
We also assumed that a recent interaction should carry more weight than older ones.
Therefore, the daily decay rate α = 0.2 was manually selected. The weight value
of an edge that is measured on a certain day exponentially decayed according to a
predefined rate as follows:
w(x, y, t)′′′ = w(x, y, t)′′ ∗ e−α∗d (3.7)
Here, the symbol d corresponds to the gap measured in days between the interaction
timestamp and the end of the observation period. At the end of the observation
period, the weight values are aggregated. As a result, each node pair could only
have maximum one edge in each direction, so two edges in total. The equation
below formulates the aggregation process of the weight values.
w(x, y) =
∑
w(x, y, t)′′′ (3.8)




w(x, y, t)′′′ +
∑
w(y, x, t)′′′ (3.9)
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Figure 3.5: Implementation scenarios.
3.3.3 Churn Predictive Models
To investigate to which extent social network data could be used to predict churn
and possibly improve churn prediction performance, we trained three tabular data
mining models using scoring algorithms and four social network models using a
spreading activation algorithm (see Figure 3.5).
Scoring Models
We applied logistic regression and a CHAID decision tree algorithm (Witten and
Frank, 2005) to train our three scoring models:
• Model 1: simple scoring model
• Model 2: social network (SN) scoring model
• Model 3: extended scoring model
Model 1, a simple scoring model, was trained using traditional churn predictors,
namely features such as prepaid credit, handset and usage information. We employed
this model as the benchmark model. Model 2 was a social network scoring model,
which focused solely on the social network attributes extracted from the call graph,
such as the number of incoming and outgoing ties of the first and second degree
neighbors. The extended scoring model, Model 3, was built by using the combined
data set of the first and the second model. This hybrid model was trained using both
traditional churn variables and social network features.
Propagation Models
The remaining four models were trained using energy propagation techniques based
on the previously discussed spreading activation algorithm:
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• Model 4: simple propagation model
• Model 5: extended propagation model
• Model 6: simple propagation model undirected
• Model 7: extended propagation model undirected
Churners in April 2012 were used as the source of the energy propagation. Each
churned node was given an initial energy of 1. Model 4, which was a simple prop-
agation model, set the initial energy of non-churners to 0. Model 5 was a hybrid
model created by boosting of Model 1 into Model 4. It incorporated subscribers’ in-
trinsic churn information into the propagation model. Instead of setting the energy
of non-churners to 0, this model assigned the churn score obtained from Model 1 as
the initial energy of the non-churner nodes. The intuition behind this idea is that a
subscriber might already have a certain tendency to churn due to his/her experience
with the provided service. Model 6 and Model 7 are similar to Model 4 and Model 5
respectively, except that those models were trained using an undirected instead of a
directed graph.
The total energy value that remained after termination is assumed to be the
probability of a network member to churn. To study the influential effect of churned
neighbors in the social network, we then compared the propensity values of non-
churners to the actual known churn class.
3.4 Results
In this section, we report the empirical result for each of the implementation scenarios
(see Table 3.2 and Figure 3.6). We present and discuss only the scoring models based
on decision trees, because these models had a slightly better predictive performance
compared to the ones built using logistic regression. Moreover, we only include
propagation models with the spreading factor that yield the best prediction results.
The performance of any of these models cannot be compared with the models de-
scribed in chapter 2, due to a difference in the experimental setup. As explained in
Section 3.3.2, in this chapter we were trying to predict churn further into the future
compared to the experimental setup in chapter 2, which makes the prediction task
more difficult.
Model 3, which is the hybrid model that combined tabular churn predictors and
social network variables derived from the social network graph, had the highest CoC
score on the test set (64.98). Since it only slightly outperformed Model 1 (64.88),
we can conclude that adding social network features on top of the traditional churn
predictors did not appear to provide a substantial improvement for our scoring
model. Model 2 built solely using social network predictors had the lowest predictive
accuracy compared to the rest of the scoring models (56.57). By targeting the top 30%
of the subscribers, Model 2 could find only 37% of the churners, while Model 1 and
Model 3 were able to return about 50% of the churners. The lift chart shows that in
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Figure 3.6: Gain and Lift chart of all models.
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Table 3.2: Coefficient of Concordance of the scoring and propagation models.
Performance on
Model Description Train Set Validation Set Test Set
Model 1- simple scoring model 65.48 64.47 64.88
Model 2- social network (SN) scoring model 57.93 56.72 56.57
Model 3- extended scoring model 65.65 64.45 64.98
Model 4- simple propagation model 53.34 53.43 53.04
Model 5- extended propagation model 55.26 54.58 55.24
Model 6- simple propagation model undirected 52.07 52.15 52.26
Model 7- extended propagation model undirected 58.39 57.66 58.30
the top 30% of the cases Model 2 had cumulative lift of 130%, whereas other scoring
models had cumulative lift of 160%. In other words, the information derived from
the social network was weakly predictive by itself and it failed to outperform the
predictive power of the traditional predictors.
As expected, the extended propagation models (Model 5 and Model 7), which
incorporated churn scores of the simple scoring model as the initial energy value in
the propagation process, outperformed the traditional social network propagation
models (Model 4 and Model 6). These extended or hybrid models provided better
predictive accuracy than the simple propagation models for the directed and the
undirected graph. By targeting 30% subscribers, Model 7 was able to correctly predict
about 45% churners. It returned 5% less than the tabular churn models, Model 1 and
Model 3. Although Model 7 incorporated the traditional predictor elements in the
propagation process, the predictive power was still lower than that of the traditional
tabular churn scoring models.
The simple propagation models that incorporated only the social neighborhood
information, Model 4 and Model 6, had even lower performance compared to Model
2. Unlike Model 2, the simple propagation models used only the previous churner
information within the social network without considering the individual churn
propensity. This led us to believe that the churning behavior of neighbors does not
have substantial influence on other members within a prepaid telecom subscriber
social network. Traditional churn predictors apparently had a stronger influence on
churn compared to social relationships.
3.5 Conclusions and Future work
Throughout this chapter we have investigated the extent to which social network
information can be used to predict telecom churn, and how this information could
potentially improve the predictive performance of conventional churn prediction
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methods. We have assessed the performance of models constructed using classical
tabular data mining, social network mining and hybrid models combining both
techniques. The first hybrid model was built by extending traditional tabular churn
predictors with social network variables extracted from the social graph. The second
hybrid model was obtained by incorporating the results of a traditional tabular churn
model into the social propagation graph, using them as initial energies of the non-
churner nodes.
The performance of our models was verified using a large data set of 700 million
call data records. Our initial observation showed that the churn probability was
positively aligned with the number of churned neighbors. The regular tabular churn
models constructed exclusively using social network information and the traditional
social network models scored the least. This indicated that social network informa-
tion alone is not sufficient to predict churn. Overall, the traditional tabular churn
models had the best predictive performance. The added value of the social network
variables to the tabular churn models was rather minimal. Although the second
hybrid models were able to outperform the regular propagation models, they still
could not beat the performance of the traditional tabular churn models. The con-
tribution of traditional predictors to churn prediction was substantially higher than
that of the social network behavior. Moreover, the performance gain of both hybrid
models was not substantial enough to justify the computational costs. In a nutshell,
the answer to the research question posed in section 3.1 is that social network mining
and attributes stemming from a social network graph did not add substantial value
in terms of model performance to traditional prepaid churn modeling in T-Mobile
Netherlands. This was in in contrast to most of the statements made in research
literature, but it did not come as a surprise to us because we were suspecting that in
the other cases the models might have not been benchmarked well enough against
standard models based on rich data, and that there may have been some instances of
publication bias.
The current research study only explored the negative influential effect of previous
churners within the social network. Future research could potentially be focused
on removing this limitation. The influences from both churners and non-churners
could be taken into account, as subscribers might spread messages based on how
they perceive the product/service quality. Assuming bad news can have a stronger
influential effect than good news, positive influence from non-churners to stay within
the network might not be as strong as negative influence from churners. Since
our energy propagation model was purely derived from node and neighborhood-
based relationships, the spreading activation computations were done locally and
subscribers did not have knowledge beyond their direct neighbors. Other algorithms,
for example from the field of community detection, are capable to identify the role
of subscribers within the social network, such as influencer or adopter. Rather than
targeting all future churners, we can minimize our resources by focusing only on
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This chapter outlines an approach developed as a part of a company-wide churn
management initiative within T-Mobile Netherlands. We are focusing on an explana-
tory churn model for the postpaid segment, assuming that the mobile telecom net-
work, the key resource of operators, is also a churn driver in case it under-delivers to
customers’ expectations. Typically, insights generated by churn models are deployed
in marketing campaigns; our model’s insights are used for network optimization in
order to remove the key network related churn drivers and therefore prevent churn,
rather than cure it. The insights generated by the model have caused a paradigm
shift in managing the network of T-Mobile Netherlands.
4.1 Introduction
The phenomenon of churn, which denotes loss of a client to competitors, is a key
problem across industries. New customers are difficult to find, especially in saturated
markets, such as the European mobile communications market. Furthermore, it is
far less expensive to retain existing customers than to acquire new ones. Retention
is usually a process that identifies customers that are likely to churn, using various
predictive modeling techniques, followed by approaching these customers with suit-
able offers that would persuade the customer into extending the contract. But, can
the customer be prevented from even wanting to churn? Can the main churn drivers
be mitigated beforehand?
This chapter is focused on a company-wide churn reduction initiative conducted
in T-Mobile Netherlands. As explained above, churn/customer retention is typically
a marketing based process. But, despite involving predictive analytics, this process
is in its nature reactive, because the customer has already decided to churn and an
action is being taken to stop this.
In this research we are taking a completely different approach: the model gener-
ated here is not to be used for campaigning. Our method attempts to tackle churn
by identifying the key reasons why customers decide to churn in order to alleviate
them, rather than identify prospective churners. Hence, the research question in this
chapter is:
As a different method for model deployment, can a churn model be used to prevent churn
by explaining its causes as opposed to using the predictions for targeting customers?
This approach is even more justified taking into account the current and future
stringent European Data Privacy regulations, which limit operators’ use of customer
data for campaigning purposes. This is especially the case with Internet usage data.
The mobile telecommunications network is a key resource for telecom operators.
It is the means of service delivery as well as the most frequent touch point with
customers. Problems with ability to use the network (services) have been identified
by surveys internal to the company, as well as in literature (Section 4.2), as one of
the key reasons to churn. But, most of the time, customers are not experts and
cannot pinpoint what exactly is going wrong. Most of the time, this is generalized
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as ”coverage problems”. This research is taking a deep dive into various network
problems and their relation to customer churn. The main objective here is to identify
the problems that customers who have churned were experiencing, so that they can
be corrected for the current customer base and reduce their likelihood of churn. In
other words, rather than treating symptoms, we are treating the cause of the disease.
This research and its outcome have caused a paradigm shift in managing the network
with the operator where the research was conducted.
As opposed to chapters 2 and 3, in this research we are focusing on the postpaid
customer segment. Even though these customers are bound by contract, which
makes the task of churn prediction slightly less challenging, the revenues that are
typically generated here are much higher than in the prepaid segment. Furthermore,
postpaid customers’ service usage is much higher, compared to the prepaid segment;
therefore they would be more prone to experiencing network related issues which
can potentially lead to churn. The combination of higher usage and revenues makes
it easier to justify the network investments needed to remedy their problems.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 describes the related
work on telecom churn. Section 4.3 discusses the data set and methodology we used.
Section 4.4 contains the results, their application. Limitations and future work are
discussed in Section 4.5. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 4.6.
4.2 Telecom Churn in Literature
Churn in various industries has been a growing topic of research for the last 15 years
(Verbeke et al., 2011). According to Ballings and Van den Poel (2012), churn man-
agement consists of predicting which customers are going to churn and evaluating
which action is most effective in retaining these customers. Retention strategies are
in the focus of Hung et al. (2006). However, most often churn prediction and im-
proving model performance were analyzed following one of these two strategies:
adding/improving the data to mine and inventing new algorithms or improving the
existing ones (Ballings and Van den Poel, 2012).
The remark above is certainly valid in the case of telecom churn literature. Many
papers were trying to find the best algorithm that would outperform all others. Mul-
tiple works have examined Logistic Regression, Decision Trees, Neural Networks,
evolutionary learning, discriminant analysis and Bayesian approaches (Au et al.,
2003; Mozer et al., 1999; Neslin et al., 2006; Wei and Chiu, 2002). Other papers
analyzed Support Vector Machines, Random Forest, Rotation Forest, Bagging and
Boosting (Archaux et al., 2004; Idris, Khan and Lee, 2013; Lemmens and Croux, 2006;
Verbeke et al., 2011). In our view, the value of this research is somewhat limited,
at least for real world data mining, given the No Free Lunch theorem (Wolpert and
Macready, 1997). In the period after 2008, an overwhelming theme in (telecom)
churn research was Social Networks Analysis (SNA), claiming to largely improve on
existing churn models (Dasgupta et al., 2008; Motahari et al., 2012; Nanavati et al.,
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2006; Richter et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010; Ngonmang, Viennet and Tchuente, 2012;
Polepally and Mohan, 2012; Saravanan and Raajaa, 2012). However, as explained in
chapter 3, this claim is not generally applicable, at least not in prepaid churn predic-
tion on a European market. Most of the SNA research focuses on the Asian or US
Markets.
Taking into account the data perspective, most of the literature, especially the
one focusing on SNA, was using features extracted from Call Detail Records (CDRs).
Contractual, demographic, billing, handset, customer service, market (competitor’s
offers), and customer survey data is often used in addition to CDRs (Archaux et al.,
2004; Au et al., 2003; Hung et al., 2006; Mozer et al., 1999; Neslin et al., 2006; Wei
and Chiu, 2002). Just a few of these papers take into account any network usage
related problems as possible factors affecting churn. For instance, dropped calls
were considered as potential churn influencers (Ahn, Han and Lee, 2006; Mozer
et al., 1999). Service quality in general and innovativeness were marked as churn
detractors by Malhotra and Malhotra (2013).
Predictive models trying to explain churn have not received as much attention
in literature (Ballings and Van den Poel, 2012; Lima et al., 2009). Nevertheless, there
are studies in industries other than telecom illustrating the need to gain insight
into causes of churn (Anil Kumar and Ravi, 2008; Buckinx and Van den Poel, 2005).
Furthermore, research based on customer surveys claimed that network coverage,
mobile signal strength and voice call drops are reasons for customers to churn (Ahn
et al., 2006; Birke and Swann, 2006; Malhotra and Malhotra, 2013; Min and Wan,
2009; Seo, Ranganathan and Babad, 2008). However, all these papers were based on
survey data, thus perception of quality, not actual network measurements.
It is apparent that in most recent telecom churn research the physical telecom
network, which is the means of delivering telecom services, has been largely ne-
glected. At best, the (lack of) quality of voice call usage is considered. To the best
of our knowledge, there is little or no research on how Internet usage on a mobile
network and its quality parameters might affect churn. This is one of the key reasons
why the topic of our research is an explanatory churn model for telecommunications
with actual network quality usage parameters at its focus, instead of just the cus-
tomers’ perception of network quality. In addition, this model, unlike the models
from related work, is not meant for retention campaigns; instead, it is concentrat-
ing on eliminating what we see as one of the crucial causes of telecom churn: poor
experience using the services on the network.
4.3 Data Set and Methodology
In this section we will describe the process and the data set used in this research.
As mentioned previously, this research was not started with retention campaigns in
mind. It was a part of a cross departmental company-wide churn tackling initiative,
executed in parallel with regular churn campaigns. Therefore, the objective of this
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Table 4.1: List of contractual, demographic and CDR based features
Contractual and demographic features Features Extracted from CDRs
Contract expiry Amount of Voice Calls, SMS and
List of services/ products used Internet Volume (MB) used,
Subscription fee both local and roaming
Monthly Bill for each of services Breakdowns of Voice Calls and SMS
Age, gender, zip code onto national-international,
Handset internal-external(competitors’ network)
research was not to compete with churn models created for campaigning, but to
detect whether there are telecom network quality related factors influencing churn
and identify potential remedies.
4.3.1 Data Set
The results presented here are based on a random sample of 150,000 consumer post-
paid subscribers of the operator from September 2012. This is just a fraction of the
overall base. There was a limitation enforced on the data set related to contract
expiry date: the sample was limited to subscribers whose contracts were expiring
in three months or have already expired; thus only customers at risk of churn were
taken into account. Churn was measured for the following two months, October and
November 2012, combined.
The final data set consisted of 750 features, gathered by merging tables from
CRM and Network databases. In addition to the attributes similar to what was
described in Section 4.2 (see Table 4.1), we added features stemming from the CEM
(Customers Experience Management) Framework (Radosavljevik et al., 2010a) we
designed in Chapter 2 (see Figure 2.1), most importantly the Network quality or
usability features (see Table 4.2). The features extracted from CDRs and the network
quality features represent monthly aggregates. We also examined their respective
three-month aggregates, as well as if there is a rising or declining trend in the past
three months for any of these features and used these as potential predictors of churn.
4.3.2 Methodology
Our research setup is similar to what we have described in chapter 2. The data
originally residing in various CRM and Network quality databases was collected
into a single Oracle database (Oracle, 2011), which allowed easier manipulation and
data cleansing. For Data analysis, Predictor Selection and Model Development and
Assessment we used the commercial tool Predictive Analytics Director (Pegasystems,
2008).
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Table 4.2: List of network quality features per category
General Network
Quality Voice and SMS quality Internet quality
2G and 3G Coverage at
home
Count of Dropped Voice Calls and
SMS 3G and 2G Data Attempts
Voice Call Setup Failures 3G and 2G Data Errors
Provisioning Errors Voice Call and SMS drop rate 3G and 2G Success Rate
Voice Call Setup Duration
(Maximum and Average) Ratio of 3G usage vs. 2G usage
We divided the sample into training, validation and testing set using the ratio
50:25:25. The validation set was used during the data analysis stage as a ”pre-test”
set, in order to verify the univariate performance of each predicting variable with
relation to churn, established on the training set.
The performance measure used to evaluate the performance of each individual
predictor, as well as the models, was Coefficient of Concordance (CoC). As explained
in chapter 2, CoC is a rank correlation measure related to Kendall’s tau, suitable
for evaluating scoring models (Kendall, 1938; Pegasystems, 2008). It is a measure
equivalent to the Area under the ROC (AUC). One interpretation of the CoC measure
is that in a scoring model it gives the probability that a randomly chosen positive
case will get a higher score than a randomly chosen negative case. The CoC value
ranges from 50 to 100. Random choice has a CoC value of 50.
All models developed are scoring models, i.e. we calculated probabilities that
someone will churn, without setting a cutoff point. As mentioned above, these mod-
els were not to be used for campaigning, but for network improvements, therefore
setting a cutoff point to strictly classify whether an instance is a churner or not was
not necessary. For this reason, using measures such as recall and precision were not
applicable in our case.
During the data analysis stage, the continuous variables were discretized into
bins. Bins without significant performance difference are then grouped together.
Basically, this is a supervised, bottom-up approach to discretization of continuous
variables. One of the advantages of this approach is that it can address non-linear
effects of variables onto churn: namely, each separate bin got a score which is con-
cordant to churn and this score was used for modeling. This process is similar for
symbolic variables. Variables can be inspected via histograms and the discretization
settings can be manually changed if deemed necessary. The next step in the pro-
cess is predictor grouping which assists feature selection. Namely, variables that are
correlated to each other are grouped together. A given predictor may have a high
univariate performance, but also be correlated with other candidate predictors that
are even stronger, hence not adding value to a model. We first used the best predictor
of each group and then selected/deselected variables manually to develop the models
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Table 4.3: Model Performance





Campaign 3 76.0 75.9
Campaign PlusNetwork 6 76.8 76.7
ContractEnd PlusNetwork 5 75.1 74.7
Campaign MinusContractEnd 5 68.7 68.1
PurelyNetworkBased 5 66.6 66.5
with a good performance, but also good explanatory value.
As explained previously, the topic of this research is not finding the next best
algorithm. That is why we used standard algorithms, such as Logistic Regression
and Decision Trees based on the CHAID splitting method (Witten and Frank, 2005).
These methods also perfectly fit the explanatory nature of our research, because they
are easy to interpret. This is an advantage in commercial settings, where people that
need to make investment decisions based on the model and implement its results are
not data miners.
The modeling process resulted in scoring models: each instance is allocated a
rank score concordant with the probability of being a churner. The CoC (AUC)
measure was used to measure model quality. In addition, we use gain charts as
visual representation of model performance. On the y-axis, these charts show the
captured proportion of the desired class (i.e. churners in selection divided by total
number of churners) with increasing selection sizes (x-axis, from highest scoring to
lowest scoring) (see Figure 4.1).
4.4 Results, Application and Discussion
Even though optimizing model performance is not the topic of this research, we
deem it necessary to benchmark our network against the campaigning model. The
performance (CoC) of the models we created is presented on Table 4.3.
It is worthwhile mentioning that all models presented here were built using
Decision Trees with CHAID splitting criterion, which have an inherent characteristic
of dealing with non-linear data. We also tested models using Logistic Regression, but
they had somewhat worse performance (0.5 CoC points). Please note that due to the
discretization process described in Subsection 4.3.2, this implementation of logistic
regression is able to handle non-linear dependencies too. Furthermore, in order to
test for non-linear interaction effects between a combination of two variables and
churn we created close to 280,000 new predictors using two way combinations of all
of the 750 variables. However, no strong non-linear effects were noted.
As can be seen on Table 4.3, adding network related features to a campaigning
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Figure 4.1: Gain Charts of Models Used
model (model Campaign PlusNetwork) only marginally increases performance (1
CoC point), visible on Figure 4.1 only after the 40th percentile of cases ranked by
churn, which confirms our result from (Radosavljevik et al., 2010a). However, cam-
paigning wise, this has no meaning because rarely do campaigns address more than
40% of the base that is at churn risk.
The PurelyNetworkBased model, which is the topic of our research, had the weak-
est performance. Nevertheless, just for comparison reasons, we built a Campaign
model without the strongest predictor - Contract End (Campaign MinusContractEnd)
and a model based on a combination of just the Contract End and Network Factors
(ContractEnd PlusNetwork). The Campaign MinusContractEnd model performed
only somewhat better than the Pure Network model (1.5 CoC on the test set in Table
4.3, or 5% more churners in the Top 20% of the scores on Figure 4.1), and the model
ContractEnd PlusNetwork performed only marginally worse than the campaigning
model (1.3 CoC on the test set in Table 4.3, or 4% less churners in the Top 20% of
the scores on Figure 4.1). The conclusion here is that, less the Contract End variable,
the network quality parameters from our Purely Network Based model performed
nearly as well as the other predictors.
However, performance was not the main topic of our research. The main aim was
the explanatory value of our model. On Figure 4.1 it is shown that Purely Network
Based Model could address the 35% of churners in the top 20% of scores, while the
Campaign model addressed nearly 55% of all churners in the top 20% of scores. This
may be interpreted as the Network factors being ”responsible” for the 35% out of
55% of churners in the Top 20% of all scores and that correcting these parameters
would mitigate at least a part of them1. The rest of the churn (the other 20%) is due to
other reasons, e.g. a better competitor offer. Having this in mind, it was worthwhile
analyzing the parameters that constitute this Purely Network Based model.
1In retention campaigns too, one cannot expect 100% acceptance rate
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Table 4.4: Univariate performance of predictors (CoC)
Variable Performance(CoC)
Contract End Date 73.1
Total Duration of Provisioning Errors in the past six months 62.5
Average Ratio of 2G and 3G Data Events in the past three Months 59.2
Count of 2G Data Events in the past three Months 57.5
Sum of Call Drops and Call Setup Failures in the past three months 56.8
Average Voice Call Setup Duration for the past three months 52.4
Due to confidentiality reasons we cannot disclose the exact numbers and weights
of the parameters constituting our model. Nevertheless, we can disclose parameters
of which our Network model was consisted, ranked by their individual performance
(CoC): The Total Duration of Provisioning Errors in the past six months; The Average
Ratio of 2G and 3G Data Events in the Past three months; The Count of 2G Data
Events in the past three Months; The Sum of Call Drops and Call Setup Failures in
the past three months and The Average Voice Call Setup Duration for the past three
months. The individual influence (CoC) of each of these parameters onto churn is
presented on Table 4.4. Just for comparison, we also show the performance of the best
predictor, the contract end date, which has a superior prediction power. However,
the purpose of these models was to investigate why customers churn from a network
perspective and offer means of alleviating these reasons. In this case, the relationship
with contract end date is secondary. When customers get closer to the end of their
contract, there is a higher risk of churn. Moreover, customers out of contract for a
longer period of time have proven to be loyal, as the other customers have left.
The influence of each of these parameters onto customer experience and therefore
churn could be explained and was agreed upon by the company experts. First of all,
it is interesting to note that the Sum of Call Drops and Call Setup Failures in the past
three months was not a rate, but an absolute count. Namely, it was irrelevant if a
customer dropped two calls out of 30 or out of a 100, the two dropped calls drove
churn. The parameter Average Voice Call Setup Duration for the past three months
implied that customers did not appreciate having to wait a long time to establish a
voice call. Provisioning errors are errors where customers have not been enabled to
use certain services on the network even though they have subscribed for them (e.g.
not being provisioned to use Internet), or did not get the appropriate quality of service
(e.g. being provisioned to used Internet at 1 Mbps when subscribed to 3 Mbps).
These errors did not occur frequently but were deemed by experts to have a severely
negative influence onto satisfaction even if they occurred once during the contract
duration; therefore we summed up six months of these errors’ history. It is interesting
to see the growing influence of mobile Internet services onto churn, especially the
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strong preference of customers to use the 3G network, which is by design much faster
than the 2G network2. The low 2G speed was not deemed satisfactory, it could have
been in fact perceived by the customers as not being connected at all. The influence
of quality of Internet services onto churn was represented via the Number of 2G Data
Events and the Ratio of 3G vs. 2G Data Events.
The added value of these parameters was that they denoted clear guidance for
the technology department on which actions to take in order to prevent churn.
Determining the exact thresholds of each parameter that led to churn was done by
using the discretized variables. As explained in the methodology subsection of this
chapter, each variable was separated into bins and each separate bin has gotten a
score which is concordant to churn. Next, we were looking for thresholds in these
parameters that, once crossed, pointed to higher churn probabilities. For example,
let us assume that customers having four or more dropped calls in one month are
two times more likely to churn than customers with less than four dropped calls in
the same period: This would set the threshold of dropped calls per customer per
month to four. This is just a theoretical example, as we are not at liberty to disclose
the real figures.
Projects have been developed to maintain and correct these parameters and their
respective critical values (increased churn risk thresholds). This also had a profound
effect onto the mindset of the department maintaining the network: their focus has
shifted from a network centric approach to a customer centric approach in managing
the network. We will explain what this means using the example of Voice Call Drops.
The network centric approach in managing this key performance indicator would
be to just measure a network wide call drop rate and attempt to maintain it above
a certain threshold by giving priority to fixing network sites with a large number
of dropped calls. The customer centric approach in managing this parameter is to
monitor the number of customers experiencing dropped calls and giving highest pri-
ority to network sites where most customers experience dropped calls. The customer
centric approach allows addressing the problem of a higher number of customers,
rather than focusing on network sites where only few customers experience a large
number of dropped calls. It has already been implemented and has helped reduce
the number of customers experiencing dropped calls in general, which resulted in
improved satisfaction in customer surveys (internal to the operator), implicating that
churn reduction should follow. Similar approaches were developed to address the
other parameters from our model. Last but not least, the technology department in
the company has set customer centric targets for managing the network. Using the
theoretical example from the paragraph above, this would mean that the department
would have set a target that no more than a small percentage of the base (e.g. 1%)
should experience four or more dropped calls per month. It is worthwhile mention-
ing that the amount of customers which was dissatisfied with the operator’s network
23G networks could reach throughputs/Internet speeds of 21Mbps, while for 2G the maximum speed
was only 64 Kbps
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(according to customer surveys) was reducing in parallel with the reduction in the
amount of customers experiencing the targeted number of dropped calls and similar
customer centric network related targets.
It is possible that the solution applied to a given network site to reduce the number
of customers experiencing dropped voice calls may also influence some of the other
quality parameters, especially in a case of a 3G network site (e.g. increasing the
coverage area or adding extra capacity to a 3G site might reduce both the number
of customers experiencing dropped calls and prevent them from falling back to a
neighboring 2G cell when using Internet). As an extension of this approach, it can
be envisioned that sites where a high number of customers that are already at churn
risk experience dropped calls are given priority, but this is subject to legal limitations
with regard to data privacy3.
To summarize, even though our churn model based entirely on network quality
parameters had lesser performance compared to a normal campaigning model, it
did have many other advantages: it addressed churn in a preventive manner, as it
was not necessary to run retention campaigns with it; it provided guidance on which
were the critical network parameters that needed to be corrected in order to address
churn from a network perspective; and it created a mind-shift in the department
managing the network into a customer centric perspective, which already resulted
in increased customer satisfaction.
4.5 Limitations and Future Work
The first limitation we would like to address is the lack of coverage data per customer.
We were only able to calculate (not measure) the coverage at home for each customer.
Loss of coverage for each customer is impossible to measure from the network side.
Having adequate coverage information could have improved our model. However,
the Ratio between 2G and 3G data events does imply the influence of loss of 3G
coverage or insufficient 3G capacity in certain areas onto churn.
Other limitations of this research are of legal nature. Namely, in most European
countries stringent Data Privacy or Net Neutrality Laws (will soon) exist. This makes
it impossible to look into individual consumption of different types of Internet use
(e.g. browsing, streaming, messaging, VoIP etc.), which could provide even better
insights into what type of service degradation leads to churn.
Next, as usage patterns change, so do the expectations from the service quality
that the network provides. Therefore, in time we expect a change in the influence on
churn of the various factors that we discussed which makes the model outdated. This
will especially be the case after the introduction of 4G (LTE) networks, which allow
much faster Internet speed (throughput). However, these issues can be addressed by
remodeling.
3It involves storing the sites/locations of particular customers
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As future work, we would like to go one step further, and investigate the benefits
network experience measured directly on the phone, via a preinstalled app, of course
with customers’ permission. We believe that this would provide a 360 degrees view
of customers’ network experience and close the gap created by the data that is difficult
to obtain due to technical or legal limitations. Measurements taken directly on the
phone are the ultimate determinant of customer’s network experience.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented an atypical approach to churn management in com-
mercial settings. We succeeded in explaining at least a part of churn via actual
measurements of network quality. The main benefits of our approach are the follow-
ing: First, we managed to build an explanatory churn model by sacrificing only a
part of the performance. Second, our churn model was based on features that are ex-
tracted from actual network parameters rather than surveys (real network experience
vs. perception). Third, this model generated insights on which network parameters
are necessary to be corrected in order to reduce churn, which is a new way of churn
reduction. The insights generated caused a shift from network centricity towards
customer centricity in managing the telecom network. Using this approach, the
churn mitigation process is no longer just a retention campaign: the churn efforts are
no longer the responsibility of just the CRM teams, Marketing and Customer Service,
but also the Technology department, which is responsible for the mobile network is
involved. Referring to the research question stated in section 4.1, we have managed
to use a different deployment form of a churn model in order explain and prevent
churn rather than directly target customers.
Our research was deployed in T-Mobile Netherlands, part of one of the largest
European telecom operators. It was used for setting department targets for managing
the network and has already contributed to increased customer satisfaction, impli-
cating that churn reduction should follow. In addition, another national operator
from the Deutsche Telekom group has used the same approach.
Last but not least, we would like to point out the possibility of applying our
research onto domains other than mobile telecom. Obviously, this approach can be
mirrored onto fixed telecommunications and potentially into churn in other indus-
tries, but also in many other cases where prevention is more important than the cure,
like certain medical research.
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This chapter outlines the approach developed together with the Radio Network
Strategy and Design department of T-Mobile Netherlands, part of the Deutsche
Telekom group, in order to forecast the Air-Interface load in their 3G network, which
is used for planning network upgrades and budgeting purposes. It is based on large
scale intelligent data analysis and modeling at the level of thousands of individual
radio cells resulting in 30,000 models produced in one day. It has been embedded into
a scenario simulation framework that is used by end users not experienced in data
mining for studying and simulating the behavior of this complex networked system,
as an example of a systematic approach to the deployment step in the KDD process.
This system was a part of a standard business process in T-Mobile Netherlands for
more than two years. This operator became a competence center for predictive
modeling for micro-simulation of 3G air interface load for three other operators
of the Deutsche Telekom group. A similar approach, based on different network
parameters was also developed by the operator for 4G networks.
5.1 Introduction
This chapter reports on a deployed data mining application that has been developed
by one of the largest European telecom operators and has been in continuous use for
more than two years. In order to accommodate the continuing strong increase of mo-
bile internet traffic, the operator’s Radio Network Department had to continuously
monitor and upgrade the 3G Radio Access Network. This required an Air-Interface
load forecast for every radio cell in the network, including indications of denial or
interruption of delivering service. However, such a detailed forecast was not readily
available. Furthermore, there was a need to simulate different scenarios for different
parts of the network. Given the complexity of the problem, the dimension of the net-
work and the repetitiveness of the task, a manual approach was out of the question.
Hence, the research question for this chapter is:
How can data mining be used to predict 3G mobile network interface load and simulate it
under different scenarios?
In this chapter we present a fully automated approach that generates multi-
variate linear regression models on a grand scale, using primarily open source tools.
The key business benefit of this research is that it solved a very complex and high
impact business problem that could not be approached by using general planning
approaches.
Traditional approaches for mobile network load forecasting have a number of
practical issues. These are most often analytical or Monte Carlo based approaches
(Mäder and Staehle, 2004). The load formula used is typically a general purpose
analytical model, derived from physics knowledge and theory rather than from
modeling on actual data, let alone being based on data from a specific operator.
Furthermore, the inputs required are difficult to measure and forecast, or do not relate
to changes in customer behavior such as call usage, which is easier to understand and
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use for scenario purposes. Our approach makes it easier to translate customers and
their usage into network load. To our knowledge, this is the first time a data mining
approach has been used for Air Interface load prediction of a 3G mobile network.
In terms of business benefits, the exact return is confidential, but cellular network
infrastructure forms a major part of an operator’s investment budget, and this is a
key system for tactical and strategic network investment decisions. In the group
where this operating company belongs, up to 50% of wireless CAPEX investments
are going into the radio access. For reference, operators worldwide invest more than
20 billion USD into cellular network infrastructure. Our methodology is first and
foremost intended to ensure that capacity is added in time and at the right place,
thus avoiding inefficient investments and poor customer experience due to traffic
congestion, which can ultimately lead to churn. Last but not least, Internet access is
recognized as a right by law in several countries, as a part of the rights to Freedom and
Expression of Opinion. By adding capacity at the right places, operators provide a
valuable social service, given the growing importance of communications and social
media in everyday life. This is a data mining application in telecommunications that
does not raise the usual privacy concerns; on the contrary it serves a social function
by mediating high quality internet access.
An early version of our approach has been published in Radosavljevik, van der
Putten and Kyllesbech Larsen (2012). Since then, our system has been rolled out
in full use in T-Mobile Netherlands, the operator where it was developed. None
of the other operator companies in the Deutsche Telekom group used a similar fine
grained approach. Therefore, a more universal approach applicable to the other
operators, too had to be developed. This involved dealing with complexities such
as different network equipment vendors using different performance management
systems and lack of certain measurements we have introduced in Radosavljevik et al.
(2012). Nevertheless, the results of our new approach were very positive. Hence,
this operator became a competence center for predictive modeling of 3G Air Interface
load and it was performing this task for operators of the same telecommunications
group in four countries.
Whilst the core intelligent data analysis algorithms used were not novel, we
applied these on a large scale by modeling individual radio cells across a variety of
dimensions (Section 5.3 motivates why we modeled at cell level). This has also been
embedded into a simulation framework targeted at non-data miners using tools they
are familiar with to enable them to run low level simulation scenarios. Hence, the
goal is to provide a case example of an embedded, deployed intelligent data analysis
system, dealing with real world aspects such as scale and having major business
impact. Extensive simulations have been carried out by the operating companies
using the system, and also novel use cases for scenario simulation analysis have been
developed and applied.
As discussed, the technical novelty is not determined by the complexity of the
base estimators used. We used simple linear regression models as data inspection
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has shown that the behavior to be predicted is primarily linear, and experiments
confirmed that complex algorithms actually performed worse given the high variance
associated with these models. This is not uncommon in real world data mining
problems (van der Putten and van Someren, 2004). What makes this problem out
of the ordinary is the massive number of models. For each of cell in the network
we create four models to predict different kinds of outcomes, resulting in a total of
30,000-100,000 models, depending on the amounts of cells in the network. Model
parameters are estimated using ten-fold cross validation, which increases the number
of models estimated to over 1 million. This process is repeated on a regular basis,
given that the customer base and behavior, as well as the cellular network itself
change constantly.
Finally, we did not just deploy the forecasted loads. The underlying regres-
sion formulas were provided by the data miners to the end user analysts as simple
spreadsheets, which enabled them to tune various simulation and forecasting scenar-
ios without further involvement from the data miners. This turned out to be not just
a practical benefit, but a major opportunity for the business as a range of simulation
use cases were explored that were not envisioned by the data miners up front.
We think that this approach, including the concept of decoupling data mining
from forecasting and simulation processes, can easily be replicated and applied to
problems from other industries. Examples of this are problems that require similar
predictive models and simulation of networked systems on a large scale, such as for
instance sensor networks, retail outlet planning, supply chain logistics and revenue
predictions for products with a complex billing process (which we have already
applied, see chapter 6).
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 describes the load
parameters. Section 5.3 discusses the complex nature of network load and how to
approximate it, including our motivation for modeling at the granular cell level.
Section 5.4 describes the construction of the load formulas and forecasting of future
network load using simulation, as well as other simulation scenarios. Limitations
and future work are discussed in Section 5.5. Finally, we present our conclusions in
Section 5.6.
5.2 Defining the Load Parameters
In this section we will describe how we measured the load for a cell, plus the underly-
ing attributes that we used to predict future load. Both output and input parameters
were measured per individual cell per hour.
5.2.1 Output Parameters
The communication between a network site/tower (radio network element that pro-
vides access to the mobile network) and a user’s mobile device is separated into
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downlink communication- directed from the site to the mobile device and uplink
communication- directed from the mobile device to the site. Each physical site con-
tains radio antennae that typically create three geographic cells of the mobile network.
These cells share the physical resources of the network site.
Therefore, the Air-interface load for a cell consists of the Downlink Load (DL)
and Uplink Load (UL). Multiple measures of both DL and UL can be devised. A
cell is considered to be in overload if either the uplink or the downlink load is above
a certain threshold. When a cell is in overload, customers demanding its radio
resources cannot be served adequately. Obviously, all network sites containing cells
in overload require an adequate upgrade.
Most of the background literature on telecom networks is related to network opti-
mization or load control rather than load prediction (Geijer Lundin, Gunnarsson and
Gustafsson, 2003; Muckenheim and Bernhard, 2001; Natalizio, Marano and Molinaro,
2005; Yates, 1995). In our previous research (Radosavljevik et al., 2012) we used the
following measurements of load as output parameters: Count of RAB (Radio Access
Bearer) Releases Due To Interference (Yates, 1995), Average Noise Rise (Geijer Lundin
et al., 2003) and Average Noise Rise on Channels Dedicated to Release 99 Capable
Devices (refers to lower data transfer speed up to 384 Kbps). Two additional uplink
measures were considered: Count of RAB (Radio Access Bearer) Setup Failures and
Count of RRC (Radio Resource Control) Setup Failures. These measurements were
discarded at later stages of the process due to a very low number of models that
could be generated because of too many zero-values.
In Radosavljevik et al. (2012), we used the following parameters as measures
for downlink load: Percentage of Consumed Downlink Power (Muckenheim and
Bernhard, 2001) and Count of ”No Code Available” Situations (Natalizio et al., 2005).
However, some of these measures were specific to Nokia Data Warehouse (Nokia
Siemens Networks, 2008), a performance management tool deployed at T-Mobile
Netherlands where our research originated, or were not measured by other operators
that were looking to use our system. Therefore, we used universal measurements,
which are applicable to performance management systems of other vendors, such
as Ericsson (Ericsson, 2013), Huawei (Huawei, 2013) or MyCom (MyCom, 2013).
Therefore, in our new approach we picked measurements that are both compliant
to the 3gpp Mobile Broadband Standard (3gpp, 1999) and universally defined and
measured across the operators which are part of the Deutsche Telekom group.
Percentage of Uplink Load, also known as UL Carrier Load Percentage (3gpp,
1999) is the ratio between the total received power level on that carrier and the
maximum acceptable level of interference.






where MeanRTWP is mean Received Total Wideband Power per cell; MinRTWP is
minimum Received Total Wideband Power per cell, used as the noise floor. In other
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words MeanRTWP is mean of the power assigned to users, while MinRTWP is the
power measured when no users are using cell resources.
Percentage of Downlink Load, also known as DL Carrier Load Percentage (3gpp,
1999) is the ratio between the total transmitter power level on that carrier and the
maximum acceptable transmitter power.
DL LOAD = 100 ∗ 10
MeanTCP−MaxTxPower
10 (5.2)
where MeanTCP is mean Total Transmitted Power per cell; MaxTxPower is maximum
transmit power of the cell. In other words MeanTCP is mean of the power assigned
to users, while MaxTxPower is the cell power capacity.
We used two additional measures for downlink load, based on code capacity,
namely Code Utilization and Count of ”No Code Available” Situations. Each cell has
256 codes that can be assigned to a mobile device for a voice call or a data session.
The higher the downlink bandwidth required, the higher the number of codes will be
assigned. For example, voice calls require 12.2 Kbps (translates into 2 codes), while
Data Sessions can require up to 14.4 Mbps (which would consume all the codes of
that cell).
Code Utilization Measures the fraction of codes used vs. codes available at the
cell. It is averaged over an hour.
Count of ”No Code Available” Situations -After all the codes have been assigned,
the next device that requests a code from the cell, gets a ”no code available” message
and cannot use the cell resources. This variable measures the count of occurrences of
this message per hour, and will be abbreviated as NCA.
5.2.2 Input Parameters
In Table 5.1 we provide a list of input parameters, as well as the description for each
parameter we used for modeling. All these variables are measured per hour. Even
though we included input parameters related to voice services, most of the input
parameters are related to consumption of data services, because they require more
cell resources. Forecasts for future values of the input parameters were available at
the operator. In our earlier research on this topic (Radosavljevik et al., 2012), we used
additional measures from the network management tool Nokia Data Warehouse.
However, due to constraints mentioned in Subsection 5.2.1, namely different perfor-
mance management tools from different vendors, not all of these could be measured.
Therefore, in comparison with our previous research, we reduced the input parame-
ter set by excluding the following measures: Average Soft Handover Overhead Area
(measures the intersection of coverage of the particular cell with other cells), Average
Proportion of Voice Traffic originated in that cell (as opposed to traffic originated in
other cells and handed over to that cell), Average Proportion of Data Traffic orig-
inated in that cell, Average Voice Call Users, Maximum HSUPA users, Maximum
HSDPA users and Total Active RABs, as they could not be measured.
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Table 5.1: List of Input Parameters
Variable Description
Average Count of Release 99 Up-
link users
Average number of users that consumed uplink cell resources
on a R99 capable device (up to 384 Kbps).
Average Count of Release 99
Downlink users
Average number of users that consumed downlink cell resources
on a R99 capable device (up to 384 Kbps).
Average Count of HSUPA users
Average number of users that consumed uplink cell resources
on a HSUPA (High Speed Uplink Packet Access) capable device
(up to 5.76 Mbps).
Average Count of HSDPA users
Average number of users that consumed downlink cell resources
on a HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access) capable de-
vice (up to 14.4 Kbps).a
Count of RRC attempts
Radio Resource Control (RRC) attempts are related to the signal-
ing exchange between the mobile device and the network cells.
There can only be one RRC connection open per mobile device
at a time.
Count of Data Session RAB At-
tempts
Radio Access Bearer (RAB) is necessary to be assigned to a user
in order to make voice call or a data session. Multiple RABs can
be assigned to the same device. This variable measures the RAB
attempts (not necessarily successful) for a data session in a cell
in an hour.
Count of Voice Call RAB At-
tempts
This variable measures the RAB attempts (not necessarily suc-
cessful) for a voice call in a cell in an hour. It is the only variable
that addresses usage of voice services exclusively.
Average Downlink Throughput Average per hour of the sum of downlink bandwidths consumedby all users served by the cell.
Average Uplink Throughput Average per hour of the sum of uplink bandwidths consumedby all users served by the cell.
a Most of the current mobile devices are HSDPA capable. Theoretically, even higher speed scan be
achieved for both HSUPA and HSDPA. But, an HSDPA device can also be assigned to a R99 downlink
(slower) channel, if there are no HSDPA cell resources available.
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5.3 Approximating the Load
Traditional approaches for mobile network load forecasting are most often analytical
or Monte Carlo based approaches (Mäder and Staehle, 2004). However, the inputs
required are difficult to measure and forecast, or do not relate to customer behavior
such as call usage which is easier to understand and use for scenario purposes.
Most of the data mining literature on load forecasting is related to electrical
networks. A good overview is presented in Feinberg and Genethliou (2010). Various
methods have been deployed for this purpose: regression models, time series, neural
networks, expert systems, fuzzy logic etc. The authors state a need for load forecasts
for sub-areas (load pockets) in cases where the input parameters are substantially
different from the average, which is a case similar to different cells in a mobile telecom
network.
Related to mobile telecommunications, data traffic load (which is different than air
interface load) focusing on a highly aggregated link has been forecasted in Svoboda,
Buerger and Rupp (2008), comparing time series (moving averages and dynamic
harmonic regression) with linear and exponential regression. Also, Support Vector
Regression was used by Bermolen and Rossi (2009) for link load prediction in fixed
line telecommunications.
In order to forecast the future load for each cell in the network, it is necessary to
understand the relationship between the input parameters (causing the load situa-
tion) and the current load. The input parameters in case of the Air Interface load are
all parameters which can be made accountable for the load situation in the cell (Sec-
tion 5.2). Therefore, the load parameter (output) can be expressed as L = f (x1, x2, , xn).
Ideally, the load of each cell x in a given time could be expressed as the sum of all
users consuming resources of that cell at the particular time multiplied by the amount
of resources they use plus the interference between that cell and all the other cells in






Useri ∗ Resource j +
Z∑
y=1
inter f erence(x, y) (5.3)
where m is the count of users that are using the resources of cell x, n is the count of
resources of the cell x, z is count of all cells in the network and interference(x, y) is the
interference measured between cell x and y. Unfortunately, there was no tool that
would provide such a detailed overview.
In order to approximate the load function, we recorded the different load param-
eters (outputs) and input parameters described in Section 5.2, on an hourly basis
during 1,5-8 weeks, depending on the operator. This provided approximately be-
tween 200 and 1,000 instances per cell or 20,000,000 instances in total on a network
of 20,000 cells.
One of the choices to be made was whether a distinct formula for every cell shall
be built or - alternatively - a common formula valid for all cells should be used. The
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Figure 5.1: Actual Load vs. Linear approximation
approach where a model is created for each cell was chosen, due to the network
experts’ conviction that each cell is different, and a unified approach simply would
not work, because some of the parameters influencing the load of each cell were
immeasurable and unpredictable.
Next, the domain experts were intrinsically interested in being able to model
cells that actually do not behave like other cells, especially when these are highly
loaded. Furthermore, there would be a challenge in normalizing with respect to the
varying capacity of the cells, i.e. what where the cell sized to handle. Finally, we
hypothesized that not just model parameters could differ by cell, but also the optimal
selection of features, similar to the concept of load pockets explained by Feinberg
and Genethliou (2010).
The choice of linear regression (Witten and Frank, 2005) was made due to several
reasons. First of all, even though the distribution of the values of each of the load
measures we were trying to predict varied between close to linear and close to
exponential, we were only interested in the higher values of the load curve, and
this can be approximated quite well with linear regression, as shown on Figure 5.1.
For this purpose, before constructing the regression formulas, we removed all zero
instances. Furthermore, linear regression is a very fast algorithm compared to other
methods, which is very useful when it is necessary to develop a large number of
models in a short time. Even though it is imaginable that better results might be
achieved by using non-linear regression, regression trees, or other algorithms, this
might not be necessary in most cases (Figure 5.1).
Also, simple low variance methods such as linear regression frequently perform
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much better in practice than more complicated algorithms, which can very often
over fit the data (e.g. high variance algorithms such as neural networks). In other
words, in real world problems variance is typically a more important problem than
bias when it comes to data preparation and algorithm selection (van der Putten and
van Someren, 2004). Trials on a smaller sample were already made with regression
trees, but apart from the visibly increased time consumption, the accuracy did not
improve. On the contrary, in some instances it decreased.
Last but not least, linear regression is easy to implement, easy to explain and its
results and models are easy to export for other use. Exporting the models to Excel
was of crucial value, as analysts would use them in order to predict the future load of
each cell, by scaling the input parameters, based on internal forecasting models. In
other words, this allowed non data miners to simulate future network load based on
changes in the various types of network traffic, using simple tools they are familiar
with.
5.4 Building the Load Formulas
In this section we will describe how the models were being generated and put to
work. This includes the tools that were used, a detailed description of the approach,
the results of this mass modeling process, the process of forecasting the future load
and additional simulation scenarios.
5.4.1 Tools
The tools used in this research are either open source, or can be found in the IT
portfolio of any telecom operator. These are the following.
Radio Network Performance Management System. As stated above, this re-
search was using data from four different operators of the Deutsche Telekom group.
Most of them had radio networks produced by different vendors, which meant that
also different Radio Network Performance Management Systems were used for data
collection of both the input and the output parameters. In this research, we used Per-
formance Management Systems of Nokia (Nokia Siemens Networks, 2008), Ericsson
(Ericsson, 2013), Huawei (Huawei, 2013) and MyCom (MyCom, 2013), depending
on the operator. These software tools were already a part of the Network/IT infras-
tructure of the operators. They contain technical parameters related to the mobile
network performance. The most important feature of these tools for our research
was that they contained hourly aggregates of all the input and output parameters we
used (Section 5.2). These are the only domain specific tools from our process.
Load Prediction and Simulation Data Mart. This is an Oracle Database 10g-
64 bit v10.2.0.5.0 (Oracle, 2011) used for all our task specific data preparation and
manipulation.
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Figure 5.2: Communication Graph of the Tools used
Due to the fact that the necessary input and output parameters were stored at
different tables in the respective Performance Management Systems, we needed a
separate database where we could manipulate the data easier (e.g. merge tables,
create indexes, and build the final flat table). In the case of Nokia Data Warehouse
(Nokia Siemens Networks, 2008) this reduced the duration of the data collection and
data preparation process from two weeks to one day by productizing data collection.
Because we were rebuilding and rescoring models on a continuous and automated
basis, this was a key improvement. Any other database platform (commercial or open
source) could have been used. We opted for Oracle based on license availability.
WEKA 3.6.4 x64 (Hall et al., 2009), an open source data mining platform, was
used for building the linear regression formulas and validating them. Of course, any
other tool capable of deriving linear regression could also be used for this purpose.
That said, our approach showed that even a research focused open source tool like
WEKA can be used in critical commercial settings, at high complexity (e.g. 20.000
cells, 4 models each, around 1000 instances each).
Strawberry Perl for Windows v5.12.3 (Strawberry Perl, 2011) is an open source
scripting language which we used in order to create the script that is the core of this
approach. Our script created WEKA input files by querying the Oracle database,
generated the regression models by executing calls to WEKA, and stored the re-
gression formulas and the cross-validation outputs (Correlation Coefficient, Mean
Absolute Error, Root Mean Squared Error, Relative Absolute Error, Root Relative
Squared Error, and Total Number of Instances used to build the model) in csv files.
MS Excel 2010 (Microsoft Corporation, 2010), part of MS Office 2010, was used
to predict the future load of cells, using the regression formulas created by WEKA
and extrapolations of the input values built using scaling factors based on hand-
set/Internet usage developments (internal to the operator).
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5.4.2 Process Description
A graph of how our approach used these tools to derive and store the regression
models is presented on Figure 5.2. First, the data was extracted from the Network
Performance Management Tools, e.g. Nokia Data Warehouse (NDW). The core of
our approach is a Perl (Christiansen and Torkington, 2003) script that automated the
derivation of regression formulas for each cell. This script executed calls to WEKA
and queried the Oracle Database. It works in the following manner:
1. Get list of cells from the database
2. For each cell
2.1 Run a query on the database to isolate only the data related to that cell (all the
input and output parameters).
2.2 Make separate files for each of the load output parameters
2.3 For each of the load output parameters
2.3.1 Filter out all instances where the load is 01.
2.3.2 Select only relevant variables for the regression formula of that cell, using a
wrapper approach
2.3.3 Build the linear regression formula and store it in a separate file.
2.3.4 Use 10-fold cross-validation to validate the model.
2.3.5 Store the formula, the number of instances used to build the regression
formula, the correlation between the predicted and actual value for load, the
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as
reported from the cross-validation.
While generating the models/regression formulas, we used a wrapper (Kohavi
and John, 1997) approach. Wrapper approaches automatically select the best vari-
ables for predicting the outcome, taking into account the algorithm to be used, which
in our case was linear regression.
Wrapper approaches do not necessarily perform better or worse than filter ap-
proaches (Tsamardinos and Aliferis, 2003). Our motivation to use the wrapper ap-
proach was to avoid human interaction with the model building process as much as
possible, which obviously makes the process much faster.
It is worthwhile mentioning that the optimal feature and linear regression model
selection were performed using 10-fold cross validation (Witten and Frank, 2005).
This was done in order to balance between cells with large sample of non-zero
instances and cells with a smaller sample. The reported correlation coefficient, MAE
and RMSE are averages from the 10 repetitions. Using 10-fold cross validation
already provided a good estimate of the accuracies of these formulas. Of course,
1We did not want noisy data. Cells/instances with no load are of no interest.
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we did test them on completely new data sets, not only to confirm the accuracies
achieved, but also to find out when is a good time to update the model. We expect
that updates should be necessary every few months, because of the reconfiguration
of the network, additions of new cells and upgrades to the existing ones.
5.4.3 Results and Discussion
Using this process we were able to run 30,000 regressions per day, by just one click.
This does not necessarily result in 30,000 models, because in some cases it was
impossible to derive a formula due to the large number of instances that were filtered
out for zero load. But, in order to measure the load of a cell, it is sufficient that a model
is generated for at least one output variable. Cases of cells where it was not possible
to generate a model for any of the outcome variables were rare. Furthermore, cells
that did not show any load by the means of the output variables were not of interest
for our problem situation. For practical purposes, we will only present the modeling
results for two of the four output variables we used to describe the air interface load
in Section 5.2. We chose to present the results for the uplink and downlink load. All
tables have the same structure. In the first column we list bands (intervals) of the
output variables Downlink Load and Uplink Load, respectively. The second column
contains the count of cells that fall into the respective bands. The third column
presents the average count of non-zero instances (NZI) in each band. In other words,
it presents the number of instances used to build the regression, because we only
took non-zero output values into account. The fourth column presents the average
Correlation Coefficient (CC) between the predicted and actual values of the variables
in the particular band. These Correlation Coefficients are the result of the 10-fold
cross validation. The last column presents the ratio between the number of formulas
that were generated and the total count of cells in each band. Namely, for certain cells
it was not possible to build the regression because of a very low number of non-zero
instances.
The results of the Regression Modeling for Downlink and Uplink load for four
different countries are shown in Tables 5.2-5.9. In Tables 5.2 and 5.3 we present
the modeling results of T-Mobile Netherlands, the same operator published in Ra-
dosavljevik et al. (2012). However, the operator was still undergoing a full network
swap during our research, which means every cell in the network was either already
replaced or about to be replaced by a new one from a different network equipment
vendor. At the moment of research, this operator was running both networks in par-
allel, which created an additional level of complexity. The results presented in Tables
5.2 and 5.3 are referring to the modeling process on the swapped part of the network
using the new vendor’s equipment. Hence, the total number of cells is smaller than
reported in Radosavljevik et al. (2012). For this reason, and the fact that we are pre-
senting different output variables in this chapter, the results of Radosavljevik et al.
(2012) and these results should not be compared.
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Table 5.2: Regression Modeling Results for Downlink Load (DL) for Country Operator 1







DL < 1 642 / / /
1 <= DL < 5 132 504.2 0.906 99%
5 <= DL < 10 450 528.5 0.92 100%
10 <= DL < 20 2995 507.7 0.914 100%
DL >= 20 4120 511.1 0.955 100%
Table 5.3: Regression Modeling Results for Uplink Load (UL) for Country Operator 1







UL < 1 643 579 0.254 1%
1 <= UL < 5 693 513.94 0.536 96%
5 <= UL < 10 2880 522.06 0.676 100%
10 <= UL < 20 3405 516.14 0.756 100%
UL >= 20 718 503.05 0.776 99%
Table 5.4: Regression Modeling Results for Downlink Load (DL) for Country Operator 2







DL < 1 683 / / /
1 <= DL < 5 2379 155.4 0.777 80%
5 <= DL < 10 9406 247.9 0.824 96%
10 <= DL < 20 4550 271.7 0.846 95%
DL >= 20 1697 284.7 0.872 92%
Table 5.5: Regression Modeling Results for Uplink Load (UL) for Country Operator 2







UL < 1 431 172.8 0.554 17%
1 <= UL < 5 138 247.5 0.649 84%
5 <= UL < 10 909 273.9 0.565 87%
10 <= UL < 20 9649 294.7 0.617 95%
UL >= 20 7816 288.8 0.801 98%
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Table 5.6: Regression Modeling Results for Downlink Load (DL) for Country Operator 3







DL < 1 387 / / /
1 <= DL < 5 2447 142.5 0.854 84%
5 <= DL < 10 2428 155.9 0.907 95%
10 <= DL < 20 2114 175.5 0.935 99%
DL >= 20 746 184.6 0.945 100%
Table 5.7: Regression Modeling Results for Uplink Load (UL) for Country Operator 3







UL < 1 160 56.6 0.382 11%
1 <= UL < 5 715 120.6 0.482 77%
5 <= UL < 10 1909 146.4 0.546 92%
10 <= UL < 20 3195 162.4 0.677 98%
UL >= 20 2143 171.2 0.668 96%
Table 5.8: Regression Modeling Results for Downlink Load (DL) for Country Operator 4







DL < 1 5 952.4 0.449 100%
1 <= DL < 5 604 949.7 0.705 100%
5 <= DL < 10 3801 958 0.776 100%
10 <= DL < 20 4802 957.9 0.807 100%
DL >= 20 1020 958.2 0.848 100%
Table 5.9: Regression Modeling Results for Uplink Load (UL) for Country Operator 4







UL < 1 0 / / /
1 <= UL < 5 0 / / /
5 <= UL < 10 674 948.2 0.461 98%
10 <= UL < 20 4187 955.5 0.598 100%
UL >= 20 5371 957.2 0.669 100%
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The results can be evaluated by using two criteria: the Average Correlation
Coefficient and the Ratio of The Models Built (the last two columns in Tables 5.2 to
5.9). The Ratio of the Models built for both Downlink Load and Uplink Load grew
alongside the number of non-zero instances for operators in all four countries, which
was to be expected. We chose the Correlation Coefficient because it is a relative
measure and therefore more intuitive than the Mean Average Error or the Root Mean
Square Error. The Correlation Coefficient was also much easier to explain to the
end users than the latter two error measures. As mentioned above, we report the
Average Correlation Coefficient of each load band. The confidence intervals for the
Average Correlation Coefficient at 95% confidence level were not wider than ± 0.02
for any operator in any of the Downlink or Uplink load bands, due to the relatively
low standard deviations.
Furthermore, because of the choice we made at the beginning of the research, to
focus on the higher levels of load and eliminate the zero values, the Average Correla-
tion Coefficient between actual and predicted values also grows as the load is higher,
both for Downlink and Uplink Load. In the lowest load bands, the performance
of the models is not good. However, this was of no interest, as these were not the
situations that we were trying to predict. These cells were not likely to be in overload
in the foreseeable future.
However, when analyzing the Average Correlation Coefficient (ACC) between
the predicted and actual values there is a visible difference between Downlink and
Uplink load: The ACC for Downlink Load (Tables 5.2, 5.4, 5.6, 5.8) was much higher
than the ACC for Uplink Load (Tables 5.3, 5.5, 5.7, 5.9). Uplink Load seems more
difficult to predict using linear regression. There are two possible reasons for this: A
crucial input parameter (predictor) may be missing; or the Uplink Load has less of a
linear nature.
Last but not least, model performance across operators cannot be compared due
to differences in network vendors, software versions, geography, population density
and smartphone penetration rates (which cause higher network load). The impor-
tance of the smartphone penetration and population density was also confirmed by
the automated feature selection, where variables such as the combined throughput
(uplink or downlink), which is highly influenced by smartphones and the number
of HSDPA/HSUPA users per hour (which are smartphone users) were the most often
selected when building the respective load formulas.
5.4.4 Forecasting the Load
Once the load formulas have been derived it was possible to forecast the future load
situation if the changes in the describing parameters are known. These changes of
the input parameters were described by means of scaling factors. The scaling factors
were calculated by using a traffic forecast model developed by the operator (out of
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scope of this research). A cell was marked for upgrade2 if any of the four output
variables used as measures of Uplink or Downlink load, was above a predefined
critical value.
This is done in the following way:
1. For each output variable
2.1 For each cell
2.3.1 Select the top 100 instances of the output variable and its corresponding
values for the input variables.
2.3.2 Make averages of these input variables.
2.3.3 Scale the input variables up or down, according to scaling factors developed
by a traffic model.
2.3.4 Feed the scaled values of the input parameters into the regression formula for
the output variable for that cell
2.3.5 If the resulting value is higher than the critical threshold for that output
variable, the cell should be upgraded.
The forecasting model provided better and more sophisticated forecasts and as
such supported better network investment decisions, which account for the major
part of the entire operator CAPEX cost. In simple terms, no money was wasted
by investing in unnecessary network upgrades, providing two benefits: lower cost
and redirecting investments into areas that had a higher impact on positive network
experience for the customers.
In addition, note that this part of the process was performed in a tool as simple
as MS Excel. This was a key driver for the business success of the solution. In
our experience the importance of the Deployment step in the data mining process is
generally underestimated. By providing not just the scores but also the underlying
models in a format and tool that was immediately usable and tunable to end users
who are not data miners, the solution was readily accepted and also used in new
ways not necessarily intended by the data miners, for instance detailed simulation
scenarios. In our view, this approach may be applicable to many other domains.
5.4.5 Applications- Simulation Scenarios
Initially, the only application of this research envisioned by the authors was the
deployment scenario for forecasting future load and predicting necessary network
upgrades due to ”regular” traffic growth, as described in Subsection 5.4.4. This has
already been used in four country operators belonging to the Deutsche Telekom
group.
However, due to the flexibility of the approach, meaning using simple tools such
as Microsoft Excel for implementation, the system developed a life of its own: the
2Technically speaking, the network site which generates the cell is upgraded, not the cell itself
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end users in T-Mobile Netherlands, the operator where this research was originally
developed, started creating simulation scenarios suited for different needs.
Step 2.3.3 of the algorithm described in the previous subsection mentions feeding
scaling factors for the input parameters based on a traffic model. What if this traffic
model was to be replaced by a different one? In that case, a new simulation scenario
would be generated. Using our approach, all it takes to generate a new scenario is
to change the values of the input parameters in MS Excel. The output of the model
(Downlink and Uplink Load) would be automatically recalculated and the user could
immediately see the effect. We will explain a few actual use case scenarios in the
following paragraphs.
One of the first use cases generated was to predict future network load and eval-
uate network investments, based on proactive localized marketing campaigning. It
was a co-operation between the Marketing and Network Technology Department.
The Marketing Department provided their campaign description and expected bene-
fits, namely new customers and increased service usage, which were trended in terms
of the input parameters described in Section 5.2. These were fed into the model as
described in Subsection 5.4.4, so the increased future load could be predicted and
the necessary network improvements can be made, even before the marketing cam-
paign was launched. A very similar scenario was in use for opening new stores,
due to the fact that increased number of customers was expected when opening a
brick-and-mortar store. This allowed for the network to be prepared to accept the
new customers without impacting the experience of the existing ones.
Another very powerful application of this model was evaluating a business case
for adding a new wholesale client- or an MVNO (Mobile Virtual Network Operator).
This is an operator that does not own a network; instead a MVNO is renting the
network of a bigger telecom operator in order to provide services. In this case, the
localized traffic growth for predicting the future load was based on the location (or the
evaluation of) the customers of the MVNOs and their respective service usage. These
were then trended and fed into our model (via MS Excel) in order to evaluate the
necessary network improvements, so that no degradation of service for the customers
of the host operator would occur. However, these upgrades come at a certain cost,
which is attributed to accepting the MVNO onto the host network. If the benefits
(revenues) generated by accepting the MVNO are lower than the costs incurred, the
business case is negative and therefore, rejected. This approach was used in the
country where the research originated to reject a business case for adding an MVNO.
Furthermore, a MVNO business case was evaluated for another operator from the
same telecom group.
Last but not least, this approach was used as one of the criteria to determine the
strategy for the network swap and deployment of LTE (4G) network in T-Mobile
Netherlands B.V. As mentioned in Subsection 5.4.3, the operator was undertaking a
major network infrastructure investment, namely replacing the entire radio network
(every site) in order to modernize it and allow for deployment of 4G. Of course an
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undertaking of this size cannot be performed all at once; hence clusters of cells were
being planned for replacement at a certain time. Our load prediction method was one
of the criteria used for giving priority to certain clusters, thus reducing the need of
unnecessary investments into the ”old” network. The underlying assumptions here
were that the ”new” generation radio network would have more efficient resource
use and therefore could handle the load better, and that a certain amount of customers
would start using 4G services, therefore offloading the 3G network.
5.5 Limitations and Future Work
The regression formulas developed by this approach can be used on a long term
basis only if the mobile network stays the same (is frozen) over a longer period. But,
this is not the case. The cellular network is a system of very complex dynamics.
The many changes that occur, such as hardware and software updates, network
reconfigurations and optimizations, as well as network upgrades and roll-out of new
sites, which reduce the load of the existing ones, cannot be taken into account in
advance. It is necessary to collect a new data set and rebuild the regression formulas,
in order to incorporate all these changes into the model. This is why the process
described in this chapter was scheduled for execution every 3-4 months.
Next, we intend to improve the predictions for uplink load. One method would be
searching for additional input parameters to improve the performance of predicting
uplink load using linear regression. Alternatively, we could look for a substitute
for linear regression better suited for modeling uplink load on the cells where linear
regression does not deliver. However, this algorithm should not substantially slow
down the whole process and must be easily transferable to MS Excel, in order to keep
the flexibility and the ease of building simulation scenarios.
Further evaluation of the quality of the derived load formulas of course also
involves the comparison of the predicted load with the actually measured load in the
future. However, it should be noted that there are a lot of factors impeding a direct
comparison. As stated above, all changes to the settings of a cell within the forecasting
timeframe affect the load formula, which means that after such changes the derived
formula is - at least to some degree - no longer correct. For this reason it will be
challenging to really quantify the accuracy of the predictive model. Developing a
fair method of evaluation, which would incorporate the network changes, would be
beneficial. In terms of the core algorithms, we do want to keep the benefit of using a
simple, fast and robust low variance approach such as linear regression.
However, we do plan to explore a methodology that would allow us to combine
a global network model with local models for each cell, for instance multitask or
transfer learning (Caruana, 1997). In principle, we have almost infinite data available
for most cells, so local models cannot be improved by a global model. Nevertheless,
there could be an exception for a non-select small number of cells. Next, a clustering
approach could be devised to group cells with similar formulas or levels of load,
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thereby generating new knowledge for the telecom domain experts.
Furthermore, we do intend to investigate additional simulation scenarios for our
approach, beyond those described in Subsection 5.4.5. Last but not least, this research
has been implemented in four operators of this telecom group. Other operators from
the same group are planned to follow, with their own use cases and applications.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented a very simple yet effective approach of deploying data
mining in commercial surroundings. Unfortunately, data mining is still seen as a
black box in many industries, telecom not excluded. Even though some data mining
activities are taken, typically in the Marketing/Customer Retention field, there is a
myriad of other possibilities in business where data mining can be applied. In our
opinion, it is better to start with simple methods, such as linear regression, because
it is easier to understand them. Once these simple approaches gain acceptance,
and familiarize companies with data mining, opportunities to apply more advanced
techniques will arise.
In our result section we showed that it is easier to accomplish a target, if one is
focused on it. Namely, with our approach we wanted to target cells where some
load (non-zero load) occurs, in order to predict the part that really matters more
correctly: the high end part of the load curve (the cells in overload). In other words,
as the network load grew, so did the quality of the model’s predictions. We willingly
sacrificed the models’ performances within cells with very low load, because they
are of no interest.
Next, one of the key values of the approach is that a large number of regression
models (close to 30,000 per day) were developed in a very short period of time with
minimum human interaction. In order to do this, we deployed a simple algorithm
such as linear regression, motivated by its speed and other benefits explained earlier,
a wrapper feature selection, in order to avoid human interaction, and 10-fold cross
validation which makes the models statistically sound. Manually, this task would
be impossible. Obviously, the possibility to generate these formulas was crucial to
the operator. At the moment, the commercial tools for this purpose offer only load
predictions based on single variable regressions (MyCom, 2013), which is not as
robust as our approach.
Typically, planning network upgrades is a reactive process. Our approach makes
it proactive, which was acknowledged by the operator, who has fully integrated our
approach into its network upgrade planning and budgeting activities. Of course, due
to the fast pace network changes, the formulas would need to be upgraded every
3-4 months, but this was also scheduled as a part of the standard process. Due to
confidentiality, we cannot disclose the exact return of this project, but given that the
network is the key resource of an operator, the investments into its upgrades are
quite sizeable. To our knowledge, this is the first time a telecom operator has applied
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data mining in order to create a proactive network upgrade management process.
This allowed the operator to manage network performance better and avoid extreme
congestion situations, which can result in degraded customer experience and loss
of reputation for the operator. As mentioned at the beginning, the research was
performed at Deutsche Telekom, a large telecom operator group with branches in
many European countries. Our research was used in four of the countries where this
group is present.
Potentially the greatest benefit of our approach is the decoupling of the data
mining process from simulation scenarios. This was accomplished by exporting the
models into Excel sheets after they have been have been generated by our data min-
ing process. Then, the end users, a team of radio network analysts who are not data
miners, were able to use these formulas resulting from a data mining process for
forecasting the future network load. This allowed them to simulate multiple traffic
scenarios by scaling the current input parameters, which was as simple as chang-
ing values in their respective columns in Excel. These scenarios included ”regular
growth” scenarios, evaluations of network investments necessary to accommodate
localized user growth due to targeted marketing campaigns, adding a new whole-
sale client (an MVNO- Mobile Virtual Network Operator) and prioritizing clusters
for deployment of new technologies such as LTE/4G.
Next, we would like to point out the possibility of applying our research onto
problems other than telecom network load. This approach would be applicable to
any other industry where large scale regression models are necessary. This can be
accomplished simply by replacing the data source, in this case the Radio Network
Performance Management Tools, with a data source suitable for the industry that
would like to apply our research. The decoupling of the data mining process from the
simulation scenarios makes our approach more general to situations where detailed
simulations are necessary, but the domain experts are not data miners. We already
tested this approach for cluster based revenue predictions, which is a topic from the
finance domain (see chapter 6).
Last but not least, perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of our approach
is the extremely low cost. Given that we used the existing IT infrastructure (Server,
Radio Network Performance Management Tools, Oracle, Excel) combined with open
source tools (WEKA, Perl), the only costs that incurred were the Processing Time
Cost (of the Server) and the labor cost of the employees in this project. Also, the
Oracle Database that we used can be replaced with a less expensive or free database
alternative in order to further reduce the cost, in case the potential user of our
approach does not have an Oracle License. These amounts are insignificant compared
to the actual investments being made into the network.
Addressing the research question posed in section 5.1, we have shown how data
mining can be used to predict 3G mobile network interface load, and simulate it under
different scenarios. In a nutshell, we have used relatively simple algorithms to create
a large number of predictive models, therefore making possible predicting the load
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on a cell level. We have used tools known to the end users to deploy these models,
allowing them to use different scenarios for the input parameters. Acceptance was
gained by decoupling the data mining process from the end users, but keeping the
transparency that linear regression offers combined with tooling familiar to them.
Chapter 6
Service Revenue Forecasting in
Telecommunications:
A Data Science Approach
Radosavljevik, D., van der Putten, P.
Based on an extended abstract published in Benelearn 2017: Proceedings of the
Twenty-Sixth Benelux Conference on Machine Learning. pp. 187–189 (2017)
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In many industries revenue forecasts can drive important business decisions, such
as when and where to intervene in order to accomplish business targets. For service
based businesses such as telecommunications, timely and precise service revenue
forecasts are of great importance. Furthermore, having a simulation platform for
service revenue forecasting can provide the business with an idea of how these
measures could play out in practice under multiple scenarios. This chapter discusses
a real-world case of revenue forecasting in telecommunications. Apart from the
method we developed, we will describe the implementation, which is the key factor
of success for data science solutions in a business environment. We will also describe
some of the challenges that occurred and our solutions to them. Last, but not least
we will present the results of this process and explain our problem specific choice for
error measure.
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we focus on the postpaid segment of mobile telecommunications,
where service revenues can be split into fixed (subscription fee which already contains
certain services) and variable revenues (based on additional usage of services not
included in the subscription). Furthermore, operators charge differently for using
services while abroad (roaming) and for making international calls. Operators also
charge other operators interconnect fees for incoming calls (a customer from operator
B calls a customer from operator A), which results in costs and revenues not visible
to the customer.
T-Mobile Netherlands, the operator where we developed and deployed this re-
search, has about 2 million postpaid customers with more than 4000 combinations of
differently priced rate plans and voice, SMS and Internet bundles. In order to forecast
the revenue figure for one month, one has to account not only for the different usage
patterns throughout the year, but also for the inflow of new customers, changes in
contract of the existing ones and the loss of customers to competition. The systems
that are used for actual customer billing are not built for simulation of revenues, as
these are too embedded into operational processes. This makes the task of forecasting
revenue across different scenarios far from trivial.
The standard approach for forecasting service revenues developed by the operator
where we conducted this research is a very high level approach, comprising of many
weeks of manual labor. It is executed via complex Excel (Microsoft Corporation, 2010)
sheets and it delivers a non-transparent view of the forecasted service revenues, with
no possibility of a breakdown per product (i.e. rate plan). Furthermore, due to the
Excel based tooling, the process requires a lot of attention to detail in order to avoid
errors and does not allow for efficient calculation of multiple scenarios, because it
takes too long to generate the results.
Therefore, it was necessary to develop a new approach for service revenue fore-
casting in order to overcome the weaknesses of the existing one. The end objective
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of this research, i.e. the task presented to us by the operator is to predict the service
revenues for one year ahead on a monthly basis. As stated in the previous chapter, we
wanted to adapt the work described there to a completely different domain. Hence
the research question in this chapter is:
How can data mining be used to predict and simulate service revenues in telecommuni-
cations? In other words, does the approach developed in chapter 5 generalize to a different
domain such as finance?
This chapter could be relevant to researchers interested in forecasting revenues
in other industries, especially service based businesses. Furthermore, the simulation
framework we have developed for testing multiple scenarios might be of inter-
est to researchers in other domains as well, for example micro-simulation (Li and
O’Donoghue, 2013).
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.2 we present the
related work. A short overview of our approach is given in Section 6.3. We address
the process of data collection and understanding in Section 6.4. A detailed description
of our end-to-end process is provided in Section 6.5. The results are presented in
Section 6.6, while the discussion and the lesson learned are in Section 6.7. We address
the limitations our research and future work in Section 6.8 and provide the conclusion
in Section 6.9.
6.2 Related Work
Given the importance of the process of service revenue forecasting, it is surprising
there is not a lot of research on this topic. There is literature available regarding
revenue forecasting in the government sector: Fullerton (1989) compared time series
with econometric models and composite models, while Feenberg, Gentry, Gilroy and
Rosen (1989) tested the rationality of the methods used for this purpose. Weatherford
and Belobaba (2002) addressed revenue management in the airline industry, while
a comparison of forecasting methods for hotel revenue management is the focus of
Weatherford and Kimes (2003). Time series were used by Trueman, Wong and Zhang
(2001) in order to forecast revenues of online firms.
On the other hand, a good overview of applications of machine learning for sup-
ply chain forecasting was given by Carbonneau, Laframboise and Vahidov (2008),
who compared the performance of various algorithms on the sales data of the Cana-
dian foundry industry. According to this research, even though complex models
such as neural networks and support vector machines performed somewhat better
than a linear regression model in terms of Mean Absolute Error, the difference was
not statistically significant. Heikkilä (2002) focused on supply chain forecasting in
telecommunications, but this paper is mostly addressing the problem from a per-
spective of the relationship between suppliers of telecom network equipment and
telecom operators.
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the Service Revenue Forecasting Process
However, none of these papers describe the process of service revenue forecasting
in mobile telecommunications.
6.3 Overview of Our Approach
As stated above, the company where we developed this research required a much
more timely, detailed and flexible approach for service revenue forecasting. In this
section we provide an overview of the method we designed for this purpose. The
ultimate goal of this approach was to forecast service revenues for one year on a
monthly basis. A more detailed description of each step follows in Section 6.5.
Nevertheless, the simplest description of our method is given on Figure 6.1: First,
create clusters of customers; second, create revenue formula for each cluster based
on certain inputs; third, predict how many customers will be in each cluster in
each month; fourth, predict the values of the input parameters for each customer in
each cluster for each month; last, use these inputs in the service revenue formulas
generated and sum up to generate the monthly revenues.
As suggested in the previous chapter, we based our solution for service revenue
forecasting on the method we developed for forecasting network load (Radosavljevik
and van der Putten, 2014). Similar to the concept of load pockets (Feinberg and
Genethliou, 2010) introduced in the previous chapter (i.e. network cells), we here
used the concept of revenue pockets. Namely, we treated clusters of customer rate
plans as revenue pockets.
The rationale behind clustering the rate plans is the following. It was not feasible
to come up with a single service revenue model for all customers due to the many
different rate plans that the operator offered (i.e. more than 4000 combinations of
voice minutes, SMS and megabytes in a bundle). Furthermore, the usage habits and
billing were quite different for customers in various rate plans. Despite the fact that
all customers in a single rate plan could already be treated as a cluster due to their
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similarity in usage and the way they are billed for services, a unique formula for each
price plan was not feasible either, as some rate plans only contained a few customers.
Therefore, some sort of rate plan based clustering for customers was necessary. We
treated these clusters of rate plans as revenue pockets because we expected each of
these clusters to contain customers with similar usage and similar billing methods.
After creating these clusters, we created service revenue models for each of them.
These models were predicting monthly service revenues based on a set of input
values (i.e. monthly values for usage parameters such as used voice minutes, SMS
and megabytes) for each customer in a given cluster, and they were built using two
months of historic data.
However, the clusters we created will not remain the same for the entire year
and neither will the values for the input parameters. Therefore, we needed to make
assumptions on both the quantity of customers per cluster per month (customer base
changes) for the prediction period and how will the input values develop in the same
period (input values changes).
In order to establish the monthly state of each cluster, we began with a snapshot of
the customer base split onto rate plan clusters from the month before the prediction
period. Next, we accounted for the monthly inflow and outflow of customers from
each cluster, as well as customers renewing contracts and subsequently moving to a
different cluster. This was performed via generating new customers for the inflow,
removing certain customers for the outflow and migrating certain customers for the
contract renewals, resulting in a new monthly cluster state.
After creating the monthly customer base snapshots for the full year ahead, we
also needed to make assumptions for the input values for the rest of the year. This
was done by extrapolating the development pattern for all of the inputs using a two
year history per rate plan aggregated monthly.
Finally, after having calculated the monthly values for each input parameter
for each customer in each cluster (including the incoming, outgoing and migrating
customers), we used them in the revenue formulas we generated for each cluster.
Summing up these values returned the monthly revenues.
It is worthwhile mentioning that we used generic off-the-shelf hardware for this
purpose: a server with 128GB of RAM and 16 processing cores.
6.4 Data Collection and Understanding
Unlike in an academic research setting where seeking the best algorithm is the key
to solving the problem and getting data is as easy as downloading a data set, in a
business setting data collection and preparation represent a large chunk of the total
work. Typically, the data is not available from a single data source, let alone structured
in a format suitable for machine learning. In our case the data was spread across
various Oracle (Oracle, 2011) and Teradata (Teradata Corporation, 2017) databases.
The first thing we needed to do is unify the data (invoice data, usage data, interconnect
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Figure 6.2: The ETL Process in KNIME using RJDBC
data, rate plans/bundles and inflow and outflow of customers) into a single sandbox
which we can use to construct our flat table. We chose to use Teradata as a destination
for our data set because we had the most administrative flexibility there. Any other
database system would do. Also, we used the open source tools R (R Development
Core Team, 2008) for moving data between data sources and KNIME (Berthold et al.,
2007) for automating the process. The process is shown in figure 6.2.
Even though R is not typically used as an ETL tool, its RJDBC library (Urbanek,
2014) is very useful when necessary to export data from various database systems.
For importing the data into our Teradata database we used its fastload functionality.
KNIME is an analytics platform that enables using data residing in different databases
and code written in different languages (Java, R, Python etc.) to be executed in a work
flow fashion. It also contains a large implementation of various machine learning
algorithms. During the ETL stage, we used KNIME as a kind of an orchestrator
between R, Oracle and Teradata. Its visual interface makes debugging easier, as it is
very clear to see which node in the diagram has failed.
After migrating the data to a single database we needed to restructure it, as it
was recorded in a way corresponding to how it is presented to customers on an
invoice. However, not all invoice items are service revenues (e.g. the handset fee
and application purchases are not service revenues). Non service revenues are out
of scope. Isolating the service revenues required a lot of expert help as each revenue
type has a different code. Importing and fully aligning the data with what is officially
billed and reported took almost 2 months of work. Next to this, distinction between
usage that is billed vs. usage that is already part of the subscription was necessary.
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The usage abroad was treated separately, because it is billed in a different manner
than the usage in the home country. Last, but not least, the interconnect usage,
which is not part of the customer invoice was added. Operators bill each other for
the service of connecting calls between customers from a different operator. Even
though these revenues are not directly billed to customers, they are part of the service
revenues.
6.4.1 Data Set Description
In this subsection we describe the outcome variable and the predictors we used.
As the goal of the model is to forecast Service revenues, this is the obvious choice
for the outcome variable. Service revenues can be further broken down into:
• Monthly Recurring Cost- Subscription cost paid by the customers regardless
of usage (this is a constant)
• Out of Bundle Revenues- charged when customers use services after using up
their subscription
• Roaming Revenues- charged when customers use services while abroad
• Interconnect Revenues- charged between operators when two customers of
different operators call each other
Initially, the task given was to predict total service revenues without the breakdown
listed above. Therefore, we used the Monthly Recurring Cost as an input.
In table 6.1 we list the inputs we used to predict the service revenues. It is
worthwhile mentioning that usage abroad (roaming) is charged differently than usage
in the home country (national usage). This is changing under EU regulations: all
usage within EU countries is treated like national usage. Similarly, international calls
made from the home country are charged differently than national calls.
We collected two months of monthly aggregated anonymized data for the out-
come variable and the inputs in order to make our predictions. T-Mobile Netherlands,
the operator where the research was performed, has two million customers with con-
sumer postpaid contracts, so there were about 4 million records in the data set. Given
the size of each cluster, ranging from minimum 500 customers (so 1000 data points)
to more than 30,000 customers, this should be sufficient amount of data to model the
dependencies between the inputs and the outcome per cluster. We only used two
months of history for service revenue modeling because the pricing of services can
change substantially over time, so the most recent data was the most relevant. The
operator is under legal obligation to keep this data in order to be able to reproduce
the invoices if necessary, for a period of three years. For trending the future values
of the input parameters as they are crucial for predicting the future service revenues,
we used data aggregated per cluster per month with history of 24 months.
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Table 6.1: Inputs used for creating service revenue models
variable Description
Monthly Recurring Cost Subscription cost paid by the customers regardless of us-
age (this is a constant)
MBs within bundle Amount of MB(megabytes) used within subscription
MBs outside bundle Amount of MB(megabytes) used outside subscription
MBs in roaming within bundle Amount of MB(megabytes) used abroad within subscrip-
tion
MBs in roaming outside bundle Amount of MB(megabytes) used abroad outside sub-
scription
Voice Minutes within bundle Duration of voice calls used within subscription
Voice Minutes outside bundle Duration of voice calls used outside subscription
Voice Minutes International within bun-
dle
Duration of international voice calls used within sub-
scription
Voice Minutes International outside bun-
dle
Duration of international voice calls used outside sub-
scription
Voice Minutes in roaming within bundle Duration of voice calls used abroad within subscription
Voice Minutes in roaming outside bundle Duration of voice calls used abroad outside subscription
SMS within bundle Count of SMS used within subscription
SMS outside bundle Count of SMS used outside subscription
SMS in roaming within bundle Count of SMS used abroad within subscription
SMS in roaming outside bundle Count of SMS used abroad outside subscription
Incoming MMS count Count of MMS messages received by the customer (this
is service that is not used by many customers so the most
frequent value is 0)
Incoming SMS count Count of SMS messages received by the customer
Incoming Voice Calls Count Count of voice calls received by the customer
Incoming Voice Calls Duration Duration of voice calls received by the customer
Other usage Count of usage of other services offered by the opera-
tors (e.g. Fax, MMS; services that are not used by many
customers so the most frequent value is 0)
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6.5 Clustering, Modeling and Deployment
In this section we will discuss our end to end approach to modeling service revenues.
As stated in the introduction of this chapter, we have a five step approach to forecast-
ing service revenues for a year. Therefore, this section is divided into five subsections.
The first subsection describes how we clustered the customers. The second describes
how we created revenue formulas for each cluster based on the inputs we listed in
the previous subsection. The third subsection explains how we accounted for the
monthly changes in the clusters with respect to how many and which customers
remain, join or leave the cluster. In the fourth subsection we explain the method
we used to extrapolate the values of the input parameters for each customer in each
cluster for each month. Last, in the fifth subsection we explain how we combined
the products of the first four steps in order to forecast the monthly revenues.
6.5.1 Clustering the Data
As stated in the introduction section, it was not feasible to come up with a single
service revenue model for all customers due to the many different rate plans that the
operator offered. Furthermore, the usage habits of customers are quite different for
the various rate plans, as well as the way they are billed for the usage. However,
a unique formula for each price plan was not feasible either, as some of these only
contained a few customers. Therefore, we divided the entire customer base into
156 clusters, manually combining rate plans and bundles of similar characteristics
(similar number of minutes, SMS and MB in the subscription), with a lower limit
of 500 customers per cluster. Some clusters consisted of only one rate plan, in case
when this rate plan already contained many customers (in certain rate plans there
are more than 30,000 customers). Clustering algorithms were considered, however
we had enough of clear structure in the rate plans to avoid this.
6.5.2 Generating the Service Revenue Formulas per Cluster
The approach we used is similar to the network capacity model described in chapter 5,
where we discussed load pockets to simulate network service quality. Here, we
treated each cluster as a revenue pocket, because each cluster consisted of customers
who are billed in a similar manner for using services. Therefore, we created a model
for each cluster of customers, taking various types of usage as input and service
revenues as output, and saved it for scoring later. This process is automated using
KNIME. A screen shot of the process is shown on Figure 6.3. For modeling revenues
per cluster we used a data set containing two months history, which guaranteed a
minimum of one thousand data points per cluster. As previously stated, we limited
the data to two months of history because pricing of services can change substantially
over time, so the most recent data was the most relevant in order to express the
relationship between usage and service revenues.
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Figure 6.3: Modeling Workflow in KNIME
A KNIME workflow consists of nodes which perform certain tasks and pass on
the computed result to another node. This process begins by firstly reading out the
156 clusters (node ’read all rate plan clusters’ on Figure 6.3) and reading out all of
the customer data (node ’Read Customer Base’) including the cluster they belong
in, the input variables (see Subsection 6.4.1) and the outcome (service revenues). At
that moment, the data set consists of around four million data points. Next, we loop
through the clusters and for each cluster the following is performed. First, only the
data for customers belonging to the current cluster is isolated. The size of the data
set per cluster ranges between 1000 and over 60,000 data points. Just for safety, we
check if the result is empty, so that the rest of the code does not execute on an empty
data set. If the resulting data set is not empty, we leave out certain variables that
we do not use as inputs (e.g. name of the rate plan etc.). Next, we split the data
for that cluster onto training and testing set with ratio 66%:34%, respectively. In the
end, we run the modeling node. In the modeling node, a service revenue model
is generated and saved using the cluster name, so we can use it for forecasting the
service revenues.
We initially setup the process using linear regression as implemented in KNIME
(Berthold et al., 2007) for modeling. However, we also experimented with other
algorithms, such as support vector regression, random forests, regression trees, poly-
nomial regression etc. KNIME allows for integration with WEKA (Hall et al., 2009),
so we tested WEKA’s implementation of linear regression combined with a wrapper
as well. This is similar to what we used in the previous chapter for modeling net-
work load. Last but not least, motivated by the No Free Lunch theorem (Wolpert
and Macready, 1997) we made a so called ’winner’ model, where each cluster was
modeled by the algorithm that was the best performing on that particular cluster on
the test set. From a methodological perspective, the results of the ’winner’ model
should not be compared to the rest, because we used the test set to select the winning
model.
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As stated in Subsection 6.4.1, service revenues can be further broken down into:
Monthly Recurring Cost, Out of Bundle Revenues, Roaming Revenues and Intercon-
nect Revenues. We had data for each of these variables, therefore we decided to look
into modeling them separately. This was motivated by two factors: the business
required a breakdown of revenues into components and we expected error reduction
when modeling them separately, even when compounding the error.
We expected the model error to reduce due to the following. The Monthly Re-
curring Cost is independent of usage and can be treated as a constant. Therefore, it
requires no modeling, which allows for error reduction. The other three components
are much more linear in nature and completely dependent on usage. Therefore, they
can be modeled using linear regression. Furthermore, the variable selection process
is much more straightforward when modeling the components of service revenues.
For example, when modeling the roaming revenues, we only use the input variables
from Table 6.1 containing the word roaming in their name (Voice Minutes, SMS and
MB in roaming, both within and outside bundle), as these are the only variables
that can influence the roaming revenues. Similarly, all the variables from Table 6.1
with the word Incoming in their name (Incoming MMS, SMS, Voice call count and
duration) are used for modeling the Interconnect revenues. All other variables from
Table 6.1 are used for modeling the Out of Bundle Revenues.
The results of both modeling methods (modeling service revenues as a whole and
modeling components of service revenues separately) are shown in Subsection 6.6.1.
6.5.3 Generating the Monthly State of the Clusters- Inflow, Changes
in Contract and Outflow of Customers
Customer base growth or reduction substantially affects the total service revenues
generated. Furthermore, customers changing their rate plans can also have influence
on the revenues they generate. For the purpose of our service revenue forecasting
process, we have received the absolute amount of incoming and outgoing customers,
as well as the amount of contract renewals per month from the Marketing and Sales
department.
For the incoming and renewing customers we also received the breakdown per
rate plan cluster to be used in the forecasting process. It is worthwhile mentioning
that these figures were based on the signing moment and not on the subscription ac-
tivation moment. The difference between signing and activation can range up to four
months. Revenue generation only occurs after the subscription has been activated.
In order to bridge this, we created a translation between activation and signing using
historic percentages of customers that activate their subscriptions within zero, one,
two, three and four months.
For the outflow of customers, we created the breakdown per rate plan cluster
using recent churn history per cluster and the totals acquired from the business. This
part of our approach could be improved, but given the time limitation for the project
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it was a good enough solution for forecasting purposes. Please note that modeling
churn for budgeting purposes and modeling churn for campaigning purposes are
processes that are very different. Modeling churn for budgeting purposes requires
only the total expected amount of churners, while modeling churn for campaigning
purposes requires churn scores for each customer so that they can be approached
with an extension offer. Literature mostly addresses churn modeling for campaigning
purposes (see chapters 2 and 3). One potential approach to using campaigning
churn models for budgeting purposes would be to create the churn scores as true
probabilities (not just scores) and then sum these up in order to get the absolute
amount of churners. However, this was out of scope of this research for the moment.
We accepted the business plans for inflow, contract renewal and outflow of cus-
tomers for two different reasons. First, these figures were also used in the standard
budgeting process, so they would be useful for benchmarking purposes. Second,
the inflow, renewals and outflow of customers are highly dependent on the business
plans of the operator (e.g. planned discounts and marketing campaigns), so relying
only on historic data without input from the business may not lead to best prediction
results.
The monthly state of the clusters for each consecutive month is generated by
taking the state of the cluster in the previous month, then adding the planned amount
of new ”imaginary” customers to the cluster (the customer inflow of that cluster for
that month), removing randomly selected customers from that cluster for the case of
outflow (the planned amount of churners for that cluster for that month) and also
migrating randomly selected customers to different clusters (the planned migrations
for that cluster for that month). For the new and the migrating customers, the
business also provides the Monthly Recurring Cost, as it is part of their planning.
It is worthwhile mentioning that the customers that are selected for churn are still
generating revenues in the month they churn, so they were only removed once the
revenues were calculated. In the month the churn occurs, they were just marked as
churners to be removed from the cluster next month.
6.5.4 Generating the Values of Input Parameters- Scaling Factors
In order to predict the service revenues for one year, we also needed all the inputs
listed in Table 6.1 to be extrapolated on a monthly basis for the same period, except for
the Monthly Recurring Cost, which is a constant and does not change on a monthly
level.
This part of the process was developed by the Mobile Network department of
the operator. Forecasting the total usage of voice minutes, SMS and Internet services
(total amount of megabytes) on network level is a standard part of their work. They
use these forecasts to predict the network load, so that they can intervene before an
overload occurs. However, we needed values per rate plan cluster, so they applied
the same approach on the cluster data and all the input parameters listed in Table 6.1
(except for the Monthly Recurring Cost). For this purpose, a time series approach
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(Hamilton, 1994) implemented in R using the packages tseries (Trapletti and Hornik,
2017) and forecast (Hyndman and Khandakar, 2008) was used. The results of these
functions would return average value per month for each parameter and every
cluster. We corrected these general monthly trends using the number of working
days, weekends and holidays per month because we observed that the total daily
traffic for the operator substantially differs for weekdays, weekends and holidays.
For example, the total voice minutes per day is much higher on weekdays compared
to weekends or holidays. Naturally, the number of days per month also plays a role in
the monthly averages. We also addressed the seasonality in the roaming parameters
(usage abroad): these parameters have much higher values during holiday periods,
especially in the summer months. In the end of this step we created so-called scaling
factors which give the ratios between the values of the input parameters of this
month and their values in the previous month. These scaling factors were then used
to generate the monthly usage of each customer and consequentially for forecasting
the service revenues.
6.5.5 Putting it All Together
After generating the monthly values for the inputs and the monthly states of the
customer base, they are used for forecasting the total service revenues for one year.
This is achieved using the following process:
1. Get the customer base and values of input parameters for the current month
2. Repeat 12 times
2.1 For each cluster
2.1.1 Create the customer base for next month by
2.1.1.1 Removing customers marked for discontinuation of contract in the cur-
rent month
2.1.1.2 Adding customers that signed a contract (”imaginary customers”) in-
cluding their Monthly Recurring Cost
2.1.1.3 Changing the rate plan for customers who renewed their contract in-
cluding their Monthly Recurring Cost
2.1.1.4 Marking customers to discontinue in the next month
2.1.2 Use the scaling factors to create the values for the inputs
2.1.3 For each input parameter the new customers are given the average value for
their cluster
2.1.4 The input values are plugged into the revenue models corresponding to the
cluster to predict the revenues for each customer in the cluster
2.1.5 Sum the values of all customers in the cluster
2.2 Sum the revenues of all clusters in that month and move to the next month
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Table 6.2: Algorithm performance
Amount of Winning Models Correlation Coefficient MAE
Linear Regression KNIME 44 0.847 2.210
Linear Regression WEKA 66 0.855 2.105
Polynomial Regression 22 0.818 2.137
Random Forest 19 0.816 2.393
Simple Regression Tree 5 0.727 3.020
Winner 0.858 2.063
Please note that all customers added in step 2.1.1.2 of the procedure above are
treated as average customers for that rate plan. The input parameters used for
calculating their revenues are averages of the values for the input parameters of all
other customers in that cluster in that month, as these are unknown customers and
there is no information about their usage.
In the case of forecasting the service revenues as a whole (without a breakdown
onto components), step 2.1.4 of this algorithm is performed only once for each cluster,
using the service revenues model generated for that cluster. In the case of forecasting
the components separately, we run the values of the input parameters through three
models (the corresponding models for that cluster for Interconnect Revenues, Out of
Bundle Revenues and Roaming Revenues, respectively) and add them to the Monthly







In this section we will present the results of the service revenue modeling process as
well as the results of the forecasting process for one year.
6.6.1 Results of Service Revenues Modeling
As stated in Subsection 6.5.2 of this chapter, we used two different approaches to
model the service revenues. The results of the process when modeling service rev-
enues as a whole (not using the breakdown into components) are shown in Table 6.2.
The values for the correlation coefficient between the actual values and predicted
values, and the mean absolute error (in euros) are shown in the columns Correlation
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Table 6.3: Modeling Service Revenue Components
Correlation Coefficient MAE
Interconnect Revenues 0.987 0.292
Out Of Bundle Revenues 0.871 1.384
Roaming Revenues 0.935 0.242
Total Service Revenues 0.931 1.918
Coefficient and MAE, respectively. Both were calculated using the actual and pre-
dicted value of the total service revenues on the test set using the same algorithm
to model all clusters. From all the algorithms we used, the WEKA implementation
of linear regression (using a wrapper for preselecting variables for modeling) per-
formed the best in terms of Correlation Coefficient and Mean Absolute Error. It is
interesting to note that using more complex algorithms did not improve performance
in general, which is similar to the results of Carbonneau et al. (2008).
This is why we created the Winner model, using the best performing algorithm
per cluster. In most cases, the WEKA implementation of linear regression is the
winner of this contest (column Amount of Winning Models in table 6.2), followed by
the KNIME implementation of linear regression, then polynomial regression, random
forest regression and simple regression tree. From a methodological perspective, the
results of the Winner model should not be compared to the rest, because we used
the test set to select the winning model. Strictly speaking, in order to be able to
compare the Winner approach with each of the individual models, one should use
an intermediate test set (i.e. validation set) to select the best model per cluster and
then check the performance of the Winner model on a test set which was not used
for selecting it. However, the results of the Winner model we report in Table 6.2 are
a good indication that this approach could bring an improvement.
We also tried to test with Tree Ensemble and Support Vector Regression. However,
these algorithms did not contribute significantly in reducing the total error while
substantially increasing the computation time (to hours per cluster in some cases).
Next, as explained in Subsection 6.5.2, we modeled the total service revenues by
modeling each of components of service revenues separately.
The results of this experiment are shown in table 6.3. It is worthwhile mentioning
that we calculate the total service revenues according to equation 6.1: by adding to-
gether the revenue components and the Monthly Recurring Cost (which is a constant
for each customer).
Therefore, the Mean Absolute Error and the Correlation Coefficient are related
to the three predictions added together, so it is not a sum of the errors separately.
Treating the errors separately results in a Mean Absolute Error of 2.199. However,
our objective is to predict the Total Service Revenues better. In order to make a fair
comparison to the results in table 6.2, we should be comparing the error on Total Ser-
vice Revenues from the first experiment with the total error of the second experiment
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as shown in table 6.3, which shows an improvement over the first approach (MAE of
1.918 vs. MAE of 2.063).
Even though it is possible that deploying a ”winner” approach similar to the one
we refer to in table 6.2 onto the separate revenue components could further decrease
the overall error, we opted to use linear regression. This was based on both the
performance shown in table 6.3 as well as the readability of the linear models, which
contributes to the transparency of the model and acceptance by the business.
6.6.2 Results of the Forecasting Process for a Full Year
The goal of the model was to forecast service revenues for a full year. As already
stated in the first section of this chapter, in order to predict the service revenues for a
full year, it was necessary to first forecast the monthly values of the input parameters
as well as the changes in the customer base via the inflow, changes in contract and
outflow of customers for the same period.
To validate our approach we used MAE, which is a typical prediction level mea-
sure. However, the key measure which was the only relevant measure for the end
users of the model and the business altogether was how close the sum of our pre-
dictions is to the actual revenues. When predicting the revenues for the first four
months of 2017 our model was only 0.3% off from the actual revenues, while the
error of the standard budgeting process was 8 times higher. Due to confidentiality,
we cannot include detailed numbers. This error measurement makes sense from a
business perspective: the objective of the model was to predict total service revenues
for one year. It was also the only feasible measure to compare the performance of
the old and new process, as the old process could not measure MAE. As stated in
Section 1 of this chapter, the old approach was very high level and it only reported a
monthly total, without breaking the revenues onto clusters or customers.
We display the forecasting results in Qlikview (QlikTech International AB, 2014),
providing drill down opportunities per rate plan, sales channel, voice minutes or
Internet bundle etc. The business has gained better insights into the forecast than the
actuals, resulting in a request to update operational reporting on the actuals in the
same way.
The model is currently under review by the operator’s financial controlling group.
On top of the achieved performance in terms of accuracy it also substantially reduced
manual labor in the revenue forecasting process. This model also provided an op-
portunity for testing multiple scenarios, which was previously not possible.
6.7 Discussion and Lessons Learned
One of the most difficult challenges we were facing during this research was to
gain acceptance of the end-customer of the model. Several factors influenced this
positively, but the key factor was the transparency of the model. Therefore, we
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opened the source data, the forecast for the input parameters and the regression
models to the end-users. Using linear regression was a key factor here, due to
readability. If we were using more complex models, it would be almost impossible
for the users to understand them in detail and get past the black-box phenomenon.
Therefore, even though in some cases the more complex models lowered the MAE,
we opted for a more uniform and transparent model. Furthermore, when comparing
the performance between the old and new approach we used a simple error measure,
which was the difference between the outcome of either of the methods and the actual
results. Even though we agree this is not the most precise way of estimating the error,
it was pivotal for the success of our method, because we were tasked to forecast the
revenues for a full year. Of course, the monthly errors were also shown, so the users
could see that there were no large fluctuations.
Most importantly, we used the same data sources and definitions of revenues
as the financial department (the end user). However, we did create our own data
repository where all the data was stored together. Therefore, we had to verify with
the end users that the historic totals per month were matching. Transforming the
data from the source systems into a format that was suitable for our analysis required
a long time and a lot of domain expert knowledge, but it also helped us get the end
users on board in the process. A data repository similar to ours can also be very
useful for monthly financial reporting, hence a similar repository is now being built
for operational purposes.
From a technical perspective, one of the lessons learned was to keep all tables
in memory, instead of on disk. We used a server machine with 128GB of RAM
memory (standard off the shelf hardware), which was sufficient for this purpose. This
reduced the run time of the total modeling process from one hour to 10 minutes when
using linear regression (when modeling the total service revenues by components
we generate 468 models- three for each of the cluster). When using the more complex
algorithms, the training for some clusters lasted longer than a few hours to calculate,
especially when the sample size was large (more than 30,000 samples).
Trying to forecast the service revenues for a full year created a challenge from a
run time perspective: our first run was too slow- 52 hours for predicting only four
months ahead (so just one third of the task). We were able to reduce this to about
15 minutes per month of prediction (or approximately 3 hours of total runtime) by
using R instead of KNIME for some data transformations, keeping everything in
memory and only writing to disk once the full month was calculated, as well as
optimizing the process flow of generating ”new” random average customers for the
inflow and contract changes and removing randomly selected customers from the
base for the outflow. The main advantage of R versus KNIME was that table joins and
aggregations using the dplyr package (Wickham and Francois, 2016) performed much
faster. Ultimately, the whole process would run fastest if it was entirely performed in
R. However, we are at the moment using the combination of R and KNIME for two
reasons. First, there is no business requirement to further optimize performance, as
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this process already replaces months of manual work with approximately 3 hours
execution time. Second, this combination of tooling is much easier to debug and
detect errors if they occur, given that KNIME displays the modeling pipeline in a
graphical manner.
The short runtime and the flexibility of changing the inputs created opportunities
for testing of multiple scenarios. For example, we used the inflow of customers,
renewing contracts and outflow as they are provided by the business, using their
default planning as a baseline. Furthermore, we used the historic data for the rev-
enue models’ inputs (the usage of services) to predict their values in the future. Our
approach offers testing different scenarios for both the inflow, outflow and renewing
contracts, as well as different levels of changes in the inputs for the revenue formu-
las. For example, instead of only relying on the historic data for making assumptions
on how the inputs for the revenue models will develop in the future, the operator
could now test the effect of increased or decreased usage onto service revenues. This
particular functionality of our approach enabled the operator to test their assump-
tions stemming from the European regulations on abolishing roaming charges within
the EU. Furthermore, one can also simulate different pricing levels (mostly via the
Monthly Recurring Cost for new customers or customers migrating to a different
cluster), which was not possible with the standard forecasting process. Being able to
simulate on micro level across three different dimensions (changes in customer base,
usage and pricing) created a versatile simulation platform that could be of interest to
researchers or data mining practitioners in many different fields.
One interpretation of Pareto’s rule (Pareto, 1964), especially popular in business,
is that 80 percent of the result can be accomplished with 20 percent of the effort
(Koch, 2011). In business circumstances, 80 percent is very often enough. Although
the runtime of approximately 3 hours can be optimized further, this will only be
done once the model is in full production use and if requested by the end users,
keeping in mind that the runtime of the approach previously used for this purpose
was measured in weeks.
Our approach can generalize to revenue simulation of any subscription based
service with usage based pricing. Furthermore, it could be applicable to supply
chain management, or the demand side of it, if applied to industries that have
multiple products and many different customers purchasing them, for example fast
moving consumer goods. One can imagine creating clusters of various products
and forecasting their consumption and consequentially the revenues this would
generate. Another potential application of this method in telecommunications would
be adapting it to the supply chain management of mobile phone purchases, as each
phone comes in multiple configurations (even colors). Storing these devices for a
long time is expensive, as they lose their value over time when they are not sold, so
creating a low level granularity model per device would be valuable.
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6.8 Limitations and Future work
One of the limitations of this research is that we randomly selected customers from
each cluster to exclude when modeling the outflow, using the quantities received from
the business. This could be improved by calculating actual churn probabilities for
each customer in a given cluster and excluding the ones with the highest rank, even if
we were to accept the quantities provided by the business. The same scenario could
apply for customers that are migrated to a different cluster (renewing customers).
An additional limitation of this research is accepting the total figures for inflow,
outflow and migrations of customers per month as created by the business. We do
not have detailed knowledge on how these are created. As part of our future work,
we envision improving some of the business processes we took as business input
in this research. For example, forecasting the amount of outgoing customers and
the breakdown per rate plan can be improved by using survival analyses (Miller Jr,
2011) or fitting churn curves. The same applies for renewing customers. We already
started an initial investigation into these processes.
Using these two approaches, we could improve the churn and renewal forecasting
both from the perspective of total customers that will churn or migrate, as well as
which customers would churn or migrate from each cluster.
As a part of our future work, we could also envision applying an approach similar
to this to the field of supply chain management in mobile telecommunications, more
specifically the mobile phone demand mentioned in the discussion section.
6.9 Conclusion
Addressing the research question from section 6.1, we have managed to generalize
the approach we developed in chapter 5 to the financial domain, and use data mining
to predict and simulate service revenues in telecommunications. We used generic
hardware, open source tools for the majority of the process, and simple algorithms in
a complex deployment flow to optimize a key business problem. The added value of
this model is not only in enabling the business to have much better and much more
timely insights in future revenues, assuming that the standard business plans for
customer base growth are implemented. This model provides a scenario simulation
platform giving the business an opportunity to test the potential measures designed
to increase revenues at a much higher pace.
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In this thesis we researched various applications of data mining in telecommuni-
cations. We had a unique opportunity to do research in a real world setting, using
commercial data sets. We worked on broad range of business problems in mobile
telecommunications. Our research stretched between the areas of marketing, mobile
network technology and finance. We addressed both segments in mobile telecom-
munications, prepaid and postpaid customers. In chapters 2 and 3 we focused on
prepaid customer churn with a target to reduce it by identifying prospective churners.
In chapter 4 we built a bridge between a churn model, which is a typically marketing
problem, and the mobile network domain in order to prevent it. In chapter 5 we
created a simulation platform for mobile network load and in chapter 6 we created a
new approach to service revenue forecasting. In this chapter we will summarize the
key content and lessons learned from the previous chapters in more detail. We will
also address the research questions per chapter and the general research question of
this thesis.
In chapter 2, we presented how performance of prepaid churn models changes
when varying conditions in three different dimensions: data- by adding CEM (Cus-
tomer Experience Management) parameters; population sample- by limiting the
inactivity period at the time of recording to 15, 30 and zero days, respectively; and
outcome definition- by introducing a so-called grace period of 15 days after the time
of recording, in which customers must make an activity in order to be classified as
churners.
From a theoretical perspective, we created a CEM (Customer Experience Manage-
ment) Framework for Mobile Telecommunications. Unfortunately, adding the CEM
parameters into the models did not add substantial value in terms of model perfor-
mance under any of the experimental conditions. Similarly, switching the population
sample on the period of inactivity at the time of recording between 15 and 30 days
did not influence model performance, only the sample size and churn rate. When we
changed the population sample by disallowing inactivity at the time of recording,
apart from the change in sample size and churn rate there was also a drop in perfor-
mance and stability of the models. However, this drop in performance was not nearly
as high as the one that occurred when changing the outcome definition by setting a
grace period, thus making the behavior to be predicted more complex. This change
obviously influenced the churn rate as well. Nevertheless, the latter two approaches
provided more time for retention. Therefore, looking at the research question posed
in section 2.1, which one of the three variations in the experimental setup has the
highest influence on prepaid churn modeling, the answer is clearly that changing the
outcome definition had a much higher influence on the performance of the prepaid
churn models than adding the CEM parameters or changing the characteristics of the
sample based on inactivity at the time of recording.
Throughout chapter 3 we have investigated the extent to which social network
information can be used to predict telecom churn, and how this information could
potentially improve the predictive performance of conventional churn prediction
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methods. We have assessed the performance of models constructed using classical
tabular data mining, social network mining and hybrid models combining both
techniques. The first hybrid model was built by extending the traditional tabular
churn predictors with social network variables extracted from the social graph. The
second hybrid model was obtained by incorporating the results of a traditional
tabular churn model into the social propagation graph, using them as initial energies
of the non-churner nodes.
The performance of our models was verified using a large data set of 700 million
call data records. Our initial observation showed that the churn probability was
positively aligned with the number of churned neighbors. The regular tabular churn
models constructed exclusively using social network information and the traditional
social network models scored the least. This indicates that social network informa-
tion alone was not sufficient to predict churn. Overall, the traditional tabular churn
models had the best predictive performance. The added value of the social network
variables to the tabular churn models was rather minimal. Although the second
hybrid models were able to outperform the regular propagation models, they still
could not beat the performance of the traditional tabular churn model. The con-
tribution of traditional predictors to churn prediction was substantially higher than
that of the social network behavior. Moreover, the performance gain of both hybrid
models was not substantial enough to justify the computational costs. In a nutshell,
the answer to the research question posed in section 3.1 is that social network mining
and attributes stemming from a social network graph did not add substantial value
in terms of model performance to traditional prepaid churn modeling in T-Mobile
Netherlands.
In chapter 4 we presented an atypical approach to churn management in com-
mercial settings. Utilizing parts of the CEM Framework we created in chapter 2, we
succeeded in explaining at least a part of the postpaid churn via actual measurements
of network quality. The main benefits of our approach were the following. First, we
managed to build an explanatory churn model by sacrificing only a part of the per-
formance. Second, our churn model was based on features that were extracted from
actual network parameters rather than surveys (real network experience vs. per-
ception). Third, this model generated insights on which network parameters were
necessary to be corrected in order to reduce churn, which is a new way of churn reduc-
tion. This model was built to explain churn and prevent customers from wanting to
churn, rather than identifying prospective churners. The generated insights caused
a shift from network centricity towards customer centricity in managing the telecom
network, meaning focusing on sites where a large number of customers experience
network problems rather than on sites where a high number of network problems
occur (which could be caused by a malfunctioning of a single phone). Using this
approach, the churn mitigation process is no longer just a retention campaign. The
churn reduction efforts are no longer the responsibility of just the CRM teams, Mar-
keting and Customer service, but also the Technology department. Managing the
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network in a customer centric way is now part of the process and certain customer
centric measurements were even set as targets for the Technology department. This
resulted into a substantial reduction in the numbers of customers having poor net-
work experience (e.g. the amount of customers experiencing more than 1 dropped
call per week has been substantially reduced over two years). Finally, our research
has already contributed to reduced dissatisfaction with the network, increased over-
all customer satisfaction and churn reduction (information proprietary to T-Mobile
Netherlands). Therefore, referring to the research question stated in section 4.1, we
have managed to use a different deployment form of a churn model in order explain
and prevent churn rather than directly target customers.
In chapter 5 we had a goal of using data mining for prediction and simulation of
3G mobile network air interface load. We used a new way to deploy models resulting
in a very simple yet effective approach of deploying data mining in commercial sur-
roundings. Unfortunately, data mining is still seen as a black box in many industries,
telecom not excluded. Even though some data mining activities are taken, typically
in the Marketing/Customer Retention field, there is a myriad of other possibilities in
business where data mining can be applied. In our opinion, it is better to start with
simple methods, such as linear regression, because it is easier to understand them.
Once these simple approaches gain acceptance, and familiarize the industries with
data mining, opportunities to apply more advanced techniques will arise. Last but
not least, for deployment we used tools that are already familiar to the end-users.
This all resulted in a high acceptance of this model and users coming up with their
own use cases, which were not originally intended. This model was deployed in
multiple national operators of the Deutsche Telekom group. Addressing the research
question posed in section 5.1, we have shown how data mining can be used to predict
3G mobile network interface load, and simulate it under different scenarios: we have
used relatively simple algorithms to create a large number of predictive models,
therefore making possible predicting the load on a cell level. We have used tools
known to the end users to deploy these models, allowing them to use different sce-
narios for input parameters. Acceptance was gained by decoupling the data mining
process from the end users, but keeping the transparency that linear regression offers
combined with tooling familiar to them.
In chapter 6 we extended this approach onto the field of revenue forecasting.
The added value of this model is not only in enabling the business to have much
better and much more timely insights in future revenues, assuming that the standard
business plans for customer base growth are implemented. This model provides a
scenario simulation platform giving the business an opportunity to test the potential
measures designed to increase the revenues at much higher pace. Addressing the
research question from section 6.1, we have managed to generalize the approach we
developed in chapter 5 to the financial domain, and use data mining to predict and
simulate service revenues in telecommunications.
Some of the important lessons we learned can be generalized as follows.
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In chapter 2 a key lesson is to spend more time defining the problem correctly
than picking the right algorithm to solve it or looking for even more data to mine
in. This can be a quite interesting finding for many companies who are constantly
approached by vendors selling new platforms (more data to mine on) promising to
reduce churn across all populations.
Similarly, in chapter 3 we learned that algorithms with high computational cost do
not necessarily add predictive power, especially in cases when features traditionally
used for the same purpose are already rich.
In chapter 4 we learned that it is worthwhile to try to formulate the problem
differently or to look at it from another perspective. The value of an explanatory
model can be very high as it can enable one to prevent the problem rather than cure
it. Furthermore, the same parameters which did not improve the prepaid churn
models in chapter 2, were very useful in designing the explanatory churn model for
postpaid customers. This can be seen as a variation of the No Free Lunch theorem
related to predictors: Just because certain features did not work on one part of a
population (prepaid customers), does not mean they will not have high performance
on a different population (postpaid customers). This is not contradictory to the lesson
learned from chapter 2: we are just saying that adding more data (a new platform)
to mine in does not improve performance on ALL problems and populations, but it
still may be useful in certain situations.
In chapter 5 we learned that combining simple algorithms in complex deployment
forms can reap great benefits. By extending the approach of chapter 5 in chapter 6
we learned that the answer to a company’s most important questions can be found
by reusing an approach developed for a completely different purpose. In both
these chapters we learned that using predictions of inputs for forecasting the output
variables created a powerful deployment platform for scenario simulation, resulting
in use cases that were not originally foreseen.
In our research we were using a combination of open source software and com-
mercial software. Generally, the commercial software used in some parts of our
research can easily be replaced by open source counterparts. However, the auto-
mated data preparation (attribute discretization and grouping) as executed in the
Predictive Analytics Director software (Pegasystems, 2008), did substantially reduce
our workload. The hardware we used was mostly standard of the shelf servers or just
a laptop. For deployment we used tools already familiar to the end-users. In general,
we did not require additional hardware, software or data from what was already
available. Metaphorically speaking, we cooked a meal with what was already in the
house. This drives down the cost of applying these solutions, not only in the telecom
industry.
From our perspective, the Business Understanding, Data Understanding and
Data Preparation stages of the CRISP-DM process were very important. We have
learned that in commercial settings the data is very often spread across various
sources, so it is essential to unify it. In certain cases, we used existing data sources
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and simply imported the necessary data, while in other we created a completely new
data repository, which was also useful for operational purposes. Quite often, very rich
features already existed it the data, but a so called data dictionary (what does every
variable measure) did not. Therefore, domain expert help was crucial for both data
preparation and understanding, and of course business understanding. These three
stages in an industry setting represent a large part of the overall effort. Having these
properly executed results in a rich data set where simple algorithms can perform very
well. With regard to data preparation, apart from variable discretization, dealing with
missing and extreme values, our choices here were ranging from how much history
is relevant to the problem, to generating new variables via different levels of raw
data aggregations (hourly, weekly, monthly) and taking into account ratios of these
aggregates in order to capture changes in behavior over time.
The deployment step was also very important. This is especially visible in chap-
ters 4, 5 and 6. In chapter 4, the result was not a classic churn model, but rather a
set of guidelines for domain experts on what to improve. In chapters 5 and 6, the
deployment was actually the key part of the process. Even though the modeling
part resulted in a large number of models in a very short time, the method of de-
ploying, which was to first generate new values for the inputs and then use them
for forecasting is the part that brought the most of the value. The business now
has opportunities to run micro level scenario simulations for two very important
business processes. Furthermore, presenting the results using tools familiar to the
users also helped the acceptance of the whole process. An overall lesson from a
project management perspective was to consult the domain experts who are also the
end users of the solutions every step of the way. This is very useful for both setting
up the projects at the beginning (at the business understanding, data understanding
and preparation stage), as well as for the end- user acceptance. In chapter 5, the
users themselves were coming up with new scenarios (use cases)1. Last but not least,
in business settings the evaluation of models normally does not stop by measuring
performance on a test set (pre-labeled data): models are deployed in practice and the
performance is benchmarked against actual measured values.
One interpretation of Pareto’s rule (Pareto, 1964), especially popular in business,
is that 80 percent of the result can be accomplished with 20 percent of the effort (Koch,
2011). One possible translation of this rule to data mining could be that 80 percent of
the possible performance improvement can be accomplished with 20 percent of the
effort (or time). The timeliness of the solution is often more important than ultimate
accuracy. For example, while we are designing the perfect churn model a lot of
customers can already be gone. In business, a preferred way is to deploy a solution
that is good enough (performs better than the baseline) and improve it later. In some
cases, the execution or scoring time of the model is also important: e.g. personalizing
a website based on a predictive model: the model cannot cause a high delay in the
time necessary to load the page, otherwise the customer might not be patient enough
1The approach from Chapter 6 is still under acceptance at the operator
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to wait. Applying simple and fast algorithms on inexpensive hardware using open
source software can help many organizations that struggle with budgets find at least
a temporary solution, which is better than no solution at all (e.g. early detection of
diseases).
Looking at the problems we were addressing in this thesis in chronological order,
one may conclude that we were progressively addressing problems with higher
business importance in each consecutive step. In chapters 2 and 3 we were addressing
prepaid churn, which is an important business problem, but in large operators, such
as the one where we were conducting our research, prepaid revenues are not nearly
as substantial as the revenues from the postpaid segment. The good performance of
our models (any of our models were better than the model deployed at the time- not
stated in the chapter, as it was out of scope of the research) contributed to getting the
task of explaining postpaid churn. After the successful delivery of this task, we were
assigned to forecasting network load, which has a huge impact on the budgeting
process of a telecom operator, as a large part of the budget is dedicated to network
improvements. Last but not least, we got the task to forecast the revenues generated
by the postpaid segment of the operator, which is one of the most important financial
tasks in a company. One can see this as a journey to accepting data mining in
business. Initially, we started with a problem that is important, but not on the top of
the list. Solving each consecutive problem was gaining trust, so data mining gained
acceptance as a solution to even most important business problems.
To summarize, we believe we have successfully answered the overall research
question of this thesis, which was how does one successfully apply data mining in
telecommunications? Our approach to this was to focus at the stages of CRISP-DM
less covered in literature: business understanding, data understanding and prepa-
ration, and in particular deployment. We have used relatively simple algorithms,
which performed well on these large datasets and intuitive performance measure-
ments that were easy to explain to the business. We used hardware, software and
data which were already available, or added open source software to keep the costs
low. We created innovative deployment mechanisms using tools familiar to the end
users and involved the users early on in the process. This all has led to the business
accepting data mining as a solution to a much broader range of problems than before.
During this research we have paid due attention to the legal and privacy related
aspects. European Data Privacy rules are very rigorous about what can and cannot be
done with customer data. It is worthwhile mentioning that in chapter 2 and chapter
3 we were working on data from prepaid customers, which do not provide their
private information (name, address etc.) to the operator. In chapters 3 and 4, the
churn models generated were not used for campaigning. In chapter 3, the intention
was to only analyze whether social ties add value to predicting churn. There was no
added value, which was an additional reason to not deploy the model. In chapter
4, from the research setup onwards, we were looking for an explanation of churn,
not another campaigning model. The results of the model were used to improve
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customer experience. For the revenue forecast model in chapter 6, we only used
the data that the operator has to store, as mandated by Law, in order to be able to
reproduce customer invoices, if necessary. Furthermore, the data used for research
in all chapters has been anonymized, except for chapter 5, where we were working
on data from network cells, which does not contain any customer identifiers, as
this data is already aggregated on a cell level. Unfortunately, in recent times data
mining and machine learning techniques have a damaged reputation with relation to
privacy (e.g. the case of Edward Snowden, PRISM and NSA; or Google’s unification
of user profiles for all services; or most recently, Facebook merging WhatsApp and
Facebook profile information, for which they were finede110 million by the EU). We
have shown methods to gain valuable insights from customer data which are not in
breach of any privacy rights or regulations, neither legally nor ethically.
From a generalization perspective, this thesis is applicable to many industries.
Clearly, in almost any industry losing customers to competition (churn), managing
the key resource and forecasting revenues are very important problems. Finding
inexpensive means to address these issues is beneficial to many companies or gov-
ernments. Using simple algorithms that can easily be explained and deployment
methods preferred by end users helps acceptance. This is how we see data min-
ing being applied and accepted in many fields outside telecommunications, helping
more organizations become data driven. From a research perspective, we hope that
we have shown that there are many other interesting problems to solve beyond
building a better performing predictive model. Hopefully, by applying data mining
in telecommunications, we will raise academic interest in finding better and more
efficient ways of disseminating machine learning research.
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Samenvatting
Vanwege de digitale revolutie in de afgelopen decennia is er veel data beschikbaar. De
overweldigende aanwezigheid van digitale apparaten in combinatie met platformen
die het genereren en opslaan van data mogelijk maken, heeft geleid tot hoeveelheden
data die in het verleden moeilijk voorstelbaar waren. Volgens IBM (2017) is 90%
van de vandaag beschikbare data gegenereerd in de afgelopen twee jaar. Daarnaast
worden dagelijks 2,5 triljoen bytes aan data gegenereerd en dit cijfer zal waarschijnlijk
groeien, gezien de opkomst van nieuwe technologieën, apparaten en sensoren. Dit
roept de vraag op welk deel van die data relevant of waardevol is. Het verkrijgen
van waarde uit deze overvloed aan data is van belang voor zowel de industrie als de
academische wereld.
Datamining wordt in het kort gedefinieerd als het proces van het ontdekken van
patronen in data (Witten and Frank, 2005). De ontdekte patronen moeten zinvol
zijn en tot een voordeel leiden, bijvoorbeeld een economisch voordeel. Grant (2003),
geeft een meer gedetailleerde definitie van datamining als ”een interdisciplinair veld
met technieken zoals machine learning, patroonherkenning, statistieken, databases
en data-visualisatie om de problemen aan te pakken met betrekking tot informatie-
extractie uit grote databases.”
Dit proefschrift past datamining toe in commerciële omgevingen in de tele-
communicatie-industrie. Het onderzoek voor dit proefschrift is uitgevoerd bij T-
Mobile Nederland B.V. en de methoden beschreven in sommige hoofdstukken zijn
ook toegepast in dochterondernemingen van Deutsche Telekom in andere landen.
We waren in de gelegenheid om aan echte commerciële datasets te werken en de re-
sultaten van ons onderzoek in de praktijk toe te passen. In dit proefschrift beschrijven
we enkele van de uitdagingen die data miners (of data scientists) tegenkomen bij het
werken aan bedrijfsproblemen en we geven onze oplossingen hiervoor. De complexe
datasets die we aan het analyseren waren bevatten in bepaalde gevallen tot honder-
den miljoenen records. In dit onderzoek gebruikten we datamining methoden op een
innovatieve manier om resultaten te bereiken die ofwel een verbetering waren van
hoe het bedrijf eerder deze problemen oploste ofwel belangrijke bedrijfsproblemen
oplosten die tot nu toe niet eerder waren behandeld op zo’n gedetailleerde manier.
De inspiratie voor dit proefschrift is onze overtuiging dat het de verantwoorde-
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lijkheid van de academische wereld is om niet alleen nieuwe manieren te vinden om
problemen op te lossen, maar ook om het bedrijfsleven en de overheid te leren hoe
ze deze ontwikkelingen kunnen gebruiken. Dit is een probleem in het geval van ma-
chine learning, waarbij de technologiereuzen van vandaag (bijvoorbeeld Facebook,
Google of de NSA) op grote schaal gebruik maken van modern machine learning-
onderzoek, terwijl de rest van de bedrijven achterblijft. We willen de toewijding
van onderzoekers aan nieuwe en verbeterde algoritmen voor machine learning niet
bekritiseren, maar hen juist aanmoedigen om een stap verder te gaan met de imple-
mentatie van deze methoden in praktische omstandigheden (verspreiding in gebruik
van hun innovatie), waardoor het volledige potentieel van hun onderzoek wordt ge-
realiseerd. Om de hierboven genoemde redenen is dit proefschrift gericht op het
toepassen van datamining in de praktijk in de telecommunicatie branche.
Churn, d.w.z. het verliezen van een klant aan de concurrentie, is een groot
probleem in mobiele telecommunicatie en vele andere industrieën. Daarom wijden
we drie hoofdstukken aan dit probleem.
In hoofdstuk 2 bespreken we de impact van de experimentele opzet op de voor-
spelling van prepaid churn in telecommunicatie. Prepaid klanten in mobiele telecom-
municatie zijn niet aan een contract gebonden en kunnen daarom zonder toestem-
ming van operator wijzigen (”churn”). Dit maakt het voorspellen van churn zowel
uitdagend als financieel lonend. Het hoofdstuk presenteert een verkennend onder-
zoek naar prepaid churn-modellering door de experimentele opstelling te variëren
op drie dimensies: data, doelvariabele definitie en steekproef.
In hoofdstuk 3 onderzoeken we de toegevoegde waarde van het combineren van
reguliere tabulaire datamining met social netwerkmining, waarbij gebruik wordt ge-
maakt van de graaf gevormd uit communicatie tussen klanten. Hier vergeleken we
de prestaties van klassieke (tabulaire) prepaid churn-modellen en klassieke sociaal
netwerk modellen met twee hybride modellen. Ten eerste hebben we de dataset, die
voor de tabelmodellen wordt gebruikt, verrijkt met variabelen uit de communica-
tiegraaf. Ten tweede creëerden we een propagatiemodel met behulp van de scores
van de tabulaire churn-modellen als initiële energie van elk niet-churner-knooppunt
(vergelijkbaar met boosting).
In de zeer concurrerende en geavanceerde telecommunicatiemarkt in Nederland
is netwerkervaring cruciaal voor de operators. Dit is de reden waarom de hoofdstuk-
ken 4 en 5 focussen op twee verschillende manieren om het netwerk te verbeteren.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft een andere toepassing van een churn-model. Dit hoofd-
stuk schetst een benadering die is ontwikkeld als onderdeel van een bedrijfsbreed
initiatief voor churn-management. Onze aanpak van churn-preventie kan ook gezien
worden als een brug tussen de disciplines marketing en mobiele netwerktechnologie,
omdat we de technische oorzaken van churn identificeerden. De typische implemen-
tatiemethode voor een churn-model is een retentiecampagne waarbij klanten worden
benaderd met een aanbod om hun contract voort te zetten. In dit geval was er geen
campagne. Het model werd gebruikt om een reeks regels te genereren voor net-
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werkoptimalisatie om de belangrijkste netwerk-gerelateerde oorzaken van churn te
verwijderen en daarmee churn te voorkomen in plaats van te genezen.
In hoofdstuk 5 presenteerden we een zeer eenvoudige maar effectieve benade-
ring van het gebruik van datamining in een commerciële omgeving. Hiervoor passen
we de uitkomsten van datamining, een grote verzameling van modellen, in een si-
mulatieraamwerk, dat niet dataminers maar domeinexperts in staat stelt niet alleen
de toekomst te voorspellen, maar ook om simulaties te doen onder verschillende
scenario’s en condities. Na het eerste succes in T-Mobile Netherlands, waar de me-
thode werd ontwikkeld, werd de aanpak ook gebruikt door operators van Deutsche
Telekom in vier andere landen.
In hoofdstuk 6 breidden we de methode die is ontwikkeld in hoofdstuk 5 uit tot
het gebied van financiën en het voorspellen van de service inkomsten. Inkomsten
voorspellen in het algemeen is een van de belangrijkste financiële processen in elke
bedrijfstak. Voor op diensten gebaseerde activiteiten, zoals telecommunicatie, zijn
tijdige en nauwkeurige voorspellingen voor service-inkomsten essentieel, omdat ze
belangrijke zakelijke beslissingen kunnen sturen, zoals wanneer en waar men kan
ingrijpen om de zakelijke doelstellingen te bereiken. Door een simulatieplatform
voor eindgebruikers te maken voor het voorspellen van de bedrijfsinkomsten, kan
het bedrijf een beter idee krijgen van de manier waarop verschillende scenario’s
voor input parameters of geplande maatregelen in de praktijk kunnen uitwerken.
De belangrijkste aspecten van de implementatie zijn vergelijkbaar met hoofdstuk
5: gebruik van hulpmiddelen die bekend zijn bij eindgebruikers en creatie van een
platform voor simulatie van scenario’s.
Vanuit een generalisatieperspectief is dit proefschrift op vele industrieën van toe-
passing. Het is duidelijk dat in vrijwel elke sector het verliezen van klanten aan de
concurrentie (churn), het beheren van de belangrijkste resources en het voorspellen
van de inkomsten erg belangrijke problemen zijn. Het vinden van kostenefficiënte
middelen om deze problemen aan te pakken, is gunstig voor veel bedrijven of over-
heden. Het gebruik van eenvoudige algoritmen die gemakkelijk kunnen worden
uitgelegd en het gebruik van implementatiemethoden die de voorkeur hebben van
eindgebruikers, helpt bij de acceptatie. Dit is hoe we datamining zien worden toege-
past en geaccepteerd op veel gebieden buiten de telecommunicatie, waardoor meer
organisaties data- en klantgedreven worden. Vanuit een onderzoeksperspectief ho-
pen we dat we hebben laten zien dat er veel andere interessante problemen zijn om
op te lossen dan alleen het ontwikkelen van een beter voorspellend model. Hopelijk
zullen we door het toepassen van datamining in telecommunicatie de academische
belangstelling vergroten om betere en efficiëntere manieren te vinden voor een snel-
lere verspreiding van machine learning onderzoek.
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